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The direction of this dissertation is determined by a long-standing problem 

in sociological thought coupled with my experience in i< d research in 

Mthwa, Mpondoland. The two are closely related.

When I went to live as a participant observer in a village in Mpondoland, 1 

knew that I was entering one of the remoter areas, and that I couid expect 

a more traditional way of life, still bound to habits and customs o^ tne 

past. I had familiarised myself with the relevant social anthropological 11 

terature on the Southern Nguni and had learnt about agnatic kinship, shared 

values, reciprocity and cooperation, domestic life, a hierarchical order of 

authorities, and the unity which is found among people who have a common 

focus in their respective chiefs. With this concept of a social life rela

tively integrated 1.1 its various aspects, 1 embarked, in December 1977 , on 

my research project which was to concentrate on the authority structure am. 

the homestead in the Mpondo villag ot Caguba, near Port St Johns on the 

Indian Ocean.

Initially, the research work proceeded much in accordance with my expecta

tions. Almost daily I had to label new tiles covering the various aspects of 

village life: settlement pattern, kinship, local primary school, court 

system, circumcision lodges and so on. the chie^ himself showed interest in 

my work and pointed out several aspects of traditional life to me. I let 

myself be drawn into the routine of life in the village by participating in
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as many social activities, and particularly workparties, as was possible.

The various institutions of Mthwa society appeared to constitute a neatly 

working system of social relations. For examp, the chief participated at 

a coming-out of the newly circumcised; more than 100 people !rom all over 

the chiefdom came to assist in the chief's workpartyi the chief presided 

at a special meeting organised by the school committee; he appeared at fu

nerals and came to meetings of his kinsmen, and so on. However, aspects of 

social life began gradually to present themselves to me. which could not be 

fitted into the pre-conceived system of Mthwa socia’ life.

The more 1 learnt to know tie individual villagers who were involved in the 

various social activities of ;he village, the more I became aware of dis

crepancies in the system. The matter of significance of agnatic kinship is 

an example; (a) in the many smaller workparties that took place in the vil 

lage, participation appeared at first to be based on kinship; but then it 

became clear that in fact kinship was sometimes of no account; (b) regard

ing the Cagubans sense of the corporateness of agnatic kin—gtoups, at first 

it appeared that all members had the same image of their group and its in 

terral genealogical relationships; but then it became clear that different 

members c* the same group could have quite contradictory images of that ^in

group; (c) Cagubans living at close quarters with one another were first pre

sumed to be kinsmen and to share economic activities, however this proved to 

be not always the case.

My initial view of a fairly integrated sc ial life, based on some concept of 

a social structure, began to totter. Ob' ously, there was some order in the 

social life in the village, but the longer I stayed in Caguba the further 

removed became the answer to the question; *That dca' account <or ordei in 

this village, in this chiefdom of Mthwa?" My very method of collecting data, 

organising i* into files specified by clear labels, began to seem questionable.



jurpose of mj >•: ji.u u  ssertation about tiuchci tt

'• y'uctuPd and homn1'! lad met mv t teld iclc-ntit

nsis

Fhxngs came to a u to .it. m u- tmeva -> < verv respected Cagub&n. it

should be empha. sed that my runeral i>. -.1 -.olemn occasion for all the vil

lagers; neverthe ess, ; I ends in an atmosphere ol. enjoyment. 'The living ce

lebrate death, is <. ie sophisticated informant put it, the people put on 

their Sunday behaviour and enjoy life." After this particular funeral an 

argument arose among a few of the participants about who would travel home 

in my car: the three men to whom 1 nad prom ed a lift, or the three women 

to whom my cook (without my know edge) had made a similar promise. All so

lemnity had vanished and pure self -interest appeared. It may seem ridiculous 

chat I should recall this incident at all after more than four years, but it 

proved to be the turning point in my research causing a considerable delay 

n completing the present study, influencing the method and the form of 

vriting and turning the dissertation into a hybrid analysis.

tt was the turning point in my research method because instead of looking 

or some kind of social unit and attempting to determine its nature, i.e. 

nstead of searching for social institutions, I began concentrating strictly 

■n individuals, n their interaction; with one another and the type of aware 

iess they brought to these interactions. What was relevant to th m in a gi- 

ert context of social interaction now became my research data, no longer 

,ome isolated social interaction filed according to what I thought was the 

nstitution. Che result was the realisaiion that everal participants in an 

ingoing social interaction could have different, if not opposing, views of 

.he social event. L stopped Looking at the village of Caguba as a field of 

"human ecology" (Udy 1968), with its rules and roles wh ch presuppose soim



kind of fixed group in,; oi ward and village, of l meagi

so on. Instead, I pictured the village of Caguba Lons;-, sting c ag

gate of individuals, leaving such interaction i' ;h< ’ ou]

avw how they were understood by the people themse

of thi? Cagubans thus became the focus of my res ’

recordings multiplied rapidly.

I have described my analysis in this dissertat .

cion as well as in my analysis of Mthwa socia: li -d t.i cope witii

tension between the idea of the order of the socia structure 'initial! < 

duced from the literature) and the (subsequently strongl recognised, 

that was generated by individual interests and the types ol interact: 

which the villagers freely involved themselves. This tension between an 

sumed order and the voluntary social life in-the-making which observe 

produced a constantly shifting point of analytical interest in writing thi:- 

dissertation. In this search for the actor’s frame of reference of social in

teraction and for the order which such interaction yields, the aim o the 

discription and the analysis of social life was to investigate the* vaj idity 

of the assumption of a "social structure" with respect to the chiefdom of 

Mthwa. The concept of a social structure proved unsatisfactory. The reason 

for this is that "social structure," this persuasive metaphor ot social life 

(whether it be conceptualised as "natural phenomenon," Radcliffe-Brown 1952; 

or as a "property of empirical data, Nadel 1957; or as the totality of 

patterns of collective human phenomena, Udy 1968) -kes order for grant* ' . 

and proceeds to discuss the mechanism by which this order is constvfur.er 

maintained. The mechanism is the assumed ordered relationship netwt 

tutions. The difficulty which is inherent in that persuasiv* me I: apt. 

cial life had to be made explicit, ind therefore this dissert* 

concentrate - among other things - on the actual re'an >n
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institutions in Mthwa. The assumed ordered relationships were not born out 

by the data. Thus, while the search fo* a constituting and integrating me

chanism of social life in Caguba remains central to the present dissertation, 

the assumption of an ordered social structure is not taken for granted, ihe 

questions, then, which tnis dissertation attempts to answer, are: what ac

counts for order in socirl life in Mthwa, and what provides the irame ot 

reference, in a given circumstance, for the participants of social action in 

Caguba? The answers to these questions could not be given in the form of an 

observer's idealised model, based on the concept of 'institutionalised 

spheres” (Eisenstadt 1968), because these spheres do not reflect such a "sp- 

cial structure" in Mthwa society, as the data will show. Instead, the dis

sertation tries to provide a "thick description, a 'sorting out (of) the 

structures of signification" (Geertz 1973:9), which make life in Mthwa 

meaningful to the Cagubans. The answers to the questions of order in social 

life of Mthwa and of the frame (or rather, frames) of reference of the people- 

in Caguba require a morphological, an interactionist and a cultural approach 

based on the type and range of activity in which the individual is involved.

In order to come to grips with the problem of "social structure, a rather 

unconventional method of presenting the research material has had to be used. 

On the one hand, the traditional ethnographic method has been followed, ac

cording to which the institutions of the society under investigation are de

scribed from the point of view of their function for the (expected) totality 

of society. On the other hand, the awareness of the participants who were ac

tually socially involved has h .d to be presented; and this has been (to son., 

extent)achieved by describing the proces.es of social interaction in whicii 

they are involved. Thus, in contrast to the description of institutions, the 

emphasis in describing the social life of Caguba is on processes, on the 

people's awareness of the social reality within which they interact.



Yet, the Cagubans1 way of acting cannot be regarded as the idlosyncraci.es 

of individuals. They do share in something, but a knowledge of what this 

something is cannot be arrived at by way ol. abstraction as tormer ethno

graphic descriptions of institutions attempted to do. n other words, the 

institutions of Mthwa do not constitute a normative structure which — for 

the Cagubans - is their (latent) frame of thought and action. Their norms 

are not enshrined in institutions but in 'statements' of what is right and 

in beliefs in what super—human beings demand and sanction. :et notw thsrand- 

ing such normative statements, the Cagubans act as if within a field of 

possible choices. The questions of the contrasting approach taken here could 

be phrased thus: what in fact do people together; hoi. does it come about 

that they do it together; who is intended to gain from the common activity; 

what is the range of involvement which the ongoing social interaction 

actually achieves? When does the total society of the Mthwa chiefdom become 

the frame of reference, if at all? In answering such questions, procesaes 

of interaction need to be described independently of the norms which could 

be "stated." The advantage of such a description is that it is no longer re

lated to a sociological a priori construct, but to the social phenomena in 

the sense of the phenomenal reality of social interaction shaped by the in

terlocking md contradictory interests of the participants.

The combination of the two modes of description has certain consequences. 

First, there are consequences for the writer and for the reader, for the 

writer, the combination of the two modes of description creates a constraint. 

It does not allow him to develop the description to a desirable level of 

completeness. The limited length of the ; ssertation allows to unfolel 

only the central theme of each chapter; U  must then break off and turn 

to another area of social life in Caguba. This creates a consequence for the 

reader. He needs to adopt different perspectives, as he proceeds from chapter
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to chapter: in one chapter the institutional mode of description, in the 

next the processual mode.

The second main consequence of this combination of the two modes of descrip

tion is that the dissertation could create the impression in the reader 0 1  

a selective presentation of the data. Although the descriptive frame of re

ference remains within the boundary of the chiefdom of Mthwa, in fact, the 

actual social life that is described here proceeds within a single village 

of the chiefdom, namely the capital village, Caguba. In other words, this 

dissertation.is a micro-study of the social life of a severely limited area 

which, however, must be seen against the wider background of Mpondo life. 

Politically, the chiefdom of Mthwa is part of the wider organisation of 

Mpondoland and Transkei; economically, it is incorporated into the national 

economy of the Southern African region; religiously, it has been under the 

influence of Christianity fcr about 150 years. In very broad terms, the con

nection between the micro- and macro-situations is given in Chapter 1 and at 

the beginning of Chapters III and VI, with regard to the historico-political 

and economic situations respectively. The micro-study has the advantage of 

remaining as close as possible to the social interaction itselt, i.e. on the 

level of the empirical data.

It is this concentration on the latual social reality which may give the im

pression that certain facts have been deliberately ignored, that the descrip

tion is selective. The reader is likely to have expectations which would re

sult from a sociological interest, i.e. from a *■ "rh for logical connections 

between the micro and macro dimensions ind betwe..., the various aspects of the 

society. More specifically, the impression of selectiveness may arise most 

seriously with regard to the chapter on economic life in Caguba (Chapter VI). 

Here many questions regarding the traditional as well as the modern national
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economy remain unanswered. But it is the explicit aim of the present st"dy 

not to look for the logical-analytical connections, i.e. the observer's so

ciological construct of Mthwa society. For us here, it is the participant 'j 

awarenias that creates the link between the individual social facts, not 

the analyst's tjols which a1low him to make inferences which the partici

pants either may not be aware of or cannot recall at the time of reflection 

or directly refuse to accept. Such a description from the perspective of 

the participant's awareness is strongly in luenced by the phenomenology of 

Schutz (1967) and Schutz and Luckmann (1973), although 1 do not attempt, at 

any point of the dissertation, to gj.ve a pheromenologit al account of social 

life in Caguba.

The organisation of the study as a whole ar " the ndividual chapters has 

been designed to bring to the fore the conn .t between the two modes of de

scription. The two introductory chapters (Chapters I and II) provide the context 

of Mthwa society and Caguban social life within which the theoretical pro

blem is to be studied. The remaining six chapters (Chapters III to VIII) are 

grouped in pairs: the first chapter of each pair discusses a particular in

stitution of Mthwa society, the second concentrates on processes of social 

life in the village of Caguba, processes which are related to the institu

tional sphere discussed in the preceding chapter. Three institutional spheres 

are dealt with in this dissertation: the political institutions of authority 

(Chapter III), the institution of the family in its various forms (Chapter V) 

and the institution of ancestor religion (Chapter VII). The conclusion of this 

institutional presentation of social life in Mthwa is that Mthwa society can

not be understood by invoking a social structure by which the "social phenome

na are united" (Radcliffe-Brown). On the contrary, from this perspective the 

chiefdom appears as a co-ordination ot "loose ends," particularly with regard 

to the political institutions of authority.
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Yet, Mthwf. society nevertheless coheres, it does not fall to pieces. !.n to; 

lowing up the social interaction among individuals, forms of integration ap 

pear which are situational and which vary in type and range. In tne course 

if such interaction institutions and whole institutional spheres become re

lated to one another. For example, a given court case relates certain home

steads to the leadership of a particular voluntary association; or, the case 

of a particular person's ill-health relates the juridica. sphere in a symbi 

lie way to the religious sphere of ancestor religion. :et, without the actor, 

there is no such relation between these institutions. The actor s involvement 

gsnevcitcs the process of integration between institutions. In his absence, 

there is not only no such integration; on the contrary, there is institutio

nal divergence. This contrast between diverging institutions and the integrat

ing involvement of the participants is shown paradigmaticaily in Chapters ...I 

and IV. The crucial Chapter IV yields three important insights: first, at the 

basis of Mthwa society there is law, i.e. the fundamental authority which 

only prcceseually , through the gathering of the men, becomes a social rea

lity, after the gathering has been declared juridical.

Secondly, the juridical gathering of the men is a coming together of homestead 

heads. They carry (ukuphcthaJMthwa society, the authority of law. They are 

the legal experts and the judges (arbitrators) on the lowest level of the 

couvt system, i.e. each individual homestead head for his respective homestead. 

In this way, the homestead gains particular significance in Mthwa. Why? Because 

no homestead endures permanently, and, therefore, a homestead head is not me

rely the incumbent of n role. Rather has he an irreplaceable and, therefore, 

descriptively significant individuality, he emergence of homesteads as an on

going process of social life in Caguba requires chains of conscious decisions 

and of related actions without which these homesteads could not come into ex

istence. Each new homestead requires such a chain of decisions in terms of its
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own individual situation. Most significantly, in the process of the constitu

tion of a new homestead, the (juridical) authority ot the homestead head is 

constituted as well. Thus (a) authority does not rest in an institution, but 

appears in the course of a process, and (b) the homestead head is not the in

cumbent of a role, but he and his authority are the continually-constituted 

product of a social process. In this process, homestead and authority in 

the village of Caguba are correlative terms.

Thus the homestead gains a double significance: it is significant for social 

life in the village as an ongoing process which is open to empirical investi

gation; and it is heuristically significant for an understanding of Mthwa so

ciety as a whole.

The argument of this dissertation it that the understanding of the complex 

socio-economic reality of the homestead provides the possibility of account

ing for the whole range of social life among the Cagubans and people of Mthwa. 

As will be seen from what follows, neither patrilineal kinship, nor the poli

tical sphere, nor economic life, nor ancestor religion can serve as a single 

Archimedean point from which one could describe the "social structure" of 

Mthwa socit :v, because none of these institutional spheres can provide the 

explanatory central point which the sociologist needs in order to establish 

his sociological goal of an observer’s model of Mthwa society. A complex pro- 

ceosual reality must be looked for which already contains what the institu

tions are supposed to provide. From the evidence presented here, it appears 

that the processua! (and therefore observable) reality is the (individual) 

homestead. Here, in each individual home id, tin- basic concepts of Mthwa

 ̂ It will be clear that my problems with the structural-functional approach 
are fundamental. My reservations imply serious theoretical issues which, for 
lack of space, cannot be dealt with in this dissertation.
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society are repeatedly re-created; they become an enacted reality in the 

process of the homestead's constitution and its existence over a limited 

period of time. There is no need to assume a social structure in order to 

understand unity among homesteads; it is sufficient to establish the pur

pose of their interaction; e.g. voluntary associations (Chapter II), li

tigation (Chapter IV), labour organisation (Chapter VI), sharing beer ce

remonially (Chapter VIII), and other purposes which are not discussed in 

this dissertation. The respective decisions for all these interrelations 

between homesteads are made in individua 'iome3teade.

Thirdly, since any homestead continues to exist by virtue of certain ongoing 

relationships between the respective members — which necessarily implies le

vels of authority - the notion of authority reveals its essentially relatio

nal nature. Thus it is not sufficient to say that a chief "has" authority 

("is the role incumbent") or that a father "has" author! y over his family. 

Rather, a chief and a father are "Guarded" authority since there are people 

who obey them. Without the people who obey there is no authority. A chief 

does not "have" authority because of his position in a social structure, but 

because people obey him. This simple datum is well-captured in proverbs like 

inkoei yitikoai ngabontu ("a chief is a chief because of the people"); or ' a 

chief without people is nothing;" or, "a chief without people is a chief of 

the pumpkins." The institutions of authority in Mthwa society are not 'na

tural phenomena" nor can they be considered as "facts" (Durkheim), from which 

the observer can re-construct a model of (Mthwa) society.

If the assumption of a social structure is, ultimately, not very helpful in 

social anthropological discussions, the concept of structure nevertheless re

mains impotcant, even if in a rat1'-- 1 imited sense: authority appears in pro

cesses of social interaction. In the chiefdom of Mthwa, the socially and
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heuristically most important prorc^ses of in ter a .tiun ire oca tod in t'ne 

(individual) homestead. Since the interactions between members of the home

stead take the (observable) form of relationships of authority, author it 

is always structured and is always structur:ng the social situation: one 

participant "takes" the part of authority and 'demands (uku^hatna. , the 

other or others "take" the part of obedience and listen uvo) - tor the 

time being, until the situation of interaction has changed. The constitution 

of the homestead constitutes authority in Mthwa, but authority i-> structured; 

hence the title of this dissertation: Auther'itl Si t-noiur and Homestead in a 

>fpondo Village.

The conclusions of Chapters III ana 1v, arawn from the po .tica1 sphere and 

the court system of Mthwa society, need to be tested in other spheres of Ca-

guban social life. A first test is done in Chapter V, in a detailed study of

the forms of the family which is always at the centre of the homestead in

Caguba. This investigation culminates in a discussion of the cyclic form of

the typical Mpondo (Mthwa) family and 0 1 the related inheritance system. We 

find in the institution of the family a great variety'forms and a cyclic 

disintegration which corresponds - to a certain extent - to the diverging 

tendencies of the political sphere. But, in the political sphere we also  ̂ii.̂  

an integrative process, the court system. Thus the question arises: is there 

a process by which the chiefdom-wide integration of the homesteads is 

achieved? The answer is No. There is, however, a process which integrates 

social groups of a limited range: the economic process, and this is discussed 

in Chapter VI.

Extensive cooperation is required in Caguba in order to make physical life 

possible. But from what follows it appears clearly that the most frequent 

form of economic cooperation, namely workparties, is situational1y conditioned
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and follows the decision-making process rooted in the household. This pro

cess depends on clear economic planning and not on the result of some la

tent function or a sub-consciously-operating social structure. Thus econo

mic processes are integrative for a limited range of social groups each of 

which is (almost) identical with the (individual) homestead. I shall speak 

about economic homestead individualism. Economy, as one of the major insti

tutional spheres of Mthwa society, is not integrative in the sense of em

bracing the society as a whole. Furthermore, there is no direct link between 

the political decision making processes and economic life in Caguba and in 

the Mthwa chiefdom.

The test has shown that the institutional approach does not lead to a vision 

of Mthwa society as integrated; on the contrary, the institution investigated 

here, i.e. the family, reveals diverging elements. Furthermore, the test has 

shown that social processes per ae do not integrate the whole of Mthwa. Has 

the processual method failed? It would seem that we are left with an atomistic 

situation: the homestead. A further test is therefore required, and this is 

done in Chapters VII and VIII.

In Chapter VII the institutional sphere of religion is investigated with spe

cial reference to ancestor religion and the ancestor cult. It is an accepted 

fact in anthropology that ancestor religion is particularistic. This parti

cularism is even more radical than was no d in the domestic sphere and its 

economic activities: it is on the wellbeing of the individual member of the 

homestead that ancestor religion focuses. In other words, Mthwa ancestor re

ligion fragments Mthwa society. The life of the individual is the core issue 

of the ritual activities. The family is at the disposal of any one of its 

members and makes his return to "life" possible. It is not the integration of 

the family that is the concern of the ancestor religion and its related



r ; C t i a l  , ' .t tl r, itorat'ion of the ''affl'ict* : chit : ' of the homestead

There is, .it thi. juncture, no reason for introducing < ntent .unction 

or an "unintended consequence’ with respect to th^ acting social group of 

the homestead and the agnati kinsmen (while not denying that there are 

such latent functions or unintended consequences). The type of awareness 

among the participants is sufficient to explain the proceedingsi & the very 

point at which total individualisation of the members of the social group is 

in hand, a vision of the society becomes aonsaious which has a eosmologiaal 

wholeness. As the participants at a public (ancestral) celebration interact, 

they symbolically enact the unity among themselves. This unity has its social 

legitimation in relationships of kinship and marriage situationally centring 

in a particular homestead, and it has its religious justification in the 

au.hority of the (agnatic ard affinal) ancestors. In a definite sense, as 

will be shown in Chapter VIII, it i* not the institution of ancestor reli

gion that effects the unity of Mthva in terms of a social structure, but the 

process of symbolic interaction at a certain homestead at which the celebra

tion takes place. It is the homestead's members' obedience to the demands of 

the ancestors which shows that the authority structure of the homestead is 

rooted in the authority attributed to the ancestors. United in a single ce

lebration, the participants honour the s< rce and model of any authority in 

the chiefdom.

There remains onv point which goes beyond the scope of the present disserta

tion. If the unity of Mthwa society - and of society in general, as I would 

like to propose - results from processes of interaction rather than from so

ciologically-assumed social structures, then it must be recognised that any 

such unity is related to the- interests of the interacting people. However 

much such interests era socially constituted, they are alt rooted in the
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■Individual, stlioice. ..iv > . • ou*>. !.‘he pioc s.- uo c« and decision are

thus inescabably relevant < any aocial-anthropological discussion, in otaei 

words, it is the nature or individual human beings and their interests and 

modes ot interaction which unite (Mthwa) society and not some nypostatized 

structure. As the dissertation will (how, unity in Mthwa is achieved without 

an (analytically necessary) recourse to the notion of a social structure. 

Furthermore, had I pursued my description on the basis oL the latter assump

tion, 1 should h&vo ueen torc< u t present < picture of a fairly disunited 

social situation, a conclusion which the actual facts of soc ’ life in Ca- 

guba do not warrant.
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CHAPTER I

THE .vflHlVA miEFDOM 
IN MPONDC HISTORY

TRAVELLING from Umtata, the capital of Transkei, to Port St Johns, one 

passes through the heartland of Nyandeni, or Western Mpondo iand. About se

venty kilometers from Umtata, there is a store called .■ tsimt:ini , which 

is also the name of the local administrative area. The road runs along a 

ridge and overlooks the valley of the Mngazi River. Both the place N .si~ 

mbini and the name itself do not only recall an important part of Mpondo 

- and British - history of the 19th century, but take the 1 hietdom of 

Mthwa out of oblivion and into the limelight of history. The history 0 : 

the Mthwa chiefdom will be sketched briefly in this first chapter.

The armies of the Zulu Paramount Chief, Shaka, had crossed into Mpondo- 

land for the first time in the early 1820's. The Paramount Chief of all 

Mpondoland, Faku (»1867) (Wilson 1969:89), was unable to withstand the Zulu 

incursion, and fled across the Mzimvubu River, which flows into the Indian 

Ocean at Port St Johns. When the invader had withdrawn, Faku returned to 

the part of his home territory east of the Mzimvubu, an area known as Qa- 

wukeni or Eastern Mpondoland. But, in 1828, once again Shaka's armies raid

ed the country, and for the second time Faku sought refuge in the west. He



crossed th. ^zimvvbu again and for the nexf twenty years -etc Led in the 

Ntsimbini area it. the /alley oi the Mngazi River, in 1841 he returned tc 

the east, after concluding a treaty with the British Loloniai (»overnment 

which promised him protection and which in return gained tor British sub 

jeccs the right to pass freely through caku s land. Ln a subsequent 

agreement, dated 23rd November 184.., Faku's territory was recognized by 

the British Government "S stretching from the MzimkuLu River in north

east to the Mthatha In the south-west (Brownlee 1923:72).

The following year, 1845, Faku a son, Ndamase, also crossed the Mzimvubu 

River, coining from the east as his father had. His intention was to settie 

permanently at a distance from his brother Mqikela. He left the east with 

his household and possessions, and crossed the river on large bundles of 

faggots which, in the vernacular, are called iinyanda. This mode of trans

port eventually gave its name to the new paramountcy: Nyandeni ("on the 

faggot-bundles"). For the people of Mthwa this division of the paramount

cy of Mpondoland constitutes their link with the history of the Mpondc(1).

When Ndamase crossed the Mzimvubu, he entered the west in the area of Lu- 

thengele, about twenty kilometers up the Mzimvubu River as the crow flies. 

According to an oral tradition of the Ncamane, fhe royal clan of Mthwa so

ciety, Luthengele belonged fo one, Fono, whom this clan considers to be 

the founder of their chiefdom. According to the same tradition, the present 

Chief Regent Ntamsanqa Calvin Fono recalls that Paramount Chief Faku con

sidered Fono a particularly reliable ally and councillor, and he put the
(2)new Chief in Nyandeni under Fono' .' p r o t t i o n x . Oral history as told in 

Caguba corroborates Chief Victor Poto's (1927:20 f) written account. He 

confirms his great-grandfather's arrival in Luthengele, and among Ndamase's 

non-royal allies /imifunda) he lists Mthwa, the name of Fono's chiefdom:



The whole household came and crossed the Mziurvubu at Luthengele.
There Ndamase stopped, and there Faku came to meet him being ac
companied by a few men ... Faku spoke to Ndamase and said that 
it (i.e. Ndamase's departure from East Mpondoland) is accepted, 
since he had crossed the Mzimvubu. He should build and livt.
(here in West Mpondoland) and be in charge ol: all his (laku s 
people who live between the Mzimvubu and Bashee (sic!) Rivers.
Those people are the Khonjwayo, Mthwa, the Gcwangule, the Kwalo, 
the Ntlane, the Mpinga, the Tolo, the Nci, Jizo with Dike''
Mpondotnise, the Bomvana and the Qiya (my translation) .

Chief Poto (whose book is written in Xhosa, employing an older form of spell

ing) uses the uMtua (i.e. Mthwa) several times, but he never specifies what

or whom precisely he has in mind by this term. That the term is not an easy

one to understand historically can be seen from the fact that among Ncamane 

informants there is a difference of opinion as to whether these c.t'nweni, i. 

e. these "who live in the area of Mthwa, are really Mpondo or not. Be that 

as it may, Fono's people identify themselves by the name <" Mthwa, claiming 

an area as belonging to "Mthwa" far wider than the present-day administrative 

area of Caguba, the village in which I conducted my research between 197" 

and 1981f3). When Ndamase crossed to Luthengele - according to the claim - 

he came to "Mthwa.

The certainty with which we can link documented and oral historical tradi

tions allows us to draw further lines of Ncamane history.

The name Ncamane points to a mythical past. Today it is both, the clan-name 

(ieiduko) of a prrticular clan and the genealogical point of reference for 

a clan—cluster which includes Ncamane, -via and Gcwalushe. Ihe name itselt 

is controversial. Some maintain that it denotes a certain descendant of 

Sukude, a forefather of Chief Faku, fifteen generations back (see Hunter 

1936:399). Others maintain that it was the nickname (it"'-‘ekesiso! of a cer

tain son of Mthwa, Sukude's alleged grandfather. The nickname superseded



the actual name and the latte/ was in course of time "forgotten"

Still another opinion holds that Ncamam ;nd Sukude are names of the same 

person. In short, the origin oi the name has been lost. However, there is 

a consensus that the Ncamane clan is related to Sukude and that the clan 

lives eMtkweni ("in the land of Mthwa")U ) . This is the basis of the Nca

mane claim to be in rightful control of the territory of Caguba.

If the name Ncamane points to i past the beginning of which cannot be ex

actly determined, with the name of Chief Fono we enter a period that can 

be reconstructed with some degree of certainty. Indeed it is still possible 

to trace the genealogy of Fono, the alleged founder chief, veil back into 

the 18th century, perhaps even further. The royal line of Ncamane goes 

back ten generations, beginning with the present heir to the chiefdom, Pa

trick Mgwaqo Fono, who was born in 1957 ,, as shown by the following genea

logical table (Figure 1, p. 5).

While the genalogical past of the Ncamane clan can be established with 

some certainty, their whereabouts during the period before Fono is diffi

cult to determine since the evidence is contradictory. According to one tra

dition, it was Fono who crossed the Mzimvubu river. But another far stronger 

tradition maintains that the Ncamane were already in possession of the land 

when the Nyawuza -(Ndamase's people) < .me to settle in Western Mpondoland.

The evidence for this is that some reliable speakers say that the grave of 

Mbulawa (Fono's father) is in Bholane village, west of the Mngazi River, an 

area which is often referred to as kwaK't: /ZM. ("at Khiwane's place")1 

But with Khiwane we are well into the I8th century.

Given that Mbulawa is buried it Bholane and that the area between Mngazi and
(8)Mngazana is known is "at Khiwane's" , and given that Fono is indeed Mbula-
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i . ( 9 )Nconjano

(10)Khiwane

i 1
Malhinjwa Nomandela Mbulawa Mazibela Bhacwa Ndoto Mafuna Mthambeki

(a)

rFono Nomatye Nonjuzana Nokweda Nomtshulu Ngojolo
(b)

+ Hlwathika Bhekunyawo
(c)

Ntiki Mca-i

l

Hlamvana Sidubukelana Manqwathi 
(d) ‘

s.t

Maxhume Kolofishi Mkhovu Nyakanyaka kobert Same Ntamsanqa
(*1880) 
(+ ? )

(e) (*1897)
(+1965)

+ Mawaka + Mabotiyela 
(+1971)

+ Thembi- Mgwaqo, 
nkosi (Heir)

(Reg ant) 

Fikile

2. Subsequent house in a polygynous situation.

Main line of Chieftainship.

+ Never assumed Chieftaincy.

(a) Graves: (a) at Bholane, (b) at Malanga, Caguba village, (c) Ca- 
guba, a certain abandoned homestead in Caguba village, (d) at 
Bholane, (e) Gushete, Caguba village.

(x) The label "heir" assumes that Mkhovu was chief in his own
right and that the rules of succession apply. The informants
maintain that the matter await i decision by the clan caucus.

Figure 1. Royal lineage, of Mthwa society, Ncamane.
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wa's son^ ̂ , one wonders why Fono should have been living in the Luthengv 

le area?

Luthengele is to the north-west of Bholane, and almost a day's walk away.
(12)

Scanty as the evidence is, it is clear enough that a major crisi:- oecui 

which forced Fono to leave Mbulawa's homestead. In Caguba, tension is still 

observable today between the two main clan-sections of the Ncamane, the 

"Fono" and the "Mbulawa." Furthermore, I could not establish with certain

ty which of the two clan-sections is the senior one. Assuming that the 

present-day tensions between the two clan-sections have historical root , 

this would account for the fact that Fono first of all moved away from Bho

lane and settled in Luthengele. When subsequently he came under the pres

sure of the Mpondo-Gingqi (see below), he did not return to his home 

tory, but went and settled in what is today the village of Caguba, at. a 

place known as eMalanga, which means literally "in the suns," where the 

present "Fono" ritual elder has his homestead (see Map No 3, homestead No 

61, p. 23). EMatanga is about ten kilometers west of Port St Johns as the 

crow flies.

Chief Nda se'a move to Western Mpondoland and Fono's settling in Caguba 

are two aspects of a wider re-organisation of several groups in the area 

in the first half of the 19th century. This development and the additional 

expansionism of British colonial rule in the second half of the 19th centu

ry contribjted to reducing Fono's chiefdom considerably; in fact, it was 

this colonialism that liquidated the chiefdom altogether, he following is 

an outline cl this development.

Hou) Fono rs chiefdom wan liquidated.

Evidence suggests that while Fono was still living at Luthengele he came un-



der presbnre j 'om the ' n: ! qi. Like Ndamase’s Nyawuza, these people

came from the east: < the Mzimvubu River. There were at least three bran

ches of Gingqi in the east, of which two came to Nyandeni. One grou was 

led by a chief named Diko; a second group followed Gqaza; the third group 

which remained in the east belonged to Mthelekisi . It was (-qaza who be
(13)came a threat to Fono, according to sources of oral history in haguba 

Fono did not defend his territory, but simply vacated the area and went 

far nough away to allow for peaceful co-existence. The Gingqi occupied 

the area which is today known as Swazini, a stretch of land between the 

Mngazi and Mzimvubu Rivers. This development meant a severe restriction of 

Fono's chiefdom, sealing it off to the north (see Map 1, Appendix 1).

The other Gingqi group which, under Chief Diko, came to Mthwa, settled in

today's administrative area of Gomolo where the Khonjwayo people were airead*

living. Gomolo was claimed by the Paramount Chief of the Nyawuza in Libode,

Capital of Western Mpondoland; but the Gingqi paid tribute

kaneno, ccpha eCaguba. 
ti . rele yrhafc • 'JgqclcK 
ar'iafe ncanaXkon̂ 'vjyo kuba ’JayeweZ-t nanaKkonjixzyo.

(they paid tribute) on this side, here in Caguba.
Being obliged to pay at Ngqeleni,
they should have paid with the Khonjwayo, since
they came "with" them.

In other words, the Gingqi of Diko pledged allegiance to Fono in Caguba. Be

sides them, there were further allies in the corridor between the Khonjwayo 

and Gingqi in the south and Gqaza's Gingqi in the north. This corridor was 

Fono's territory as well; at 1 ast the '■ amane claim that it was their s 

The people who lived there belonged to a clan-cluster (see p. 27) which in

cluded the Wotshe, the Gcwangule and a third clan. They had come from the 

area of the Tsitsa River, moving via Mantusini into .ono's country( ^ (see 

below). Still further to the wrst of the Wotshe, there were Qhwane people



vrw vert- nigh i" . 2  t uecba Lists iutuxfnJel-6) -

vas tor this re a so n ,  tiv or I h is to r ia n : ,  maintain, that Fono was inter- 

sted iv them mo iucv.eede-i t n ' : •< thei on the border of his chief-

iom. m  Qhwam ett administrative areas of

;andu and Lujeewi--:: i .

• rter the Nvamain ; '.u ; aguba, the second strongest

.rout) s mad. up overs' amioi. fh Gcwangule clan. For about a

. 0 0 0  [4( years, 1 nc longer, 1 h. Gcwangule must, have been a powerful clan,

r tot hivfdom in their own right, a the area of the Tsitsa River. Cer-

•-un major action: i the Gcwangule I vv today in the two administrative

abankulu ..nd Libode to the iiar north of Caguba. Two sections of

wangu , s i’it. ind Phelane, moved south and came to Mthwa, into Fonc's 

'uefdom. he it section came v Mantusini, the administrative area west

-h- sh >v. mentioned Ntsi.mbini vrca, and settled in what are today the 

«awotsheni md Thombc administrative areasv‘ ’ . Some of their members went 

urfhe- -outh-eas' ; aguba and !. neighbouring village of Sicambeni,

vnere memb- h  rhf Phelane section were already living. The Phelane sec- 

i oi ook ; "out different i rom he 1 i ta. 1’hey had come from the Mount Frere 

nsf.r i cr. lowed the direction o the Mzimvubu River and settled at f irst

-.t -Ip ember ■ . voout ighi kilometer ' rom the mouth of the River. They went

urthfe- atil '■ tt -ithumbane. known n Pori St Johns' "Third Beach," until

nev inally ame t< ivr r sicambeni, when the estuary of the Mzimvubu Ri-

vas sold in 1878) • th -.otonial author: tie: (see below). Some of their

lie mb e r - anu "i liv< i iguba.

Set ore i"oni’ established hiriS' U iguba, th< Ntsila had apparently con

troller rh# irn.i. Th" ir.il belong t ' ir amt ian-r luster as the Ncamane

see ue tow -/), There is rel :: msl-.ip t $enior i tv between the two
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clans which reflects the relationship betweei the 'ounof? inc.estor? '' 1,1

clans . The Ncamane members addvecs the- St si l a  j iwo-'Cti. t athei - ■-2 icier 

brother"), acknowledging in this wav the seniority >i the \t&ila. During 

the rule of Chief Hlamvana, Fono’s ruccessor, the Ntsila broke away 0 0 1  

tically from their Ncamane brother-clan and allied themselves wit: n

Gingqi. With this re-orientation of the Ntsila ana in, subsequent 

territory to the c.'lonial government (set below), ■ i- hiefdom 4thv; 

shrank to the size of the present-day "administrative area" b e l o w

.

Cwebeni and Tekwini. All these villages are ituated between the lunitipt. 

area of Port St Johns and the Mngazana River sc Mai , Appendix

The year of Fono's death cannot be determined with certainty. Evidence 

gests that he died about 1875. In any case he outlived hi; ilwai:

his grandson Hlamvana who succeeded as chief inherit* , £

situation. The rising power of the Nyawuza-Mpondt 1 

Gingqi it Swazini definitely limited Fono • wc

the chiefdom of the Ncamane was effected b; Britis ansi on ■: ir p

ed in three stages. The first stage recurred f y-at .' xatt

when the following deal was mad* bet w# it m "qwi s< . Mdamase

son, and the Cape government:

The Secretary for Native Affairs himselt concluded r.h« agrcume: 
by paying to Nqwiliso t 1000 for a strip of lane in the west 
of the river for about nine miles upwards m m  i.he 
1937:40)(16).

The river in question is the Mzimvubu Rive -h< 1

St Johns was to develop later. The deal affected Hlamvana' Vrv erdon. greatly. 

The estuary, in the terms of the sale, ncluded >. portion o.t "h. Ntsila ter 

ritory in Mkhanzini and a still larger portion of Fono's old chiefdom: 

a result, Chief Hlamvana lost all his territory on the eastern 1,
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Mzimvubu and about 35 square kilometers of territory on the western side .

The chiefdom was now cut off from the Mzimvubu. The second stage was the an 

nexation, in 1894, which affected all of Mpondoland: its independence we 

lost. However, the reigning chief, Hlamvana, remained in oft ice, probab.. 

until about 1918 when the third stage of the fall of the Ncamane's chief

dom occurred: the loss (at least temporarily) of their chieftaincy. Hlamvana 

was forced by the British to resign, and a commoner, Mahowiza, was appointe . 

headman. Mahowiza soon resigned, feeling unable to fulfil his duties. Iben, 

at least, headmanship was restored to the "Fonr" Ncamane; Hlamvana, who was 

still living, saw his second eldest son, Kolofishi, installed as headman 

(and in traditional terms as chief). After only one year in office, Kolofishi 

was replaced by Mkhovu, his younger brother, who became Chief Regent (see Fi

gure 1, Genealogy, p. 5) ' \  When he died, in November 1965, Kolofishi's son 

and heir, Mawaka, was considered by the Ncamane caucus to be "too young" to 

hold office. Therefore a Chief Regent was again appointed, Ntamsanqa Calvin 

Fono, who is at present also state-appointed headman. In the meantime all 

Hlamvana's direct heirs in the main line have died, therefore it is an open 

question as to which of the young men will finally succeed to Hlamvana's po

sition .

After the annexation of Mpondoland, the British colonial system of "direct 

rule" (H mmon :-Tooke 1975:81) was eventually extended over the territory. 

Western Mpondoland was and today still is divided into three districts (ibi

dem p. 78): Libode, Ngqeleni, and Port St Johns. Each district is subdivid

ed into smaller sections called "locations" or administrative areas (see p. 

16). A district is governed by a magistate, and an administrative area by a 

state-appointed "headman." Under this dispensation, what remained of Fono's 

old chiefdom came under the magistrate, of Port St Johns; the skeleton chief

dom itself became "Location 5" or the "Administrative Area of Caguba." Thi .■



has continued since Transkeian independence. The said "area includes six 

villages, referred to administratively as wards zipfuztuka' 1ior a discus 

sion of these terms, see below p. 16).

There is a sense in which Mthwe's history and political past continues to

day. In the mid-1950s, the Bantu Authorities system was adopted (Hammond- 

Tooke 1975:204), " under which local government was to be based as far as 

possible on the traditional chiefdoms (ibidem p. 202). loday there are ad 

ministrative units called "Tribal Authorities. A Tribal Authority may com 

prise one or several traditional chiefdotns. As regards daily life in tne 

village of Caguba (as elsewhere in Transkei), the main function of this 

Tribal Authority is to act as an appeal court from the headman's (i.e. the 

chief's) court. At first, Caguba came under the Ndluzula Tribal Authority, 

with its seat in the administrative area of Gomolo. But this was changed af

ter independence, for reasons unknown to me. Caguba then became subject to 

the MvumeIwano Tribal Authority. The latter Tribal Authority is stationed 

in Swazini and is controlled by Chief Msolina, a fifth generation descendant 

of Chief Gqaza who sparked off Fono's move to Caguba and who became the in

termediary (district) authority between Fono and the Paramount in Libode.

This pres< nt-day court system (see below p.145) thus reflects in some way 

the political situation of more than 100 years ago.

There is a further aspect of Ncamane's past which continues to shine through 

today: according to statistics (census 1970), the population ol the admini

strative area of Caguba number 4300 inhabitants (Jackson 1975:69); this is 

the highest single figure in the distri of Port St Johns. This detail gives 

some hint of the strength of Fono and his Ncamane in days gone by.



Footnote?, to Chapter 1.

(1) Interviews: Calvin 11-6-78, Tape 121; Bhabhalaza 21-7-79, iapes 160-!. 
The present account is based entirely on Caguba material and nas not. 
been cross-checked by other independent oral traditions of the geogra 
phical area concerned. All tape recordings, which are quoted here, have 
been made by the present writer in the vernacular. The tapes are in his 
possession.

(2) Chief Regent Calvin Fono relates the incident in the following words:
UNdamase noMq+kela oonyana kakaFaku bobabini 
baza baxabana ngebhubesi eZalibul-.-'Jc. 
Waza vabaleka k ’uNdconaee to ’ba ngouendlu yokunene, 
uabalekel’ aph1 kuaFono. 
WahlaV aphr eLuthengele, r.guFono, aph’ eluthengele.
Mandithi lonk' el' cat' --  (sentence not completed).
Waza wayalez' uyise wakhc, uFaku, 
wath ’ uFcku: "Gcina loo mntuana, Fono.'' 
Wanthatha, uFono, wathi. 
Hayi ebaleka yena, ehemba noMJali.

Ndamase and Mqikela, the two sons of Fat
happened to quarrel about a lion which had been killed
(i.e. about claims to chieftainship).
Subsequently, Ndamase, son of the right-hand house, fled 
and looked for refuge at Fono's place.
He stayed there in Luthengele, it is Fono (301i. s land), 
there in Luthengele.
Let me put it this way: the whole stretch of land --- .
Then came his father Faku and ordered,
speaking (to Fono): "Take care of the 'child , Fono.
Fono took the responsibility and so it happened.
He (Ndamase) escaped together with Mjali (chief of the Jola).

See also Calvin 11-6-78, Tape 121, transcript p. 17.

(3) The problem is twofold: first , who or what is "Mthwa", and secondly, 
what is the ethnic origin of the people of Mthwa. These are independent 
questions. Jackson (1975) concludes that there is a Mpondo branch of 
'Mthwa tribes." This conclusion is doubtful. Weighing the evidence at 
my disposal, my conclusion is that "Mthwa designates a territory which 
in the course of time became a genealogical mytheme. In this connection 
it is interesting that the people of Caguba claim that at one stage 
their territory stretched into Eastern Mpondoland into an area which 
Jackson (1975, Map V) specifically marks as "Mtweni." It is to this 
name that the Cagubans refer when they claim certain old boundaries of 
the chiefdom.

(4) Bhabhalaza 21-7-79, Tapes 160-1, transcript p. 77-8.

(5) These, are genealogical mythemes rat r than reflections of historical 
persons, with respect to the territory of Mthwa and to the Mpondo para- 
mountcy. "Sukude" should not mislead us into constr cting a genealogy 
as Jackson (1975:22) does. Such constructing does not serve any purpose 
other than that which the members of the society nave in tracing it, 
namely to have a just claim to the area in which they live.

(6) The chief informant for this genealogy is Matukuva, a Ncamane elder who
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died in 1980. The interview took place 3-2-78, in home village Tekwim, 
in the presence of four other elders.

(7) See Calvin 11-6-78, Tape 121, transcript p. 7.

(8) More specifically, the present-day village of Cwebeni is referred to as 
ItwaKhiwane ("at Khiwane's place").

(9) Alternative spelling: Noonjana It seems very difficult to accept a ge
nealogically direct link (if there is any at all) between Nconjana and 
Sukude (Jackson 1975:22).

(10) Alternative spelling: Kcvane.

(11) Certain evidence suggests that Mbulawa was Fono's older brother. See Si- 
noti, Tapes 9, 10, 114. A situationally applied method of re-drawing ge
nealogies may account for the finally "fixed ' form in which .-rbulawa is 
identified as Fono's father. The method is derived from the principle of 
primogeniture according to which the eldest son takes his father s posi 
cion after the latter's death. In this position the brother will be 
honoured as the "father.1 See also Jackson (1975:22, n.l; and the cau 
cion which he expresses with respect tu the genalogy which he presents.

(12) See Bhabhalaza 13-5-78, Tape 87. According to the informant, Fono did go 
to Bholan * f irst and only later to Caguba. Hlwathika, his son, had al
ready died when Fono came to live at Mnlanga, in caguba.

(13) Bhabhalaza 21-7-79, Tape 160-1, transcript p. 58). The interview took 
place at the very place where Fono had his court in Caguba. It is home
stead No 61, as indicated in Map No 3, p. 23. The elder said verbatim:

Hxa. ku'Je le uFono eza nrjpha, 
eza ngapka
uahiya uGqaza ngaphaya,
nMthelekiai ngaphayaa --  (uncompleted sentence).
.Vxa kuwela. uFono eza ngapha
uehiy * uMthtlakiai ngaphayaa -r4 v <:\: r.'.
When Ft no came over to this place here (at Malanga), 
when he came here, 
he left Gqaza yonder,
and Mthelekisi was on the other side ---  .
When Fono came over to this place here,
he left Mthelekisi behind, yonder in Qawukeni (Eastern Mpcndoland).

The quotation i.e specifically given as an example of a typical style of 
asserting a "truth": the speaker speaks in parallelisms or pairs. This 
stylistic form occurs also in the previous quoted sentences of Chief 
Calvin's (see n. 2). The technique of uncompleted sentences also has 
stylistic significance.

(14) Bhabhalaza, the elder, said:
amaWotshe ayephethue nguHlamvana, 
ngakuaHlarroana.

the Wotshe had been under the authority of Hlamvana 
being in his area.

(See Poto 1927:21). Here, Chief Poto mcntiones Gcwangule, but not Wotshe 
however, in a subsequent section of his book, he does mention Wotshe (ib
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died in 1980. The interview took place 3-2-78, In'home village Tekwini, 
in the presence of four other elders.

(7) See Calvin 11-6-78, Tape 121, transcript p. 7.

(8) More specifically, the present-day village of Cwebeni is referred to as 
hjXzKhivane ("at Khiwane's place").

(9) Alternative spelling: Nconjana. It seems very difficult to accept a ge
nealogically direct link (if there is any at all) between Nconjana and 
Sukude (Jackson 1975:22).

(10) Alternative spelling: KcDone.

(11) Certain evidence suggests that Mbulawa was Fono’s Oiisv ovothcv. See Si 
noti, Tapes 9, 10, 114. A situationally applied method of re-drawing ge
nealogies may account for the finally "fixed1 form in which Mbulawa is 
identified as Fono's father. The method is derived from the principle of 
primogeniture according to which the eldest son takes his tatner s posi 
tion after the latter*s death. In this position the brother will be 
honoured as the "father." See also Jackson (1975:22, n.l) and the cau 
cion which he expresses with respect to the genalogy which he presents.

(12) See Bhabhalaza 13-5-78, Tape 87. According to the informant, Fono did go 
to Bholane first and only later to Caguba. Hlwathika, his son, had al
ready died when Fono came to live at Malanga, in Caguba.

(13) Bhabhalaza 21-7-79, Tape 160-1, transcript p. 58). The interview took 
place at the very place where Fono had his court in Caguba. It is home
stead No 61, as indicated in Ma No 3, p. 23. The elder said verbatim:

flxa kuuele uFono esa rr. rpka, 
eza ngapka 
•ushiya uGqaza ngaphaya,
uMthelekiai ngapkayaa —  (uncompleted sentence).
'!xa ku'Jela uFono eza ngapha 
uehiy' uMthelekiai ngopkayaa v <-••
When Fono came over to this place here (at Malanga), 
when he came here, 
he left Gqaza yonder,
and Mthelekisi was on the other side --  .
When Fono came over to this place here,
he left Mthelekisi behind, yonder in Qawukeni (Eastern Mpondoland).

The quotation is specifically given as an example of a typical style of 
asserting a "truth": the speaker speaks in parallelisms or pairs. This 
stylistic form occurs also in the previous quoted sentences of Chief 
Calvin's (see n. 2). The technique of uncompleted sentences also has 
stylistic significance.

(14) Bhabhalaza, the elder, iid:
anaWoteke ayepht kv; >'xruHlanvar i, 
ngakjaHlamoar.a.
the Wotshe had been under the authority of Hlamvana 
being in bis area.

(See Poto 1927:21). Here, Chief Poto mentiones Gcwangule, but not Wotshe 
however, in a subsequent section of his book, he does mention Wotshe (ib
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dem p. 37). It should be pointed out that while the elder speaks about 
Hlumvana, it is Fono who is the person he wants to refer to. Here we 
find another convention that occurs often when making historical rete 
rences, particularly if genealogical contexts are involved. A telescop
ing of historical depth takes place. The person who is mentioned re
presents the entire genealogy.
Although there is more chan sufficient evidence that the Wotshe and the 
Gcwangule belong to the same clan-cluster (the present-day Gcwangu’ ■- ̂ 
being the senior branch), Chief Calvin insisted that the two clar.̂  die. 
not originate in the same place (area). See discussion 28-3 81.

\i5) Polish! LG-2-78, Tape 27.

(16) For a comprehensive discussion - from a British colonial point ot 
view - of the historical developments which led to the purchase of the 
estuary, see Cragg (1959:273-291).

(17) Bhabhalaza 10-5-78, Tape 83.
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CHAPTER II

THE CAPITAL VILLAGE, 0X011 v, 
AND THE SOCIO-GBOGRAPH.ICM SI TIL

(1) A v i l la g e - type  settlement.

THE NOUN I-SPEAKING peoples of souuveast A" rica live between the escarp

ment of the Drakensberg range and the Indian Ocean. One of their characte

ristic features, to which anthropological literature o: the past has often 

referred, used;be their dwellir in relatively isolated scattered home

steads. When Professor Wilson (Hunter 1936) conducted her research in the 

late 1920’s in N'tibane , Western Mpondoland, which is about forty kilome- < 

ters south-west of Caguba, this settlement pattern was still clearly obser 

vable. Her description of Mpondo social life includes a detailed study of 

the homestead (umzi) which was and still is the nucleus of that Life. Beyond

these scattered homesteads, she discerns a wider system which she refers

to as a "territorial alineaent of kin" (ibidem p. 61). Such an alincment 

comprised a number of homesteads under the authority of a petty cbiet . There 

were no villages in the sense in which shall be using the term Village. A 

map (ibidem p. 60) which accompanies Wi1son's description shows how sparsely

the Ntibane area was then populated.
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Today, the homestead as a relitively isolated (social) unit is disappear

ing, not only in Mpondoland but in the whole of the Nguni-speaking area , 

and most definitely so in the administrative area and village of Caguba. 

Certainly, people here live in close proximity, forming compact settlements 

(see Map 2, Appendix 2). Settlement in the village is largely regulated, 

but so'.ie margin of free movement is still possible. In this dissertation, 

the term village has the following meaning: from the wider administrative 

perspective, there are well-defined areas of which certain parts have been 

set aside for residential purposes, while the rest of such areas is used as 

arable land or as pasturage only. In addition, a given area may include 

bush which is still quite plentiful in the vicinity of the coast. These ad

ministrative areas, which are subdivided according to dwelling, agricultu

ral and pastural purposes, are termed "locations" officially, but rendered 

as iilali('1) in Xhosa. A single location (ilali) may include two or more 

residential zones for which the term isiphaluka was adopted in administra

tive language, a term which is hardly known in Caguba. There is indeed 

some difficulty regarding official language and the designations of a number 

of terms which differ from common speech. In common speech, the administra

tive area of Caguba - Fono's skeleton chiefdom - is still referred to as 

umhlaba ("territory, land, world"). Any one of its zones of co-dwelling may 

be called in the vernacular isixeko ("hamlet"), or more commonly irrrizi ("a 

number of homesteads"). Yet more often than not it is the term i ’aii which 

Cagubans use to denote their residential zone, the co-dwelling irrespective 

of further subdivisions. What is officially called isiphaluka, and collo

quially ilali, is the type of settlement to which I shall be referring in
(3)this dissertation when I use the term "village" . Thus, the remainder of 

the chiefdom consists today of six villages (see p. 9); one of the.j is 

Caguba.



A typical village is surrounded by arable land and pasturage. The closeness 

of co-dwelling sr-n mi-lt.plies face-to-face relationships and personal ac

quaintances. In this sense, Caguba is a typical village. It is rural in cha

racter, and the people of Caguba constitute a "part-society" (Fallers 1961"

108) which is within the orbit of the nearby coastal town of Port St Johns 

and to some extent of the national life and economy of Transkei and the whole 

Southern Africa^.

The profound change in the settlement pattern from scattered homesteads to 

villages appears immeJiat iy when we compare the population density of present- 

day Caguba with that suggested by the map in Professor Wilson's account. The 

residential area of Caguba covers about two square kilometers and is occupir. 

by approximately three hundred households (for a discussion of the distinction 

between homestead and household, see Chapter V). In contrast, the plan of the 

"alinement" as documented for Ntibane area shows twenty two households in an 

area of three square kilometers. This means that while in Caguba a single 

household has less than one hectare at its disposal (irrespective of find al

located to the household), at Ntibane a single household was situated in an 

area of about fourteen hectares. At that time, the individual Ntibane house

holds were well separated from one another, but in Caguba most households are 

as close to each other as a hundred meters and less. Since the late 1950's, 

when a governmental rehabilitation scheme came into effect (see below), the 

residential zone has been subdivided into plots so that eventually a single 

homestead with its garden will share boundaries with a neighbour or neighbours. 

Between the plots there is no space of open land or bush. This policy conti

nues today notwithstanding Tronskeian Ii pendence.

This new settlement pattern of living in villages is, to a certain extent, due 

to a rehabilitation or "betterment" scheme, as it is called (see Board 1964).



The scheme is based on the: Agricultural Betterment Act of 1939 (see Mayer 

1980:19) and was implemented in 1959. Before the implemerration of the 

scheme, the people lived in an area wider than the ioundariee of the pre

sent residential zone. 7, . the density of the population was not as great as

it is today. Even if the governmental scheme had not intervened, the scatter- 

ed-horaestead type of settlement would have given way to the village-type. It 

is very probable, however, that a village which developed "naturally" would 

have ^r^sented a very different picture from the Caguba village or today: the 

dwelling would be further apart, for the people do not like to live in such 

close proximity: one is "no longer alone, they say.

Besides a great deal of literature chat describes the typical Nguni pattern 

of scattered homesteads, occasionally we find hints that there has been -rome 

other form of dwelling in communities larger than the isolated homestead. So, 

for example, Beinart (1979b:331) mentions old records according to which in 

May 1830 7-8000 people lived "within two or three miles of Faku's Great Place 

on the Mngazi River, " and another witness is quoted who "counted 'from one 

hill near the great place' more than 10,000, This could be considered to 

due to historical circumstances. Hunter (1936:14, n. 1) mentions anotnei e,.r 

ly source as recording "a hundred kraals each of which contained 20 to 40 

houses." Most important in this context is the study made by Professor Ham- 

mond-Tooke (1968b) where he shows how a non-rehabilitated village-type pat

tern of dwelling emerged among the Mpondomise, the twin-tribe oi the Mponuo, 

and how homesteads were located in close proximity. Even if this study refers 

to relatively recent times, its result coincides with what 1 tound in Caguba. 

A hypothetical reconstruction of the s. ement of 1 aguba, based on oral in' 

formation, revealed that Caguba embraced two settlement patterns at the tuin 

of the century, showing the well-known "scattered homestead" type co-exist

ing with a second pattern of "hamletr" which comprised between 6 and fifteen



lomesteaJfc, i> ■ ■ I. J.y Che population o» such a haxr>

Let was one .»* people slated. •on-relatives were preferred

-is neighbour % n v.h* « s. rai-*: ■ ■ .uil >t the reconstruction is presentee,

•erf 'ni- Hap I, Appendix 2).

a  c , hi . ,  : ;s i  b i t  to discern four different factors that

iave contribut .td t v tlv present settlement "pattern" of the village of Caguba 

irst. there the :rad ition of the "isolated" homestead; secondly, we find 

•ertai Cendenciei 1 iwards Larger-than-homestead settlements; thirdly, there 

the iiicreat• in population; and finally, there are the effects of the re

habilitation scheme: vhich hastened the development considerably and gave it 

■ verv specific direction, name L’. the "urbanizing" tendency to live with inane 

tiac*- neighbours that m  n • onger ilone,1' onlv spatially.

U > 'hr hudwm xcpi . xo

Tie residential zone or -igub hi j.ag- in the restricted sense

if common speech ,sei 6), ar -blong stretch of land of irregular

shape, oasicaliy ; r oilows the topographical conditions of the area, marked 

oy ridges .nri if let narrow but rot verv deep valleys. The highest point 

within tb< r•; iemenf ire- th- 1 lage is roughly 300 metres above sea 

level, while rhi owest ooin! , iboui 200 metres. Both these highest and

lowest: noinf. ir- the .udumf ward of Caguba which therefore dominates the

village. The -limati i nat oi the coastal zone, with more than a thousand

millimetres u -aiulall pet annum (Wilson 1971;32, Map 1). Temperatures may

be low, but er- - arely fall below freezing point. The vegetation is charac

terised by frequent expanses of dense bush, alternating with stretches of 

high gras^.

M ««• tori h<rnnv si poi mi . ' • lagt touches or the main roan -.onnev i.ng



Umtata, the Transkeian Capital, and Port St Johns. Several decade; »g'-. 

road was planned which would have connected the centre ot the v l:ag -i 

Port St Johns. Missing such i road within the village, viI^age : nl. 

pedestrian, and to some extent horses and donkeys are used. J’he main means 

of transport for large quantiti. is the sledge, drawn by -sPa: "xen •

If one travels from the main road in the north to the :arthest homesteads 

of Caguba in the south, one covers a distance of almost five kilometers on a 

willing track and foot-path, and goes through open grassland, bush, and seve

ral built-up areas. In this study, such sub-areas will be railed wards.'

As recently as wo decades ago these wards were topographically cistmgu 

shable, but they are rapidly losing tils character, due to the "ontinuvat 

increase of the population and the building of new homesteads . fcacr it 

wards is known by a place name, but there is no generally used ' -' '

for this particular area of settlement. The village is the sraailes .:-..nn 

strative unit which is territorially defined (set hauter ;.il . Jit L- 

village, we find a unit still smaller than what have called a ware, 

referring here to a grouping known as i mat—association which %ives tnt 

pression of a ward-seclion . These groups are y articular Ly 'igni.ioarn 

and will be discussed in the following section.

Caguba has four wards. The one next to the main road is called Mapolotim 

(from the English "plot"). Mapolotini is the smallest of the wards and is 

still clearly separated from the other wards. A few hundred metres of Push 

and grassland lie between this ward and the adjoining wards, Siiungqwin 

and Sihlanjeni. Today only a brook in a shallow valley separates flies, 

two wards. On either side of the littl* iver there are gardens belongs 

to the respective households. Typically, the homes are built ilonj 1 

of a ridge and the gardens are made on its slope. The on Iv sho. it 

village lies in the Sihlanjeni ward.
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Utntata, the Transkeian Capital, and Port St Johns. Several decadet- a g a 

road was planned which would havn connected the centre ol; the village with 

Port St Johns. Missing such a road within the village, village traffic is 

pedestrian, and to some extent horses and donkeys are used. The main means 

of transport for large quantities is the sledge, drawn by a span 01 o/.en.

If one travels from the main road in the north to the farthest homesteads

of Caguba in the south, one covers a distance of almost five kilometers on a

wiping track and foot-path, and goes through open grassland, bush, and sev- -

ral built-up areas. In this study, such sub-areas will be called "wards.1 

As recently as two decades ago these wards were topographically distingui 

shable, but they are rapidly losing this character, due to the continuing 

increase of the population and the building i l new hotr steads. "ach cf the 

wards is known by a place name, but there is no generally used terra

for this particular area of settlement. The village is the sma1lesl adraini 

strative unit which is territorially defined (see Chapter ill). Jithin a 

village, we find a unit still smaller than what I have called a ward. I am 

referring here to a grouping known as a mat-association which gives vne 

pression of a ward-section f5). These groups are particularly significant 

and will be discussed in the following section.

Caguba has four wards. The one next to the main road is called Mapcl. :ini 

(from the English "plot"). Mapolotini is the smallest of the wards and s 

sti. 1 clearly separated from the other wards. A few hundred metres o* bush 

and grassland lie between this ward and the adjoining wards, Sijungqw; u  

and Sihlanjeni. Today only a brook in a shallow valley separates these last 

two wards. On either side of the little river there are gardens belonging 

to the respective households. Typically, the homes are built aiong the line 

of a ridge and the gardens are made on its slope. The only shop within the 

village lies in the Sihlanjeni ward.



Finally, in the south-east of the village, there is the fourth and largest 

ward, called Ludume, which is more than one kilometer in length. At present 

Ludume is still divided from Sihlanjeni by intersecting bush, but it requires 

the building of only a couple more homesteads for the two wards to be connect

ed. Thus the wards are tending more and more to develop into a unitary built 

up residential area, which looks increasing like a village.

The highest part of Ludume is historically the most important one: on this 

hill was Chief Fono's court and his grave here is still revered. It is the 

"home territory" of the Fono section of the Ncamane royal clan in Mthwa so

ciety. Ludume is virtually built around this historical centre, which today 

is marked by nothing more than a dead tree trunk. Today, the most senior mem

ber and ritual elder of the clan-section in the village has his household, 

called eMalanga ("in the suns") here. To the west, on the slope of the 

neighbouring ridge, lies the grave of Fono's son, Hlwathika, who built his 

homestead, eCaguba ("at Caguba") there. It is now covered by bush. To the 

north of Fono's court was his grandson Hlamvana's great place, known as ^ - 

folo ("at Bhofolo"), and a little below eMalanga to the east is eGuchete 

("at Gushete", a derivative from English "at the goods' shed"), great place 

and grave of Chief Mkhovu.

Not only is Ludume important for its size and its historical and political 

associations, but it is also the centre of the community in another respect: 

the local primary school which began with the building of the Methodist 

Church is here. People recall that this building, the oldest in the village,

was erected in 1905.

In the following table, the four vards are compared. The figures are a rough 

estimate (obtained in 1979):



Mapolotini 0,31 sq kilometer
Sijungqwini 0,34 sq kilometer
Sihlanjeni 0,33 sq kilometer
Ludume 1,10 sq kilometer

3u households. 
70 households. 
80 households. 
99 households.

For Ludume ward, the figures are ased on a er.sus conducted by the writer 

and his assistant in 1978. It is lear that the village area as a woole is 

fairly denser populated. The res arch was conducted almost entirely in 

Ludume. The following more exact ;ures for Ludume (comprising four ward-

sections) (see below, Table 1) ir ac. ho dense the population of the

whole Caguba village is:

Ward-section Sq Metres Number of 
Households

1 Household 
per hectare

Ngobozane 130.000 21 less than 1 ha

Tolofiyeni 285.000 43 less than 1 ha

Mdantsane 255.000 10 2.5 ha

Ludume-Valley 330.000 25 1.3 ha

Total approx. 
1 sq km

99

Table 1. Population density in -udume ward-sections.

The territorial measurements have been calculated approximately, since they 

have never been given officially. The judgement is based on the way in uhicn 

new building sites were selected during the period of the research between 

1977 and 1981. Given that by right one Household comprises a building-site 

and a garden (see Chapter V), it appears how over-population is rapidly in

creasing. From the names of the ward-section ; (theoretically, sub-divisions 

of a ward) mentioned in the preceding Ti ■ , it also appears that the name 

"Ludume" has two meanings. First, it can mean the whole ward in which I con

ducted the research, secondly - and in the village more commonly - the name 

denotes one of its ward-sections only (see Map 3, p. 23). In order to avoid 

difficulties in the discussions to follow I shall speak about "Caguba" when
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referring to the ward of Ludume or to the village as a whole; I sha11 speak 

about "Ludume" when referring to the ward-section.

(3) Spatial distribution of 'inancr .nr ■ . -associations.

I turn now to the question o the relationship between the settlement of Ca~ 

guba and the typical Nguni pattern of reckoning kinship through the male 

line. Persons of the same patriline recognise one another by means of a com

mon name. People of this common name together constitute a clan (isiduko), 

The vernacular noun is derived from the ve:bal root /-duk-/ which means lit- 

terally "to wander among strangers, to be lost to view (Kropf 1915:86). In 

other words, people of the sama clan recognise one another in contrast to 

the "rest of the world." The unity of the clan is based on an assumed common 

ancestry which is expressed in the clan-name. Nowhere in Mthwa - and this ap

plies CO the whole Nguni-speaking area - do persons of the same clan-name 

constitute a single territorial discernible group which includes all member^ 

of the clan. Only certain male members (and their respective families) may 

live together at relatively short distances from one another (see p.K3f). 

Such local agnatic kingroups have been called "lineage remnants" (see Wilson 

1952:47); in this dissertation I shall call them "clan-sectionsThe members 

of a clan-section are usually relatively close kinsmen, going back not more 

than four to five generations. Even if a clan never functions as a group of 

socially interacting people, the clan provides its members with the clan-name 

which is inherited patrilineally, as mentioned above. More important, people 

of the same clan-name constitute the limit of incest rules: a clan is exoga- 

mous. Furthermore, the clan ancestors ar invoked at ancestral feasts (see 

p. 289)• But even then, at the ancestral feasts, the clan as a whole does not 

become a group of interacting kinsmen. Only the local clan-sci n (or local 

clan-group) is socially active.
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As small as che village of Caguba is, a great number of clans are represented 

there. Even if clan-sections live within a certain range of proximity, no 

section occupies a portion of the village exclusively. In other words, the 

various clan-sections of Caguba live more or less interspersed with one an

other, as shown in the following Table (Table 2, p. ~6). Ihe table accounts 

for all the households of the Ludume ward in Caguba and a few of the neigh

bouring Sihlanjeni ward. The term "household" will be defined in a following 

chapter (see p.156f). At this stage it is sufficient to say that a household 

is, theoretically speaking, the smallest economically sei'-sufficient unit 

in Caguba.

Table 2 (see p. 26) shows that, in Caguba, there are clan-sections which dif

fer regarding the number of their respective member households. ughly speak

ing, it is possible to discern three different sizes of clan-sections; cor

respondingly each "size" represents a particular type of occurrence in the 

village. There are clan-sections which are

(1) relatively strong concentrations of members of a particular 
clan, in a given ward-section.

(2) far weaker clan-sections with only three or four member-house- 
holds at times, which, in addition, are dispersed over the
arr i of the vill age; they do not form a local agnatic group.

(3) single homesteads "scattered" in various ward-sections.

First I shall discuss the relatively strong clan-sections. Three of the four 

ward-sections and a section of the neighbouring ward included in the sample, 

each show a clear preponderance of a particular clan-section. In the Ngobo- 

zane ward-section, it is tho Gcwangule clan which preponderates; in Tolofi- 

yeni, it ‘is the Ncamnne clan; in the S; ilanjeni ward-section chi Cwalushe 

clan is prominently represented. In the ward-section oi Ludume-va ley, the 

situation is not so obvious, in order to determine clan-preponderance here, 

we have to extend the concept of agnatic kingroups and include people who
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Number of households in 
Ward-sections of Ludume

the
ward

From
Sihia-
njeni
ward

5. TotalCLAN

Ngobo-
zane

1.

1 Tolo- 
j fiyeni

2.

l
1 Mda- 
1 ntsane
l
| 3.
1

_,udume-
Valley

4.

1. Cwalushe 5 5

2. Sukude 1 2 1 4
3. Gcwangule 11 1 4 16
u. Duna 3 1 4
5. Gcothe 1 l1 1
6. Tshangisa i 1 1

7. Ncamane 1 20 II 9 1 31
8. Jola 4 I 2 1 7
9. Gadi 1 2 | 1 1 1
10. Tshezi 2 1 1 4
11. Khasibe 1 1
12. Nqukwe 1 l 1
13. Dlamini 1 I 1
14. Khwetshube 2 1 1 3
15. Ng^tshana I 2 1l 2
16. Mpinga 1 I 1
17. Ndlovu 1 1 1
18. Khwalo 1 1
19. Sukwini 1 1
20. Thahle 1 1

7i. Mbukwana 2
22. Wotshe 1 3 1 4
23. Khanandana 1 3 3
24. Gingqi l 2 2
25. Mganu i 3 3
26. Qango II 2
27. Cirha 1 1 1
28. Nyav/uza 1 1

Total 18 j 39 ! io 32 10 109

Table 2. Distribution of clans in Ludume ward, Caguba.

belong to what I called a "clan-clu,ter" (I adopted the term from Wilson 

1969:117). The clu :er, which concerns us here. includes the Wotshe, the Kha- 

nandana, 'and the Gcwangule clans, but inly the !irst two.

A clan-cluster is the wider social phenomenon to which I referred when dis

cussing the history of the Ncamane chiefdom (see pp 6 f). It was also men-



cloned that clanship is recognised on the basis of an assumed common an

cestry between the persons who bear the same c1an-name. Although the emei 

gence of clans belongs to time immemorial, in some cases it is still remem 

bered that certain clans belong to one another and that they can trace a 

common origin. As a matter of fact, the emergence of new ' ans is an ongo

ing social process. In other words, ancestors are remembered who exist be

yond what is called, in anthropological literature, the apical ancestor 

of the related clans. Member clans relate to one another in order of senio

rity, such as exists between living brothers. Earlier (p. 9) I mentioned 

that the Ncamane call the members of the Ntsila clan bofoOK.Q..'. ( lather s 

older brother"). Apart from this implicit remembrance of a common origin, 

the clan-cluster relationship becomes an observable reality when the ances

tors are implored during an ancestral feast (see p. 289)• Then the ancestor - 

beyond-apex of the given celebrating agnatic group, i.e. the clan-cluster an

cestors, will be invoked. Beside this, people of member clans do not share a 

common name and they intermarry, restricted only by the usual incest rules.

I came to know of two such clan-clusters in Caguba. One is the cluster of tne 

Ncamane, Ntsila and Cvalushe (see p. 7); the second is that of the Wotshe, 

Khanandana, and Gcwangule. I c 'uld not find out under what circumstances the 

Wotshe separated from the Gcwangule; but the Wotsht elder in I,aguba relaces 

that the Khanandana clan came into exi itence in the middle of the last cen

tury, at the time of the Wotshe Chief Mtshubandana, who apparently was a con

temporary of Chief Fakuf'). The reason for the break was the Mpondo rule of 

levirate which the Wotshe find unacceptable. The Khanandana clan resulted 

from the expulsion of certain Wotshe me :<?rs who had accepted the Mpondo tra

dition. The elder relates also that the Wotshe ancestor Tita was a "brother" 

of the Gcwangule ancestor Phelane , It is on the basis of a clan-cluster 

that we find in the ward-section of Ludumc-val’ey a strongly represented
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group of agnatically-related households whose heads belong to the Wotshe, 

Khanandana, and the Gcwangule clans. Ten of the thirty-two households thera 

belong to this cluster.

To sum up, there is an apparent correlation between certain relatively 

strong agnatic groups, i.e. clan-sections, and particular ward-sections xn 

Caguba. These clan-sections determine the local agnatic "climate as it 

were^ \  a fact which will emerge even more clearly when I disco; (what 1 am 

going to call) "mat-associations." There is then, in Caguba, a modern version 

of.what Prof. Wilson called a "territorial alinement of kin."

Secondly, there are the clan-sections in Caguba which live dispersed in the 

village, for example, the clan members of thv Gadi, the Sukude, and the Khwe- 

tshube. They do not tend to live as local agnatic groups. Although it is not 

possible to decide clearly in each case why these clan members do not live 

together, in Chaptf ( shall discuss certain processes which contribute to 

this living apart from one another. But there is one more point which should 

be taken into account with respect to clan-sections which 1 ve apart from 

other clan members. This is seen in the above Table (p. 26).

In the sample (of Table 2, p. 26) there are Households which belong, to one 

of the strong local agnatic groups, but which do not live in their respec

tive ward-section, for example, certain Ncamane people live in Ngobozane and 

in the Ludume-valley, a Wotshe homestead is in Sihlanjeni, and so on. At the 

end of the present chapter (p. 360 and later more explicitly in Chapter V, 

there will be an opportunity of observi that this living apart of kinsmen 

is "patterned", that is to say, it is a "functitn" of a certain "recurrent 

activity" (Radcliffe-Brown 1952:180) for the maintenance of the "life pro

cess" as well as the living togather of kinsmen; we shall, then, discuss the



ambiguity of social situations. In other wore i, if on the one hand we find 

clan members who "cluster" in a given area, there are on the other hand 

certain members who decide to dissociate from one another spatially; there 

are scattered homesteads and territorial alinements in Caguta. These are 

by nc means mutually exclusive spatial concepts. Both are "patterned forms 

of the recurrent Caguban social reality; and both contribute to the overall 

situation of the village settlement.

Thirdly, there arc the clan-sections which occur in Caguba as single home

steads ; there are twelve such homesteads (which coincide with the local clan 

sections). This is a remarkable figure if seen against the background of the 

total number of clans which are represented in the village, namely 12 out of 

28, or 43 %. This figure is higher than what is deducible from findings among 

the Mpondomise (see Hanmcnd-Tooke 1968b:87); there, about 36 % of c an-sec- 

tions were represented by a single homestead. This extremely scattered , 

diaspora-like situation requires a special study which is beyond the ope of 

this dissertation. Here I can deal with the single homestead clan-sections 

only within the context of the wider social groupings of "mat-associations" 

(see below).

The result of this brief survey of tie relation between the settlement of Ca

guba and the distribution of clan-sections confirms earlier studies of the 

Nguni-speaking peoples: patrilineally-related groups of kinsmen "tend" to 

live at local communities. However, certain other facts related to small clan- 

sections which occur as dissociated or dispersed single homesteads must be 

taken info consideration and these will odify this conclusion. Apparently, 

the various names of the ward-sect ions of Caguba inoicate more than meie in

cidental portions of the settlement, more or less topographically identifi

able. These names seem to indicate a social itructuring based on agnatic kin-
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ship principles. Kiiship, and agnatic kinship in particular - in a sense - is 

a raaior factor in the settlement of Caguba. Ln addition, it appears at tirst 

sight to be a major factor in the formation of one of Mthwa s major non-kin

ship social groupings, the mat-associations fizitkcbs). However, as in the 

case of the settlement, the observer encounters a certain ambiguity.

In her famous account of Mpondo life, Wilson (Hunter 1936;14) mentions such 

associations in passing when she wrote that the members of the homesteads 

lived together on a ridge or in a smallarea, "recognize one of their number 

as a petty headman, fight together, and sit together at feasts. In a subse

quent publication (Wilson 1949:12) she links these groups of people directly 

with the "political organization" of the Mpondo and mentions that in "some 

districts (such a single) group is indeed called iszthehe after the grass 

mat on which food for a group is served." More explicitly, Hammcnd-Tooke 

(1963) describes and analyses similar groups for the Mpondomise. The verna

cular tern is'^hebe also occurs, which Hammond-Tooke renders as "hospitali

ty groups." These hospitality groups of the Mpondomise apparently serve the 

purpose of giving hospitality to people who voluntarily join these groups; 

they pledge themselves to share food (meat) and beer with the members of 

their group is the occasion for such sharing arises. Among the Mpondomise, 

any such group has a strong clan-section at its centre (ibidem p. 307):

Members of a lineage segment in a (village) section form the core 
of the initkebe under the leadership of the senior lineage member.
But membership is not confined to kinsmen ... Members of fhr core, 
on the other hand, refer to themselves as ah mir '.- tneb>: (literally 
"owners of the isithehe" ) .

The fact tif non-kinsmen being present in the Mpondomise hospitality groups

indicates that these groups are "essentially associational groups" (ibidem

p. 316). At present (in 1963), hospitality groups have a largely "domestic

function" (ibidem p. 317): the distribution of beer and meat; however, in
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former times hospitality groups were linked to the military organization and 

the political system of the Mpondomise.

In several respects the mat-associations of Mthwa resemble the Mpondomise 

hospitality groups: there is the domestic function of the allocation c 

beer and meat at certain feasts (see p.340;); there is a connection between 

the organisation of a mat-association and that of an agnatic kin—group. tAs 

my rendering of the vernacular term tnc. as mat-ajaoctaz .0 % indicates, 

these groups are indeed "essentially associational" - in which case the term

"essential" will require some comment in due course)^' But besides these

points of similarity between Mthwa and Mpondomise, it seems, at least to 

this writer, that there are essential differences: in Mthwa, the leadership 

in a mat-association is, in principle, consensual; the mat-association forms 

an integral part of the court system of Mthwa; within the political arena,

the mat-associations play their part in the chiefdom; they are part of the

hierarchical administrative structure of Mthwa. Yet, in the economic life of 

the village of Caguba they have little or no importance. Each of these va

rious aspects of the mat-associations of Mthwa will be discussed later. At 

this stage, I am interested in one aspect only: the relation between the 

mat-associations and clan-sections in the village. This relation is charac

terised by the "dominance" of one particular clan-section in ? given mat- 

association. The "dominance" is numerical as well as structural; thus I .am 

going to speak about a "dominant clan-section," or simply a "dominant clan."

Mainly for juridical, but also for certain administrative, reasons (see 

Chapter III), each homestead head (and ?refore every household as a whole) 

is required to be a member of one of the existing mat-associations. In Cagu

ba there are nine different mat-associations at present, of which seven are 

represented in the Ludume ward. The sample, as snown below (in Table 3, p.
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33) shows that a homestead head can apply for membership in any mat-associa- 

tion, irrespective of his own clan—membership and of the territorial rofe 

rent" (see below) of the particular mat-association. As the people in Cagu- 

ba put it: a nat-association "has no boundary" [aotncanda) with respect to 

clanship and the situation of one's homestead. The aspect of voluntariness 

is strongly underscored. The leadership of a mat-association rests in a 

single person who has been elected by the member^ (but see p. 75). He is 

uncndlu , i.e. literally "owner of the house". I shall render the term as 

"mat-leader." Even if membership is voluntary, this does not mean that the 

respective individual choice cannot be studied sociologically. On the contra

ry, it will be shown that it is precisely the choices that exhibit certain 

consistencies. These consistencies result from social factors which are, in 

a sense, external to the individual member. It has been said that mat-associa- 

tions are "linked" with clanship. How is this possible in the light of the 

voluntariness which was repeatedly stressed by the informants'^? The enrol

ment in the various associations is shown in the following Table 3 (p. 33).

The same sample of 109 households -'s used in Tables 2 (see p. 2b) and 3.

Again, I need to refer the reader to Chapter V for the distinction between 

household and 'homestead", because it is the homestead head who determines 

the membership of all the people under his control, whether they may live in 

the same household or not, in a mat-association. The smallest of the mat-asso- 

ciations in Ludume is Diova, the association with the Jola as its dominant 

clan. I have only very limited information about this particular mat-associ

ation since both the mat-leader and the assistant leader are absent from the 

village; the members are catered for by o Gxovuza mat-association. Limited 

though the information is, there is a clear correspondence between the Jola 

clan-section and the Diova mat-association. This correspondence becomes
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MAT-ASSOCIATIONS IN LUDUHE

CLANS
T" - 1 -- T ' "

1. 1 2. } 3. } 4. 5. { 6. | 7. | 8. X.

1. Cwalushe f .JLJ_ _ 1 _  _ L  _
2. Sukude i r i i ] i I 1 »
3. Gcwangule 12 ! 1 ! 4 1
4. Duna 2 i 1 1 1 i i i
5. Gcothe i ! i j 1
6. Tshangase i ! i i 1 1 1
7. Ncamanc 2 | 28 ' | 1
8. Jola i | 6
9. Gad’. 1 5 1 | ' 1
10. Tshe'i 3 | 1 I 1
11. Khasibe i ! ' ! 1
12. Nqukwe i i i
13. Dlamini 1 i i i
14. Khwetshube 1 3 t I ! ' !15. Ngcitshane 1 | !16. Mpinga 1 1
17. Ndlovu 1
18. Kwalo 1 I 1
19. Sukwini I 1 1
20. Thahle _ : 1 ! |
21. Mbukvana , 2 [ 1 i ii i i
22. Wotshe | 5 i i
23. Khanandana i 1 3
24. Gongqi i 125. Mnganu 3
26. Qango 1 2 1 ,27. Cirha i 1
28. Nyawuza j 1 1 !_ !

Total 17 1 53 1 6 '20 
1 1 1

5 ! 2 ! 1 ! 1 
1 1 1

4

Mat-A sociations:
1. Makete 5. Sijungqu x. No Information.
2. Gxovuza 6. Nkwane
3. Dlova 7. Vela
4. Wotshe 8. Gingezobi

Table 3. Mat-Association membership in relation to clan membership.
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even clearer when we look at the three major mat-associations of Ludume; 

name ly:

the Gcwangule clan—section corresponds to Makete mat-association,

the Ncamane clan—section corresponds to Gxovuza mat-association,

the Wotshe clan cluster-section corresponds to Wot she mat-association.

Again, if we compare Tables 2 and 3 it will be seen that numericallythe re

spective clan-sections dominate the corresponding mat-associations. Hence, the 

validity of speaking about "dominant clans" in (voluntary) mat-associations. 

This dominance appears even stronger if we examine the correspondence between 

clan-sections and mat-associations. '.he members of the three major associa

tions concentrat: in the ward-sections in which the respective dominant clans 

have their "hcme"portions of the village territory. In other words, there is 

a trt -partite correspondence between a clan-section, a mat-association and 

a ward-section. This is what I would like to call the "territorial referent" 

of a mat-association. This correspondence can be followed up and the territo

rial referent (in the sense of the descriptive paradigm above) confirmed: 

quite frequently the homestead of the mat-leader of a given mat-association 

is located in the ward section which is the territorial basis of the associa

tion which he It ds. Therefore, when a homestead head chooses to apply for 

membership in a certain association, the application is a package deal: he 

chooses an association, a specific leader, a dominant clan, and a territorial 

referent. In short: before a head starts building his homestead, he will go 

to the chief and ask for a building site so that he can be among his own 

"freely chosen" kind. Since, now, the who! affair is settled within the 

framework'of the ward-section itself (i.e. the chief will refer the matter 

to the mat-leader of the area in which the applicant wishes to settle), the 

mat-association becomes a matter of the dominant clan: kinship appears to be 

the formative power in the background. In general social anthropological
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terms: kinship appears (on the surface) as the organisational torm ol mat 

associations. The dominant clans and the territorial referents are summed 

up in the following Table (Table 4):

r-
ASSOCIATIQN

DOMINANT
CLAN

MEMBER HOMESTEADd RESIDENT 
LEADER 
IN LUDUME

TERRITORIAL 
BASIS, 
see Map 3, 
p. 23

Dorn.cl. Total in 
Ludu e

Gxovuza *)Ncamane 28 53 no (1978) 
yes(1981) Tolofiyeni

Wotshe Wo.-Cluster 5 20 yes Ludume-Valley

Makete Gcwangule 12 17 yes Ngobozane

Diova Jola 6 6 absent

Sijungqu Ntsila 5 5 no Sihlanjeni

Vela Njilo 1 1 no Sihlanjeni

Nkvane Ngxube 2 2 no Si.jungqwini

Gingizobi -j 1 no dif. village

No Inform. 4

Total 4 105 109

*) A change 
because

of leadership took 
of old age.

Place. The old mat-leader resigned

Table 4. Territorial basis of mac-associations.

The conclusion this suggests is that in the past mat-associations were iden

tified with certain stretches of land which in turn belonged to certain ag

natic groups, i.e. clan-sactions. Though recent developments have blurred 

this tradition, kinship as the formative actor is still observable. This 

is borne out by the spatial distribution of clan-sections in Caguba where 

the boundaries of ward-sections coincide almost exactly with the boundaries 

of mat-associations. Thus to the observer it seems that the village is sub

divided into wards, and the wards subdivided into ward sections; md that
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mat-associations and their spatial occurrence in Mthwa are a minor subdivi

sion of the chiefdom (see Map t, p. 23).

The question therefore arises: is the voluntary membership in a mat-associa- 

tion no more than a social myth, the rationalization of a social structure 

built on kinship? In the following chapter (Chapter III), I shall indicate 

the problem arising from the above conclusion and show that the key to the 

question of kinship as the organisational form of mat-associations is to be 

found in the way in which a clan becomes "dominant.

At one stage of my stay in Caguba (during the first stretch of rield re

search, in 1978), I nut the conclusion given above to some men of the vil

lage and I argued that they were victims of their own thinking in holding

that mat-association membership could be voluntary. Their reactions were im 

mediate, and they at once listed several of the 'irregularities whicu I h.u. 

been deliberately ignoring (see pp 28-9 regarding my first conclusion), .he

men became almost vociferous in their insistence that I recognise what I

was stubbornly refusing to accept., namely that a mat-association has no a,, 

natic membership boundary, and that one could apply for membership in Swa 

zini" (i.e. in the neighbouring Gingqi chiefdom, see p. 7) mat-associations 

if one wished to do so. "Did the Gxovuza mat eader belong to the Ncamane 

clan (in 1978)?" I was asked. No, he belonged to the Gadi clan-section, which 

was not even of Mthwa stock; and so on. The ease with which my friends rattled 

off the "inconsistencies" showed that these were not inconsistencies at all 

in terms of the organisation of mat-associations in Mthwa. It showed that 

my friend's, when applying for immbersh in a mat-association or for a build

ing site, were aware of the package deal and its implications. Put different

ly: before a mar builds his homestead, he has a clear picture of what "home" 

mat-arsociation he is about to associate himself with. In a sense, choosing
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one's plaje of dwelling is the expression of a political alliance (that it is 

a polit"''0.1 choice, remains to be shown; see below p. 72). In this regard, 

clanship in general and the dominant clan in particular have only a contribu- 

tary function. Although drawn from a different angle, this alternative con

clusion confirms Hammond-Tooke's Mpondomise material (1963:312) that hospita

lity groups have "political relevance." As far as Mthwa is concerned, this 

will be shown in some detail in the following two chapters, in this context 

it will become clear that, irrespective of the link between agnatic kinship 

and mat-associations, these latter are associations in the technical sense or 

voluntariness of membership and consensuality of leadership, and that mat- 

associations belong to the political sphere of decision-making. Mat-associa

tions represent, among other things, group interests.

(4) Conclusion and a methodological consideration.

In concluding this discussion of the settlement and kinship situation lt Ca 

guba I must add that, besides these factors mentioned before (p. 19) that 

have contributed to shaping the village settlement, there are other, less 

obvious aspects. Of these, I have isolated two: kinship and choice of mem

bership in mat-associations. The pattern visible in the membership of mat- 

association. shows this influence clearly. But this pattern should not mis

lead one nor encourage the conclusion that there is a social stiuctuie ope 

rative which leads mechanically (Durkheim) to some kind of solidarity among 

the people of Mthwa. The personal note with which I closed my description 

showed that whatever "social structure", whatever "traditions ' (izi^.etn ') 

there are, result from choices, not only regatding members, p in mat-associa

tions, but also whether to live in "residence’ with a kinsman or to live at 

a distance from him (a,e p. 173); whether to organize a work-party or to do 

things by oneself (sec p.2l6f)i whether to accept a lower court's verdict 

or "to go further" (see p. 120); whether to accept agnatic ancestral authori-
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ty or to become an "apostate" (see p. 378).

These options bring to mind again the article by Hammond-Tooke in which 

he discusses "hospitality groups" (1963), the Mpondomise equivalent o;

Mthwa mat-associations. Hammond-Tooke is faced with a dilemma: two oppos 

ing concepts of the hospitality group. He writes (ibidem p. 315-6) that hos

pitality groups are

conceptualized -r being 'like' lineages 

but adds that they

can also be regarded as associations, especially on the part of 
the (non-agnatic members); (membership) is subject to choice.

(The italics are mine and indicate the basic difference between the two con

cepts .)

The first concept is that of the person who belongs to the "agnatic 

core" (see above, my short review, p. 30); for him the hospitality group is 

"like" his agnatic group.

The second concept is that of the person who is not a member of the ag

natic core. Here are, then, two people who are both members of the sar.e hos

pitality group, yet who hrve opposing conceptualizations of this same group, 

the same social reality in which they share. Thus the dilemma: it is the 

dilemma of social anbiguity• From the point of view of analysis, hospitality 

groups are problematic; they are problematic because they do not readily fit 

analytical concepts, which ought to be non-ambiguous. But the Mvondontise 

conceptualise these particular groups ambiguously either as kin-groups or as

associations. Thus the analytical concept "hospitality group" fits both Mpo-
(12)ndomise conceptualization only partly . This is, of course. a problem 

which not only Hammond-Tooke has encounr red with respect to Mpondomise izi- 

thebe; it is a problem which all ethnographers who use analytical concepts 

encounter. But since there can be no accounts without analytical concepts, 

the above dilemma is ethnography' own dilemma.
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In this dissertation, I have tried to solve this problem, not by developing 

a new analytical concept, but rather by shifting the perspective from that 

of the observer to that of the participant in the ever'-day life of Caguba.

The latter simply does >iot perceive such ambiguities, but lives within ai 

acceptable reality. In short, the ideal of conceptual, analytica clarity 

is the scientist's ideal, but not necessarily that of the participants.

This shift of perspective accounts for the difference between the method of 

description applied in this dissertation and that applied in other ethno- 

grap1 as such as Hammond-Tooke's stimulating paper on "hospitality groups."

I had been in the field more than two weeks (December 1977), when : received 

an invitation from the Chief to accompany him to a neighbouring village so 

that I could learn "something about Mthwa tradition." I accepted, and as a 

result came to know about mat-associations (isitfa ye). I became increasing^. 

aware of what Hammond-Tooke's paper had already triggered off in my mind: 

the "problem" which is the basis of the present dissertation, viz. the pro

blem of social ambiguity. I have solved this problem by the shift of p^r 

spective mentioned above. It is the participant's perspective which conceptua

lises "social reality" so that, to the observer, this reality appears some

times as an integrated Mthwa society (Chapter IV, the court system) but, at 

other times, as ego-centred particularism (Chapter VI, the economic life).

It is the perspective of description which generates a field of political 

forces (Chapter 1:1) and a shared conceptualisation of authority in the an

cestral religion (Chapter VII). It is the perspective which sees the homestead 

as an integrating symbol as well as a separating social unit 'Chapter VITi 

and V). Pn all of the remaining chapter of the present dissertation, the 

homestead and its head , from the highest ranks of Mthwa chiefdom to the low

est of its domestic components,will be considered, from both perspectives.

The description will start with the chiefdom as a whole and end with the home-
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cy can make t:hemseive.< fe1 • niv i.ch "if hie1 shares with the homestea 

head These nvpea •' mrhnr , \ . the ' jn "he ’hapter to follow.

Footnotes to Chapter

(1) Social anthropologists nave o a come ..ncreasingly aware of the ongoing 
change in the settlement pattern within the Nguni-speaking area; se 
Wilson at a" (1952:1). Hammond-Tooke (1968b) . P aston-Whyte and Si..Si 
(1975).

(2) The Xhosa word Hal' is an adopt-vi rota Afrikaans aagev. See Kropf 
(1915:211).

3 ) . The main reason for what looks
like semantic quibbles is to find (a) an easier way of directly account
ing for the terminology as used in present-day Caguba; (b) a means of 
distinguishing my own desc-iption of village life from earlier descrip
tions (particularly Hamond-Tooke's 1975) which are above the village- 
level. In contrast, my own description remains on the level of the vil
lage and wants to reflect daily speech in Caguba.

4 . The centre of the village is about fifteen kilometers west of the coastal 
town of Port St Johns which has been renamed Mzurvubu. The name is taken 
from the name of the river which flows into the Indian Ocean there. The 
village centre of Caguba i , approximately 29 281 West and 31 38' South.

■■) My use o; these subdivisions of the chiefdom requires an explanation 
(see also p. 35f). For iesoripttv- purposes it is necessary to state 
boundaries, to define the unit of description. In a very specific sense: 
the analytical necessity for stating boundaries is a "structuring of 
chaos." Even if, on the basis of the data, it makes sense for me to speak 
about subdivisions of the village - ward, ward-section, homestead - the 
Cagubans do not perceive their eco-social environment in this way. tor 
the Cagubans there is the village, and within the village there are

(1) placenames with a certain range of applicability,
(2) roat-associations and
(3) homesteads.

The mere listing of these"so..ia 1 unit V  is important: it refers to diffe
rent organisational forms (see Chapter III), confounuing my neat territo
rial subdividing of the village. Yet, in order to depict the reality of 
Caguban village life, I am obliged to uce labels (such as the territorial 
subdivisons of ward, ward-section, homestead) which do not in fact con
vey the full meaning, but are the only verbal instruments available to 
me. In doing so I am superimposing on village life a view or it which tne 
villagers themselves would not recognise as adequate. Thus my description
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areates an analytioal reali'y which must distinguished hrcmi the- partioi- 
pant's awareness of the reality.

(6) I am aware that I am redefining the phrase "apical ancestor. In anthro
pological literature the phrase "apical ancestor" is used to refer to 
the last "remembered" ancestor of a lineage cr of a clan. The problem 
centres *n the alleged "memory." While in the field, I came to realise 
that the "apical" ancestor who was "remembered" last by the respective 
informants more often than not was a point of reference which set a kin
group in question .part from any other like group - whether genealogical
ly near or distant. If,in a given case, one were to remember any ances
tor further back, immediately the informant would raise complicated 
issues regarding the relationship between like kin-groups and the related 
questions of seniority (see for example the discussion on clan-clusters, 
p. 26f). Therefore it is advisable rather for the informant to "forget" 
any other ancestor further back. The "apical" ancestor is, for a given 
purpose, the unquestionable identifier of a group of kinsmen. In the fol
lowing chapter (see p.83 ) there will be a longer exposition of the que
stion of the apical ancestor and local "clan-sections."

(7) Interview, Polishi 21-7-79, Tape 162.

(8) Same interview with Polishi. See also Jackson (1975:23).

(9) See here also p. 3~l, Appendix 2, n. 2 Certainly from Hlamvana's time 
forward, there will have been one homestead or another of the Gcwangule 
to the north and of the Wotshe to the south of the Chief's Great Place. 
Subsequent increases in these clan-sections resulted in a kind of agna- 
tically-based subdivision of the "crown land."

(10) See Hammond (1972:1) who defines associations in ten. of "membership 
(that) results from an act of joining."

(11) Here, of course, the reader will be struck by the vagueness of the de
scription and ask, "Is membership ascribed by descent, or achieved vo
luntarily?" The answer could be that "membership is, in principle, or 
essentially, voluntarily achieved." But this descriptive short-cut 
evades the principal problem of the present dissertation: the ambiguity 
of the social "facts" (see above 5, and the methodological conside
ration p. 38) .

(12) Hanmond-Tooke makes u] his mind, cuts the knot and defines what the 
izithebe (hospitality groups) "essentially" are, namely "associational 
groups" (1963:316), and evades the problem of social ambiguity.
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CHAPTER III

THE INSTITUTIONAL FIELD OF AUTHORITY 
AND ITS POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS

THE CHIEFDOM of Mchwa, one of the smaller allied chiefdoms of the Mpondo, 

is located in the lower region of the Mngazi River, Western Mpondoland. The 

chiefd m  has been through three stages from the middle of last century to 

the present time. In the period of which we can speak with some historical 

certainty, the early 1840's, Mthwa was a semi-independent chiefdom direct

ly allied to the paramount chief of all Mpondoland, Paramount Chief Faku.In 

1845, the situation in Mpondoland changed; the country was divided politi

cally between two of Faku's sons, Mqikela and Ndamase. The letter became 

the first chief of the new paramountcy of Western Mpondoland; accordingly, 

Mthwa Chief Fono changed his allegiance and became an ally of Paramount 

Chief Ndamase, at Libode.

The second stage of Mthwa1s changing political condition was reached in the 

1850's when the Gingqi rose to power in the Mngazi valley. Mthwa became sub

ject to their authority. Chief Fono had ome a "pet y c. subordinate

to Gqaza, the Gingqi chief, who became the "district chief" and intermediary

between the paramount and the petty chiefs of his d i s t r i c t T h e  third and

present stage was reached several years after the annexation (1894) by the
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Cape Colony: Che petty c.hiefdom of Mthwa was changed into the administrative 

area of Caguba„ and the then petty Chief Hlamvana became a state-appointed 

headman.

In spite of these fundamental changes experienced by Mthwa within the wider 

political scene of Mpondolcod and Transkei between 1840 and 1(H0, chief tain 

cy as the central political aurhority did not change completely, since pre 

sent-day headmanship of Caguba is ds the equivalent of the trad i ̂ ô

nal Mthwa chieftainship. Even if it has been modified, in a certain sense 

there is an unbroker, line of authority in the political centre of the chief 

dom (even if it is only a "skeleton" chiefdom as compared with that of 140 

years ago). If chieftainship, then, is still in the centre of Mthwa, we ask, 

who are the authorities at the periphery? How do the various au cities 

which are concerned with public goals and common interes . late to one ano

ther today? What do we know about this relationship wit. Le-pect to the past? 

Do these authorities constitute what the title of this dissertation and of 

its Part II envisage: a structure? These questions cannot be answered ex

haustively, because of limited space and limited research material so far 

available. But at least one line of investigation should be pursued here: 

what is the condition of authority in Mthwa chiefdom today, what is its 

structure?

(1) Authority in Mthua.

(a) Diotinguishing political and juridical authority.

In classical ethnographies the theoretical concept of authority is demonstrat

ed in the actual powers of the chief. The concept of chieftainship is there

fore the key to identifying all assets of authority. Traditionally, the 

chief is the central political and highest juridical authority in Mthwa. But 

authority in Mthwa is more than the chief's authority. In order to describe
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the structure of authority in Mthwa, we need first to clarify what the term 

"political" implies and how political authority can be distinguished empi

rically from juridical authority. I shall then indicate the steps by which 

the chieftaincy has changed in relation to the other political authori.ies 

within the chiefdom.

There are basically two traditions of anthropological thought regarding the 

understanding of the political life of society. The first tradition is inter 

ested in political communities *.n their entirety and their internal struc^ur 

ing with respect to political roles and institutions: it is interested in the 

"government" of a polity. The second tradition is interested in the processes 

by which people go about pursuing a specific goal which they consider advan

tageous or expedient: it is interested in "politics. In Mthwa society, we 

find a government which is centred in the chief; but we find politics as well, 

courses of action initiated or implemented by groups of people under the gui

dance of a leader of their own. Therefore both concepts are needed for an un

derstanding of the political authority structure of Mthwa society.

As will be outlined in the following section, there is a certain justification 

for viewing Mthwa society as a "pyramidically (Southall 11)65:1~,:>) structured 

polity: the paramountcy is subdivided into districts controlled by a district 

chief; each district is subdivided into petty chiefdoms (of which Mthwa is 

one) controlled by a petty chief; *.he chiefdom is subdivided into villages 

(see p. 16) controlled by a headman. In a sense, we can apply what Lucy Mair 

writes regarding the Baganda: "Every minor chief is a replica in miniature of 

his superiors" (Mair 1962:174). That the xnor Mpondo chief is a replica of 

the superior chief is visible in the chief's authority t;o allocate land; simi

larly the petty chief of Mthwa has his headmen and gives each one a portion of 

land that he can allocate to homestead heads. This simple example shows that



there is a political order in Mthwa which implies government and the admini

stration of legislation designed Lo maintain that order. Within this context, 

there will be competition as to who receives which part of the land or who 

will be headman next when a particular s e n i o r  headman retires. In the context 

of the polity, the political action is "strategic, tactical and legislative" 

(Southall 1965:119). It is that "aspect of social relationships ... which is 

concerned with power, ultimately sanctioned by the use of physical force so 

that political "authority is the legitimate exercise of imperative control" 

(ibidem p . 120).

Although this understanding of the term "political" is necessary in describing 

the chiefdom of M t h w a , it leaves two things unclarified: first, the structura

list interpretation assumes that all competition occurs within the pyram-dical 

allocation of authority; secondly, this interpretation does not leave room for 

distinguishing between political and juridical authority. M.G. Smith (1956) 

has shown the necessity of distinguishing between the "segmental" or political 

decision-making aspect, and the "hierarchical" or governmental-administrative 

aspect of the polity, but he fails to distinguish between what has been legis

lated, and belongs ,o the administration of the political authorities, and 

what is juridical. The assumption is that a distinction is not necessary since 

no such distinction is made in the tribal situation itself: non-legal institu

tions fulfil juridical functions, as is most obviously the case with the su

preme judge, the chief himself. But I found that the Mthwa people make a dis

tinction quite explicitly and they do so not only today, but have been doing 

so for quite some time. Hence the problem: how to give an account of authority 

in Mthwa if such an account requires th the political be distinguished from 

the juridical sphere? I found the answer in the second tradition of anthropo- 

local thought about the term "political;" this tradition focuses on processes 

rather than on structure. Here I am drawing particularly on Swartz et al.
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(1968) and Swartz (1968:1). In in this second tradition of thought, the inter

est shifts from polity to politics. Swartz writes:

Politics ... refers to the events which are involved in the deter
mination and implementation of public goals and/or the differential 
distribution and use of power within the group or groups concerned 
with the goals being considered.

Within this second frame of thought, a society's political segments are not 

created by an overall social structure, rather they are groups which appear 

because of some specific goal or interest, furthermore, the political act.i/i 

ties of such groups need not necessarily "promote the welfare and continued 

existence of a group, as constituted and organised at any particular time 

(Swartz et al. 1968:415). According to this view, there is no longer an inte

grated political structure in the sense of a pyramid; the notion of structure 

has changed altogether. Within the society there are focuses of tension, and 

the whole society appears as a "field of tension" (ibidem p. 417'). The authors 

speak about a "political field" (Swartz 1968:15) which encompasses

the individuals and groups, together with their repertoires of re
sources , values and rules directly involved in the process or pro
cesses centering on these values.

At various stages of my stay in Caguba, I became aware of such processes and 

the repertoires which the people draw on to "make their point. In the preced 

ing chapter I mentioned (see p. 39) that the chief invited me to accompany him 

to a neighbouring village where a new mat-association was about to be sanction

ed through the installation of its new leader. Certain people had become in

creasingly dissatisfied with the way in which school affairs were being handl

ed in this particular village. On another occasion I witnessed a clash between 

two relatively young men. At the root of the conflict were s e r o u s  differences 

about the role of the chief in today's Mthwa; what sparked off the argument 

was an alleged irregularity during a certain beer ceremony (see p .341f) held in 

a particular homestead. The clash resulted in the emergence of factions associ

ated with two clans. Another example is that of an occasion which divided al

:
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most the whole village: it was a matter of j-a;porting or rejecting the juridi

cal authority of the chief; what set it off was a particular court case in 

which an abductor was tried and sentenced (in accordance with the South African 

law of that time).

These and other processes in Caguba made it advisable for me to view Mthwa as a 

political field before deciding what its authority structure might be. The 

change of perspective from a political structure to a political field has also 

caused a change in the meaning of the term "authority. It is no longer the 

authority belonging solely to a particular r o le , but the authority of the 

"leader" or "spokesman" who knows how to organise support for a course of ac

tion and to whom authority is given within the action group.

Regarding the Mthwa chiefdom, the village is tho first and most obvious field 

of tension, because it is in the village that a decision either supports or in

terferes with ongoing social relations. The village ot Caguba is the field of 

tension which I am going to describe: the political t.ield in which the various 

authorities who determine the individual's life at different times function. 

More specifically, tensions are the result of two factors. First, various kinds 

of political authority are based on different forms of organisation of the re 

spective groups for which the authorities speak; there forms are territorial 

or associational- or kinship-based. These varied organisational forms and the 

way they relate to one another form a major part of the exposition to follow. 

The second source of tension is the large number of face-to-face relationships 

cultivated for a variety cf social purposes, whether political, domestic, eco

nomic, religious or any other. This is \ it Max Gluckman (1O hl:256) calls mu 1 

ti-purposive" relations. Political decision-making which occurs in the context 

of such multi-purposive relations has been called "local-level politics" (see 

Swartz 1968:1). It is on this local level that tensions are most obvious and 

the political field an almost; tangible reility. ^or Caguba and fcr Mtawa as
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litical field, probably more than the chief himself who lives within a vil

lage (namely Caguba), but who does not rule any village directly. On the local 

level, he is not the central authority, rather he is one element of the poli

tical field. The homestead is of prime importance on the local level because 

here multi—purposive relations are most complex and ntense: the homestead 

head is indeed in control of his homestead, but he is in addition the chief s 

ally, member of the court jury, and the man responsible for economic planning.

This leads one back to the polity of Mthwa. After all, the homestead "is" an 

institution, and the homestead-head "is its authority in the structural lav 

sense as expressed by Southall (1965) and Smith (1956). Yet we arrived at this 

concept after considering the processes of politics as they occur in the vil

lage and as they are expressed analytically by Swartz (1968). In short, trie 

authority structure of Mthwa cannot be confined within a single set of tem:>, 

whether relating to structure or to process. We need both. Thus Mthwa provides 

an interesting case for social anthropology. The ambiguous condition o. autln 

rity, marked by structure as veil as process, is also reflected in the language 

"legislative" authority is called guyvjo. ("office , plural artzgunya) \ any other 

form of political authority is called ubuKhokr'lt ( leadership ). The position 

of the most outspoken "leader" in Caguba is that of the consensually chosen 

mat-leader (see below, p. 75); yet, within the administrative system of the 

chiefdom and within the court system he has a clear of ice that belongs to the 

"structure."

The authority structure of Mthwa society cs not include only political autho

rity, but also juridical authority. How can we distinguish between the two 

forms without applying pre-conceived concepts of what "political" a.id "juridi

cal" mean? Should we make any distinction at all in the face of multi-functio-
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purpo ive relations "divisible", says Gluckman , and th^ typo of pT'ooê c 

constitutes the ongoing activity, writes Swartz (1968:18). Purpose and pro

cess made it possible to distinguish between two types of political authority, 

namely those of office and of "leadership*. Precisely by focusing on proce

dures, PospiSil (1971) was enabled to discern the criteria or "attributes" of 

l a w ^ . Among these attributes is the "attribute of authority." "Legal autho

rity," Pospisil writes (1971:44), pertains to

individuals who possess the power to induce or force the majority 
of the members of their social group to conform to their decisions.
... Whereas this authority is formalized and specialized on the state 
level in our own and in other civilizations, in tribal societies and 
in some of the state's subgroups it often coincides with the leader
ship of various groups chat exercises several functions besides the 
legal one.

This definition, as it stands, does nothing more than emphasise that there are, 

in tribal societies, multi-functional institutions which among other things 

have legal authority. It is the purpose and th rocedure of a given situation 

(an "event") which marks its authority as legal. This will be shown in detail 

in a subsequent chapter (Chapter IV). Within the context of court-procedure and 

of the court system as a whole, the people of Mthwa are quite explic in sepa

rating leg. -juridical authority from any other form of authority, political or 

otherwise. In short, describing authority from the angle of processes, we are 

enabled to distinguish types of authority in Mthwa society which cannot be re

duced to a simple scheme of segmentally subdivided authorities, one with a p li 

tical and another with & juridical function. The fact is that tne various poli

tical authorities rely on different organisational forms of groups of people. 

Juridical authority, however, does not rely on any group of people, save the 

society of Mthwa as a whole; rather, ’t relies on the constitution of the court 

itself: the constitution which is a process to be enacted when a law-suit has 

been lodged by a certain homestead head. Purpose and process "constitut ' autho



h;uw; , -net.net the joiii Lew ui •«. •• v-.a-maid.ug, : he g o v e i  nmenLal or 

dministrat < at., ,r the juridical of: the administration or lav i'hese are three 

afferent .rocesses in which, however, the agencie: and several institutions 

ven.ap. Since they ar. different processes, their potential foi integrating 

SChwa society ueea noi be equal. A s will be shown, only one o) trie three pro 

nesses namely the luridica1 process, integrates Mthwa as a whole, since Mthwa 

law shows unmistably the attribute of the ’intention of universal applicabili

ty" (PospiSil 1971:43); it is an "intention" which all the people of Caguba ac

cept as being "inherent" in the authority of the men when they have gathered as 

a court; here my kind or politic* is presumed to be excluded.

'ht oraplexity )t political ano juridical authority in Mthwa society suggests 

ne existence of a political field rather than a political structure. This 

.o.clusioi « underlined if we view the chiefdom from the local level of a 

j lag,. SK r aulti-purposiv* elations, of which the political processes

Integra lart. But there is a second reason for speaking about a polr- 

, the changed authority of the chief.

;; ; , )resenf-dav administrative area of Caguba and its cen-

utho- , •iuiinistras >velycalled "headman” (see p. 60), are the succes-

•

, /erv formalistic owing the present socio-political reality of Mthwa.

; have followed fhi formaiisti< reasoning thus far. In Chapter 1, I showed 

how che territor aI boundarie oi Chief ‘ono’s chiefdom shrank gradually over 

1 ueriori >i nor■ than hal i century, and how the central authority of the 

hiet war urtai. led ever e h  when th> iriministrative system was introduced at 

• hf beginning fhi •.entury. All tin name, somehow, the link was kept be

tween the past md 1 h pr ••nt, ' ir ut 1. I mentioned (set- p. 45) that there
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i? a "pyramidical ' segmentation ot the paramountcy today which retlec7- ra 

ditional conditions. Formerly there was a clear hierarchy of chiefs with the 

Paramount Chief at the top. Under him, we found District Chiefs who iad r L 

Chiefs under them; these in turn had headmen within their relatively small ter 

ritories. Within this scheme of subordinate chiefdoms, there was the Paramount 

Chief Ndamase at the top of Western Mpondoland in the middle of the Last cen

tury, and among the District Chiefs we find Fono, chief of Kthwa. lono accommo 

dated several Chiefs in his area, namely those of the Wotshe, the Qhwane and 

the Ntsila; in addition there were headmen who controlled their respective 

cal clan-sect ions (see p. 24), for example, we find the Gcwangule at tha i. time 

already in Caguba. In a formal sense and with certain alterations, this scheme 

of pyradimical segmentation continues today under the system of what came tc 

be known administratively as "tribal authorities" (see p. 11).

The similarities in form which we can see existing between the territory or 

the Mthwa chiefdom of old and the present-day administrative area of Caguba, 

between the traditional chieftainship and present-day headmanship, should not 

obscure the changes which in fact chieftainship as a locus of authority has 

undergone, not only since the bureaucratic system was introduced. The history 

of this change is far longer and more profound than a mere curtailment of tne 

chief's political power and his incorporation into a national system of admi

nistration. Here I wish only to outline the main characteristics of this change

The range of Chief Fono's power shrank when the Gingqi rose to power in the 

Mngazi valley (see p. 7); their rising reduced Fono to the status of a mere 

petty chief. But this change was only an exchange of a lowei for a higher po

sition within a political pyramid basically the same, with its single focus 

of political authority vested in the Paramount Chief. But the change from this 

single-focused political orientation originated in the early I860's when the
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colonial authorities showed increased interest in the natural harbour of Port 

St Johns. In 1866, Alfred White came to Mpondoland and negotiated the case of 

a ceding of the Port by the Mpondo (Cragg 1959:283):

On 2 July he saw Faku, Mqikela and one of N d a m s e ' s  councillors
but did not get very far with them.

According to oral tradition in Caguba, the Ndamase s "councillor was Chief 

Fono. That the colonial negotiator did not get "very far is understandable, 

because the negotiations concerned Fono's territory for the most par’ (see p. 

9). Fono was not merely negotiating as Paramount Chief Ndamase's Councillor, 

but in his very own interests. Ndamase's son and successor finally sold the 

estuary. Fono was most probably dead by then, but, following the oral histo

rians, Fono knew that his chiefdom would eventually be sandwiched between the 

Nyawuza of Libode and the colonial government. Doubtless, Fono as well as his 

successors always remained loyal to the Paramount Chief of Nyandeni (Western 

Mpondoland); however, making the best of his middle position, t ono rtept up 

good relations with the British as well. Evidence suggests that Fono used this 

goodwill to strengthen his own position against claims made by members of his 

brother-clan-section, the "Mbulava" (see p. 13, n . 11). But from a certain 

point of view, the result of these 'goo4 relations with the British was that 

the scheme of the political pyramid changed: there was no longer the single 

focus of political authority vested in the Paramount Chief. There was an alter

native source of political support. The chieftainship itsel* began to change 

in Mthwa from a segmental position in the politically "pyramidical structure 

of Western Mpondoland to a leader who recognised a certain advantag. for the 

people under his leadership and made the advantage the goal ot his course of 

action. ,

The second factor causing change has a still deeper root in time. This change 

is no longer observable as such in Mthwa, therefore 1 have ignored this parti-
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cular aspect to a large extent in the present dissertation; it would have re 

quired extensive historical reconstruction which is not my present intention.

I am referring to the chief's former position with regard to his economic 

power. This power was based on the control of cattle and in a certain sense on 

the control of land. The control of land is still in the hands of toe cniej., 

but it is not an economic power, since withholding land from a man in the 

chiefdom is not to the chief's economic advantage (see p.193 ). But the change 

in the economic position of the chief must be mentioned, since it effects the 

present authority of the chief in Mthwa.

The change began with the Shakan raids into Mpondoland which deprived the Mpo- 

ndo of their livestock. The Mpondo, including the people of Mthwa, since laku 

camped in their area of the Mngazi valley, became agriculturalists (see Bei- 

nart 1980:125-6). With the loss of the cattle, the chief's means of control 

was also diminished. Restocking took place, but the old firm control of the 

people by the chief was lost; the various groups within the chiefdom, led by 

their headmen and elders., gained a wider margin of personal decision on matters 

economic. This weakening of the chief’s authority continued particularly as a 

result of migrancy which had commenced in Mpondoland by the turn ot the centu

ry (see Be inart 1979). Economic power was exercised by a tribute system which 

included a "death duty" to be paid on the death of the principal wife of a po 

lygamously married man. Other special fines were levied against persons sen

tenced for witchcraft, slander and murder, in rfhich cases the fines went to the 

chief (see Hunter 1936:385). This tribute system was the fiscal power which the 

chief exercised. With the decrease of the number of livestock, this fiscal po

wer dwindled until the tribute system an with it the fiscal power as such were 

taken from the chief when the administrative system and with it a system of 

revenue (taxation) were introduced. With the loss of fiscal power went the loss 

of the economic power of the chief who had been the wealthiest man in the tribe.
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Today, the chief, Chief Regent Calvin Fono, is a state-paid headman. From an 

economic point of view, he controls no more than his own household, like any 

homestead head in Caguba. But by the same process of depriving the chiei: of 

economic power over his people, the position of the homestead heads was en

hanced : in economic control, a homestead head is equal to the present-day head

man, the modern successor of Chief Fono. Chieftainship in the sense of central 

authority is no longer what it was in the more distant past; today it is part 

of a political field rather than a position in a political structure.

The third factor which changed the political condition of .Ithwa considerably 

and with it the authority of the chief was apparently brought about by Chief 

Hlamvana, Fono’s grandson and successor, who took office by the mid-18/0 s, 

before Paramount Chief Nqwiliso sold the estuary of the Mzimvubu mouth, to the 

great disadvantage of Mthwa (see pp 9 and 53). Whether in reaction to the ex

ternal developments, which affected the chiefdom strongly, or necause ot fac 

tors from within the chiefdom, I am unable to determine, but Hlamvana conso

lidated his position in two ways: first, he placed certain of his eleven 

wives in four different villages, thus virtually multiplying his own presence 

throughout the Mthwa chiefdom. (In strong contrast. Chief Fono had only one 

wife.) Secondly, and more important here, Hlamvana began to form mat-associa- 

tions for political purposes, creating a power-base. It appears that these 

mat-associations served two purposes, first to make decisions having a wider 

popular support; secondly, to carry out decisions affecting the people, for 

example, to mobilize detachments when called to war by the paramount chief, as 

in the case of the "Khonjwayo wars" (see Ndamase 1927 :37 ,43). The first of 

these associations, "the mother of all mat-associations," as the Cagubans

say, was "Gxovuza" whose organisational roots go back to the time when -mii
(4)

associations were fighting units assembled on a teritorial basis . The ter 

ritorial referent (see p. 34) of this old association is Bhofolo, i.e. HI a 

mvana's Great Place in Caguba (see p. 21). From then on other mat-associations



were either allowed to emerge (with the chief's approval) or were formed on 

the chief's initiative, as for example Mahowiza’s, the commoner headman who 

succeeded the deposed Hlamvana, and Mkhovu's after Mahowiza had resigned. 

Hlamvana had created a political institution that was^decision-making body 

with lasting vitality.

Apparently 1amvana intended strengthening his own position by constituting 

mat-assoc-.ll.ions as political instruments, but with the proviso ti,_: any 

group of people could politically formulate its interest in this manner. Thus 

the political overall condition of the chiefdom had altered greatly: the 

former pyramid of segmental political powers had become a field of competitors 

for power. The chieftainship itself had changed.

The change in the essential character of the chieftainship reached the next 

stage when the administrative system was introduced; a chief became basical

ly a bureaucrat , even if in many cases, like that of chief/headman Hlamvana 

of Mthwa/Caguba, the hereditary basis of chieftainship was used tor the ap

pointment by the state. This final stage was reached in the early 1960's with 

the constitution of political parties in the Transkei (see Carter et aZ.1967). 

With the introduction of mat-associations, politically competing forces were 

already in existence in pre-annexation Mthwa chiefdora. But these forces re 

mained nevertheless within the boujdaries of the chiefdom. Even if a mat-as- 

sociation existed in its own right, independent of any other like associative 

it could exist only by right of the chief, as is still the case today (see be

low p. 72 ). But with the system of democratic nationwide political parties, 

this limitation of the chiefdom's boundary has been removed: party-membership 

transcends the boundary of Mthwa; a party-member can by-pass the chief's autho 

rity in pursuing his goal. Caguba has become a "political field" as defined by 

Bailey (1960:243), according to which people can "opt out of one system and
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into another." Cagubans can "opt out" of the Mthwa chiefdoo if they find this 

advantageous to their goals; it is the choice of the people which allows the 

more 'efficient1 system to drive out the others" (ibidem p. 250). Unlike the 

mat-associations, the political parties are no longer linked to clans, they 

stand as alternatives to the "traditional" political system of which the 

chieftainship was the pivot of authority and political power.

Thus, when speaking about chieftainship among the Mpondo in general, and in 

Mthwa in particular, one must qualify the term. Nevertheless it would be 

wrong to abandon the concept of chieftainship a i together with respect to the 

situation in Caguba; the chief's authority is still observable. To begin with, 

the present chief of Mthwa qua headman of the administrative area of Caguba 

also has the right to decide who is going to settle in his area; this rig:,,, 

has been delegated by the chief to the various village headmen. The old Mthwa 

allies of the Wotshe and Ntsila still come together on ceremonial occasions, 

as I observed at the installation of a new mat-leader. Even before I started 

my research, when I was still finding my way into a specific research area in 

the Port St Johns magisterial district, I had already learned about the one

time pivotal position which the Mthwa had held: when it was decided that I 

would undertake the research in Mpondoland, I went to Chief Msolina, the Head 

of the Tribal Authority of MvumeIwano in Swazini (see p. 11), not far from 

Port St Johns. I discussed my request with him. He gave me a letter and ad

vised me to go to one of his "headmen", as he put it, Calvin Fono. At the 

latter's "place" (iialit "administrative area"), Chief Msolina instructed me,

I wou* i be able to learn old Mpondo tradition. His instruction was an implici t 

recognition of the "old" chieftainship o Mthwa which was to take me a long 

time to understand,

In concluding this short review of the changes in Mthwa chieftainship it must
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be pointed out that the "traditional" understanding of chieftainship and of 

chiefly authority always requires a definition of the period to which one is 

referring. In what follows I shall not attempt to reconstruct any period of 

the past; I want rather to describe the chieftainship and the other related 

political authorities as they appear in Caguba today.

(2J The political authoritiea and the corresponding organisational forms.

In this second part of my present chapter, 1 shall demonstrate the specific 

forms of authority among the people of Mthwa, concentrating on two main lines 

of enquiry; first, how are these forms of authority linked to the concrete 

reality of the chief’s actions; do they form an integrated whole? Secondly, 

how do they fit into the context of empirically specific social interactions?

(a) The Chief.

The chief's power is confined to a delineated territory, ihe people who live 

within its boundary belong by birth to one of the many agnatic groups, i.e. 

clans, whose membership may or may not go beyond the chie;dom's boundary. One 

of tuese clans traditionally provides the highest political, administrative 

and legal authority; the chief (inkoei). Within this "royal" clan, succession 

to office is defined by primogeniture, that is to say: the eldest son of a 

reigning chief succeeds to his father's office after the latter s death. If 

the rightful heir is a minor at the time of his father's death, a chief re

gent (ibamba) will take office for the time being. The mature male members of 

the royal clan choose the person they consider fit for this office of regent, 

and it is their concern also to decide \« i the regent's authority should ter

minate and the heir take his rightful position. As simple as this principle 

of succession to the highest office is in theory, it creates several problems 

which may arise from the polygyny of the outgoing chief: uncertainty with re
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spect to who the great wife is (although usually the first wife is also the 

great wife and thus mothet of the heir); difficulty arising from the premature 

death of the heir, or from the chief's dying without a son; still further 

difficulties may result from the chief's function as headman (see below) with

in the bureaucratic system, oecause rules of agnatic dscent do not apply to 

a state-appointed headman.

Theoretically, the chief's office is defined by two factors, first by the 

territory which the chiefdom embraces, and secondly by his right 01 birth. The 

one determines sovereignty, the other determines authority. Beyond providing 

the chief, members of the royal clan have only a right to participate in the 

chief's council (see below, p. 63 ); otherwise they have no claim to any other 

office in the chiefdom. For example, I was told by one of the senior members 

of the royal clan that ther^ is no explicit rule which states that a village 

headman may not be a memoer of the royal clan of the Ncamane. But if the chief 

were to appoint such a person, the people would not "like" (uKUthanda, here in 

the sense of "disapprove") it (as I had an opportunity of testing and confirm

ing in 1981). Village headmanship "belongs to the people," it is said; it is 

not an office that "belongs" to the royal clan. By the same token, the chief 

himself does not control any of the sections of the chiefdom directly. Even in 

the village where he resides (Caguba) there is a headman. Thus the chief con

trols the country (icnhlaba) and its people (i3:'zi)e) indirectly. The chiefdom 

as a whole is the chief's territory, not any specific part of it; there he has 

an ultimate position: he is the universal sovereign and as such he is the judge 

in all matters that concern his people (apart from limitations engendered today 

by the administrative system). Formerly, he office of the chief guaranteed the 

unity of the chiefdom as a territory as well as a body of rules and laws; today, 

the chief still provides the point of reference by which the people identify 

themselves as living eMthueni, "in the country of Mthwa;" more than that, his



homestead is still spoken of as kcmkhulu (" it the great place ) , where the 

criminal is sentenced and the victim finds justice. Thus the perception of 

authority, among the people of Mthwa, is still bound up with the concrete 

reality of the chief's actions.

(b) The Headmn.

In contrast to the power of the chief, who embodies all l orms of authority in 

Mthwa, the headman’s power embraces two distinct dimensions of authority: the 

administrative dimension and the dimension of the chief's council. I shall 

concentrate on the administrative function of the headman first. In Caguba 

and in the whole of Mthwa chiefdom village headmen are called izzbonda. This 

corresponds to the official Transkeian terminology of izbhjdi ( sub-headman, 

see Hammond-Tooke 1975:139-40). A village headman is in charge of a residen

tial area which is officially called isiphaluka. This is referred to in Cagu

ba as ilali (see p. 16). From the point of view of the Transkeian administra

tion, the "sub-headman" is subordinate to the formally designated administra

tive authorities, despite the fact that from the point of view of the people 

of Caguba (and Mthwa) the village headman is an integral part of the working 

of the official system. In the following 1 shall ignore official terminology 

and restrict myself to the common Caguban terms. Consequently when speaking 

about the "administrative function" of the headman (village-headman), I shall 

be expressing the point of view of the villagers of Caguba.

In the past, the chief of Mthwa had his assistants and representatives who 

apparently were always called izibonda, i.e. by a noun which in the singular 

means "a pole or stake in a fence or hut" (Kropf 1915:42). The office of the 

headman has existed in Mthwa at least since the time of Hlamvana who assumed 

chieftainship about two decades before the annexation. At that time there were 

at least four centres in the chiefdom (i.e. in the area of the chiefdom which
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remains today). Each of these centres were under a headman [isi-bor̂ da) • Tne 

function of the headman was described to me as iZthto lenkosi ( the eye of 

the chief") The headman is (as was most probably the case in the past)

appointed by the chief and is directly responsible to him. The headman is 

usually a commoner and his office is not hereditary. There is no specified 

term of office, but a headman will resign from office if he feels unable to 

fulfil his obligations, or he may be removed by the chief's decision. In all 

these decisions by the chief regarding the appointment or dismissal ot a vil

lage headman, the chief is expected to consult the village concerned. The 

chief must ask the villagers to nominate suitable candidates and he must in

quire into the efficiency of the appointee. But ultimately the village head

man is a man of the chief's choice and, as a matter of fact, he nay choose 

members of the royal clan if he so wishes . The headman administers a 

village subject to and in the name of the chief. Since a village is a specified 

residential area (with its respective land for ploughing and grazing), the 

headman's authority is territorially defined, like that of the chief himself; 

but, the headman has received his appointment from the chief.

A headman has no formally-constituted council. Instead, all the homestead 

heads (amadcda akhileyo, "the men who have built, soil, their own homestead' 

are expected to attend any meeting that may be called by the headman. The con

dition is (though not specifically laid down) that those who attend be men of 

the village. But if a man from another village comes to the meeting he will 

be permitted to speak. As for the headman himself, he has jurisdiction only 

over the people of his own village. The duties of the headman are, according 

to Headman* Nothutha the allotment of aiding sites (iziza, singular :'di- 

za) and the allotment of fields. These matters are first referred to him by 

the chief. The headman will then consult the men of the ward-section in which 

the applicant would like to settle. Regarding the fields, fieId-neighbourhood
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does not usually play a part in the choiv. ot the plot. The headman is the li

aison officer between the chief and the school committee, if the village has 

its own school. If, for example, the school committee sees the necessity of 

organising work for the maintenance of the school buildings, it will reter the 

matter to the chief, who in turn will instruct the headman of the village con

cerned. Then the village headman will call or inform the mat-association lea

ders so that the work can be organised. From the point of view of time consump

tion, the most burdensome duty is the attending to complainants who may arrive 

at any time of the day (or night) requesting an investigation on the spot if a 

person has been harmed. The headman is an arbitrator of a lower court (see 

Chapter IV). Finally, it is his duty to attend meetings of the councillors at 

the chief's homestead; alternatively, the chief may call him individually, de

pending on the nature of the matter in hand if it concerns this particular head

man's village only. The chief's council will be described in more detail later.

Clearly, then, the headman's authority is village oriented. In a sense, the head- 

m- represents the identity of his village as distinct from the other sub-areas 

of the chi.efdom as a whole. The identity of the villa; e is underlined in another 

way, namely the degree of social intercourse between the villagers of a given 

village as compared with social interaction between members of different villa

ges. Although a considerable degree of communication exists between the villages 

of Mthwa (and even beyond the boundary of the chiefdom), particularly through 

sharing field-boundaries in the Mngazi River valley, the distances between the 

various villages make social intercourse loss frequent.(This can be seen from 

the frequency with which people from the same village participate in work-par- 

ties of t>re onaZima-t e (s.?e p. 1) and y the frequency with which the same 

villagers participate in public feasts (aes o.2oof).) In fact, the most intense 

social interaction takes place not in the 1 ger community of the village, but 

in the individual ward (see p. 20). However, a ward is not formally recognis-
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is th'i onlv clearly delineated territorial sub-unit of the chiefdom, and the 

village is i whole ;s represented by the headman. In other words, the headman s 

authority is territorially defined. In terms of sub-territories, there is no 

lesser authority below the headman. The authority of the headman in regard to 

the village is administrative; only when he meets the other council members 

does he participate in the decision-making process of the chiefdom.

ph 'hiefa Council.

In contrast to the powers of the chief and of the headman which relate clearly 

to specific modes of exerting authority in specific social situations, the 

powers of the chief's council are rather vaguely defined in present-day Caguba. 

They refer to the extensions of the chief's power rather than to a specific 

field of authority, in the sense of concretely defined social situations. Prof. 

Wilson (Hunter 1936:393-395) describes the "authority" of the chief's council 

aptly as a check on the chief's power, preventing it from becoming authorita

rian and arbitrary. Her description need not be repeated here in detail. Suf- 

e it to say that the chief's council refers only to the decision-making 

aspect of the chief's office. In this function as a decision-making body, 

the chief'i: council depends on the chief's authority as its validating sine 

jua non. However the council is indispensanle for "good government," as has 

beer shown in detail by Hammond-Tooke (1975:65-70). Both of the authors men

tioned draw attention to the fact that the people never confuse the major func-
(Q\

cions of the chief-in-counci1 , his capacy as prime policy-maker and admini

strator on the one hand and his role as juige on the other. At least, to under

stand the position ir present-day Caguba, one needs to go a step Iurther: 

people do not only not confuse the two types of authority, but in fact they 

ire quite explicit about regarding the chief's council and the chief's court 

n ts capacity of administering law) as two different bodies, not merely de



facto in the given circumstances of present-day Caguba, but de .jwc‘ . While 

the chief's court is referred to in daily speech as inkundla, the chief 

council is referred to descriptively as abaphethc komkhulu < those who -arrv 

authority at the chief's place")( \  Furthermore, the chie: s counci is p-11 

to be confused with the "assembly of the people" (imbuzo) (see. below) .

"Those who carry authority at (Mthwa's) Great Place" during the per Iod -r nr 

research, numbered about ten men whom I never saw actively working toge hn 

as this da .'.is ion—making body. I learned from some of the members about ht- 

council*s existence and composition. Besides the chief, there were four 

lage headmen, two senior royal kinsmen, and two individuals one of whom unc- 

tioned as the secretary and "state prosecutor" (see p.162 ) during our’ c- 

sions while the other lived at the chief's place. It is possible mat ne 

are more persons in the council than those listed here. A carefu tut’' 

very diverse composition of the chief's council will show tha: >>5;

from the court on one hand and from the assembly on the other. : ' •mmo.' 

also indicates one of the limitations of the chief ounci .

The chief's council ex officio is made up of the headman, roya, n nemoei - 

and the court secretary.

First, there are the village headmen. Mthwa comprises six villages of which 

four have a village headman at present. A certain headman administers three vil

lages together. Appointed by the chief as administrators of the various vi' Lageft, 

the headmen are also the chief's confidants. They are thr eyes ’f the "hier 

(see p. 61), and as commoners they know the interests o) the oeople. fherefort 

the headmah qua councillors are well sui to advise the hie: m matters of

daily concern, for example, the allocation of fields to applicants who lag be

hind in paying revenue, or the popular support needed for a governmental scheme 

in the Mngazi valley, or the upkeep of school buildings ind the like.



Secondly, there are senior members of the royal clan. This is not council 

membership in the strict sense of ex officio, because, as mentioned above (see 

p.59), royal clan membership does not imply any claim to a pai ticular olfice 

within the chiefdom save the chieftainship itself. Senior royal clan members 

have a right to participate by virtue of their being oonuana caVaHlcrrrvana 
("sons of Hlamvana"), i.e. the Ncamane clan-section which provides the main 

line of succession to the chieftainship. Although 1 have no further records on 

the matter, my own interpretation is that the right of royal clan members to 

participate in the chief's council springs from the clan's concern for the 

chieftainship as such. It is the responsibility of the.agnatic group of the 

Ncamane to see that the central office-bearer of the chiefdom fulfils his du

ties in accordance with the people's .just expectations. Thus the senior Ncama 

ne men are to be found particularly also in court as interrogators and as 

members of the jury (of course without excluding other mature men of the chief.- 

dom, as will be shown); for the same reason, we find the Ncamane men in the 

chief's council as well. They are the men, after all, who had the decisive 

voice in approving or rejecting the claim of an heir, and in settling '"hen a

chief regent should vacate his position.

Thirdly, we find the court secretary in the chief's council. I am not 

sut* whether he is a memi'er of the council ex of,'tCZO or by special appoint 

ment by the chief. The composition of the Chief's Council is summed up in the 

following Figure (Figure 2, p. 66).

The chief's council is, then, merely a consultative body of people at the 

chief's disposal; they assist him in "good government", as said above (see p. 

63), in th'e sense of making decisions wh h fulfil the people's aspirations.

As a consultative body, the chief's council does not meet in public (this is 

why I nv er saw the council in action as a decision-making b o d y ) ^  ^ .
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This basically non-public nature of the chief's council is the first of this 

council's limitations. The various limitations to be mentioned now make it 

clear that the extent of the power of the chief's council is essentially the 

extent of the chief's own power and authority. This essential identity of the 

power of the chief and the power of the chief's council is what I mean by the 

council's limitations. But there are limitations in yet another sense: the 

chief's council includes members who, in fact, do not have a mandate tor 

speaking on behalf of the people or in the people's interests, namely the 

members of the royal clan (it is of course possible for them to speak merely 

in their own group interests).In other words, the chief's council is not an 

all-embracing authority which includes the royal ’.an members, the represen

tatives of the villages' internal administration, the headmen, the chief's 

court and the court secretary. This particular limitation appears most clear

ly with respect to the mat-associations which are not represented at all in 

the chief's council. On the one hand, the Cagubans indicated to me clearly 

that their mat-leaders (see below) belong to the decision-making mechanisms 

in the chiefdom and thus are important at the chief's place. On the other 

hand, they do net belong to "those who carry authority at the chief's place" 

(abaphethe kcmkbulu). This indicates then that there are tuo streams of deci

sion-making in Mthwa society: one stream is that of the chief and his council

lors; the other stream is that of the mat-leader. The mutual exclusiveness 

the two streams can be traced to the distinct organisational forms of the 

groups to which the two streams of decision-making refer. As regards the 

chief (his councillors) and the headman, the organisational form is ter.ito 

rial; as regards the mat-leaders it is associational. Thus the limitation of 

the chief's council is in a sense the "li itation" of the chief and the head

men as territorially defined authorities.

The chief's council is further limited in that it ’s neither a forum, like the
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people’s assembly (imbuzo), nor a decision-making body like the court jury 

(inkunllaj; it is merely the chief's advisory body.

The very restricted function of the chief's council in Laguba is, indirect

ly, observable when all the people meet at the chief's place. Such a meeting is 

called imbuzo which means literally "a question" ^. I have rendered the term 

"assembly." The range of people who meet for an assembly depends on the nature 

of the "questvn" concerned: if the matter concerns only one village, then on

ly its population is invited. One such meeting which I recall most vividly con

cerned a problem which had arisen regarding one of the school teachers at the

time. The behaviour of the person concerned had become embarrassing and the

public were asked how they felt about a certain decision of the chief's. If the 

question concerned the whole chiefdom, then the invitation would be extended to

all the villages. Such a meeting took place when a new levy was introduced to

finance new school buildings. As the vernacular title of the "assembly" indi

cates, such a meeting - whether on village or on chiefdom level - is a form of 

"question-time" rather than a decir ion-making session. A discussion is expect

ed to ensue between the participants, men and women, but it is the chief alone 

who faces the comment or the criticism, and he will answer any query in person. 

During the meeting, the councillors of the chief's council have no particular 

role that would distinguish them from other participants. Like all the others 

present they may or may not express their views on the issue under discussion. 

They do not appear together with the chief as a corporate body.

Therefore the participation of the councillors during an "assembly" is not a 

matter of their position in the hierarchy of Mthwa society; it is merely a con

sequence of the nature of the meeting: t; ■ chief has invited his people to 

come and question (ukubuza) him on a vital issue which requires explanation 

(ukuxelelua) by him, because he is the only person in the chiefdom who has the 

authority to give such an explanation. In fact by giving such explanations, the
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chief fulfils one of his major duties in the chiefdom as the "owner of the 

country" (unmzn: '".hlal'Z or wmzwi'sizwc). But by the same token, the assembly 

and the chief’s council are clearly seen to be different institutions with dif

ferent functions and different participants. The actual overlap of personnel 

is a matter of the nature of the assembly as including the "wh-le chiefdom" 

(umhla. 2 tionke). During the assembly every participant has equal status, with 

the exception of the chief himself who is the only one who can "speak with 

authority" (ukutnetha)

Similarly, the council must be distinguished from the court and the court jury 

(inkundla). In the following chapter (see p.132 f) I shall discuss the court 

of the chief; here it suffices to say that I was told repeatedly that the 

village headmen - "explicitly, all of them" (kakuhle, bcnkre) - belong to the 

court-jury, but they hardly ever appear iv tcto during any given trial; how

ever, nobody, not even the chief himself, seems to be surprised by this ab

senteeism." If the neadmen belong to the chief's council by virtue of their 

office as headmen, then this does not constitute them jury of the chief's 

court. The jury as an institution belongs to all of the mature men of the 

chiefdom, not to a particular group from among them. Therefore, if council 

members appear in the panel of the court jury, it is because they are mature 

men, not because they are members of the chief’s council. (More will be said 

in the following chapter about the jury.) This council has no juridical func

tion.

In conclusion it can safely be said that in present-day Caguba the chief's 

council dees not constitute a specific f -Id of authority in concretely defined 

social situations. The power of the chief's council is the chief's own decision 

making p^wer. The people's assembly is a mechanism for clarifying matters ra

ther than for making decisions. The court jury involves a different process of
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decision-making and procedure altogether (see p. 50).

(d) The Mat-Leadev.

Hat-associations are voluntary groups led by a man who is known in Caguba as 

unondlu which I have rendered as "mat-leader. Memaership is, in principle, 

open t~ whomever applies. This section of the dissertation will describe the 

authority of the mat-leader and how this authority is related to the author.-) 

of the chief and of the village headman. Certain aspects of how mat-associa- 

tions conceptualized, and how what I have called the dominant clan within a 

given association of the kind emerges, will be considered. Since the posi i 

of the mat—leader is the main cone :rn at present, it is important to remember 

that the village headman's office is defined territorially and in dependence 

on the chief's appointment. It ij my contention that the mat-leader's autho

rity is defined differently: his dominion is that of the association's mem- 

bevs, not of a specific area. Village headman and mat-leader represent diffe

rent types of authority which cannot be related to one another, because in 

the context of political decision-making the mat-leader is not subordinate in 

authority to the village headman. The two authorities differ in type and in 

the organisation of the respective groups under their control.

The mat-leader's office is modelled on that of a lineage elder. The term for 

this office, wo>idlu, indicates this: it means literally "owner of the house." 

The term "house" is borrowed from the kinship context where it has a technical 

meaning. It indicates a group of agnatically-related persons, i.e. members of 

the same clan who have gathered at the house of one of their members. When re

ferred to as a group, these members are 11 led "the house" (indlu) in contra

distinction to visitors who are present on an occasion when kinsmen and non

kinsmen meet (see below p. 342 ). Lika such a group of agnatically-related 

persons , the mat-.-issociations are determined by mcnbership:membership creates



the "house," not a specific territory. The point of reference for such a 

group is a particular pevsoYi. For the agnatic group it is an ancestor, the- 
clan—section elder, the homestead head at whose place the kinsmen have met, 

for the mat-association, it is the "owner" of the association, i.e. the rr,at 

te&der. The analogy between the agnatic group and the mat-association, the 

eldej and the mat—leader does not mean that a mat-association is, ideally 

speaking, a clan-section (see p. 24). The mat-leader is as different from 

the village headman as he is different from a lineage elder. The implication 

of tne kinship idiom (or analogy) will be shown below. The mat-leader is 

"leader" and spokesman (see p.48) of a voluntary association and he repr 

gents ics interests in public. This becomes clear if we look at how a mat-as

sociation originates.

If a person has a complaint about somebody else who is not a member of his 

household or of the local clan-section to which he belongs, the first place 

where he can voice his grievance is at the mat-le.der s. Should he not find 

the expected response from his mat-leader, he will fry and gain support from 

other members of the mat-association in order to pers lade their leader. A 

further representation will be made to the leader, this time by the little 

group of dissatisfied members. Still dissatisfied after a period of negotia

tion, the particular group of members will consider the possibility ol esta

blishing themselves as an independent mat-association. Such deliberations have 

nothing to do with the size of the on-going mat-association, nor (at this 

stage) with the number of dissatisfied members. It is a matter of the nature 

of the dissatisfaction; the word "nature" means here that the dissatisfac

tion refers to an interest which the gr of people share, for example the 

location of the fields which each year are threatened by flo|ls of .vater which 

pour down the hillside in heavy rain. Finally the people concerned will choose 

from among themselves a spokesman and take the matter to the chief with the
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request tha- tliev may be allowed their own mat-association since they are no 

longer satisfied with their present leader. In other words, in such a case an 

existing leader is not deposed but deserted . It will be up to the chief to 

decide whether this group of people may or may not hive-off from the c, .st

ing mat-association. The spokesman for the new mat-association will announce 

iyi public the dissatisfaction and consequent hiving—off of his group using the 

following speech convention; "We are no longer satisfied with the meat, we are 

too many"( U ) . Since this is an expression of the serious differences of opi

nion regarding the life of a group of members of the on-going mat-association, 

the phrase "too many" cannot be taken literally. Thus, for example, as was 

discussed in Chapter II, the Gxovuza mat-association of Caguba has 53 members 

(i.e. homestead heads), while the Diova mat-association has only six. At one 

feast the various mat-associations were called up to receive their share of 

meat of the animal which had been slaughtered, one mat-association was repre

sented by just two men. Thus the phrase "too many" is the public indication 

that there is no longer a consensus among the members regarding their mat-lea- 

der. The above analogy of "hiving-off" must therefore be understood with great 

reservation: people do not separate from an on-going mat-association because 

thay have become "too many", but because they cannot find a minimum consensus 

within that association. In other words, a mat-association is a group of asso

ciates; it is associational(1 ̂ . In contrast to the authority of the village 

headman, the authority of the mat-leader is derived from the consensus of the 

members of his association, and not from a specific territory. But as such an 

"association," a mat-association and its leadership is recognised by the chief 

as a "constitutional" part of Mthwa polity. As the chief must be approached 

for permission to establish a new mat-as iation, so the chief will be present 

when the mat-leader and his association are formally (ceremonially) installed.

The chief's presence as the representative of Mthwa polity writ large expresses



the fact that a mat-association is part of the overall political, decision- 

making life in Caguba. At the ceremony of the new mat-leader s installation, 

the old mat-leader will formally relinquish to the new one authority over 

the separating sect on jl the old association. Thus, the old mat-association 

splits, authority too is split. The terminology of this formal process of 

handing over is interesting: it is again (see p. 70) taken from the kinship 

framework: the old mat-leader will exhort the new one to become the father 

who "ires for" (ukuphatha) his "children" of the now independent "homestead." 
This kins hip analogy expresses two things: first, the ur ty of the new group; 
this is expressed in the concept of the homestead which is the smallest poli 

tically recognised and juridically protected social unit of .-Ithwa (tor my re 

stricted technical usage of the term "homestead , see p. 156 ).Secondly, the 

analogy expresses the authority structure of the new group in the role-defi- 
nitions of "father" and "children" (in the vernacular, urmumzana and usapho): 

as the homestead head has authority over his "family', so the mat-leader has 

authority over his association; as the homestead head represents his family 

to the outside world and will be taken to task for the misbehaviour of mem

bers of the household, so the mat-leader represents his association to the 

outside world, and he will be taken to task if things go wrong. In other 

words, the mat-association as a whole and its leader are expressions of inter

ests for which the respective association stands: the members have a right to 

formulate their interests and to express them in public: a mat-association is 

a political unit, and its leader is a political leader.

Unlike the village headman, the mat-leader does not rule over a territory: he 

leads people; or in the words of common ech in Caguba, he "carries people" 

(uphethe abantu)', and as such he is very much like the chief. But unlike the 

chief, the mat-leader is not defined by his position in an agnatic group of 

kinsmen; rather he haL been chosen by the people of the ma'-association to
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lead ukukhokne/,-<• (.see ». »9 > them. The organisational form of the members

of a mat iekthebt is issociational, and the form of tleir leadership is 

consensual. Thus, the type of authority exercised by the mat-leader cannot be 

deduced from the type of authority exercised by the chief and the village 

headman. Yet, although the mat-leader represents people, he is ex Oj ficio not 

a member of the chief's council, the chief's policy-making mechanism. There 

is an obvious hiatus in the political system of Mthva society.

The first function of the mat—leader is to \f>ad a particular section of 

Mthwa society, a section self-constituted to attain a specific goal. But the 

mat-leader has a second function within the administrative hierarchy

of the chiefdom as a whole. This hierarchy represents the mechanism 

,v which decisions pass from the highest 'level" of authority (of the chie^) 

o the lowest one (of the homestead). The mat-leader is a particular step on 

the hierarchical ladder of Mthwa, and this in two ways. First, in his admini

stration of day-to-day affairs, e.g. matters concerning the village school, 

or the restori of a path washed-away, or matters which come from the cen

tral government via the chief's office, such as paying a maintenance fee for 
a state-owned tractor for ploughing purposes(1 \  Secondly in the sense of 

administering law; this will be developed in the next chapter.

In the administration of daily affairs, the mat-leader is subordinate to the 

Dillage-heacinan of the respective village. But although the headman is a mem

ber of the chief's council, he does not represent the people for whom he is 

spokesman in the way the mat-leader does. The headman's authority is terri

torially defined. Thus, in one sphere, in the political sphere of deci

sion-making, the mat-leader is independent of the village-headman; he is in 

direct contact with the ‘hief. In the other sphere, i.e. the hierarchical 

-phere of arrving out the chief's decisions, the mat-leader is dependent on
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the village headman who is the intermediary between him and the chief

The last print to be made about mat-leadership is the question of succession. 

There arc two general rules. Fi it, there is no term of office; a mat-leader 

functions until he is recalled by the members or resigns because of ill- 

health or any other personal reason. Tn principle, the office is challenge- 

able. Secondly, should a mat-leader die, the members are in principle free 

to choose whomever they think suitable for the position. The restriction in 

principle" is important, because in fact matters take a different course. 

First, with respect to the challenge ability of, the office: unless this chair 

is a unanimous decision by the whole mat-association, it will result in a 

spliui ,g of the group into two separate mat-associations. In consequence, •. 

mat-ieade* is chosen once and for all. Secondly, in the case of a mat-leader 

dying, his eldest son will most likely be "chosen" for the office. This bring* 

me to what I have called the "dominant clan" (see p. 31).

In a mat-association a particular agnatic group often holds the majority. As 

far as my evidence goes, this appears to be linked with the history of the 

emergence of a new mat-assi at ion. There are two major lines along which a 

given mat-association may separate into two groups; one is neighbourhood in 

the sense of spatial proximity, the other is kinship. Two of the following 

mat-associations broke away from the s;me parent association (Gxovuza): one 

(Makete) on a basis of kinship, the other (Mawotshe) on a basis of neighbour

hood; the figures of the respective "dominant clan" reflect these facts:

Mat-Association Dorn. Clan Members of 
D n. Clan

Not Members 
of Dorn. Clan

Makete

Gxovuza

Mawotshe

Gcwangule

Ncamane

Wotshe

T
12 I 70 %

28 j 53 X

5 i 25 2 
....1 ....

3 j 30 % 

25 j 47 % 

15 i 75 %i



Evidence suggests that a particular clan-section's numerical dominance stems 

from certain circumstances in the history of the breakaway of the emerging 

group^^^. But there are two further reasons why mat-assocrations are concep

tualised as kingroups. The first reason is matter of recruitment. The home

stead head determines the mat-association membership of all the members of his 

household (see p. 31). A daughter will change her mat-associational membership 

after marriage should her husband belong to a different association fr^m that 

of her father. Sons may change membership after they have established their 

own independent homesteads, but usually they do not. A married son continues 

to belong to his father's mat-association. Thus association membership is 

self-perpetuating - like membership of an agnatic group of kinsmen. Yet my in

formants ne'er wavered in their insistence on membership's being voluntary.

The reason is a matter of the "ordinary" succession to mat-leadership after a 

leader has died. As stated above, the members are, in principle, free to elect 

any member of the association as the next incumbent. But they are most likely 

to choose the dead man's eldest son. In Caguban parlance: the members "con

firm" or "make strong" (ukaqiniea) the late leader's position. The consensua- 

lity of the mat-leadership is deliberately preserved, and the "dominance" of a 

particular clan-section has taken root; it has become the "dominant clan." A 

mat-association's leader and that association's dominant clan-section's elder 

merge in a single person, but kinship remains the only idiom through which the 

ma" association understands itself. In spite of the merging of the two roles, 

the mat-leader does not owe his position to his birth as the clan-secton el

der does; even though a particular mat-leader may have succeeded hi lather 

and grandfather in office, his association will still regard his appointment 

as being the result of their consensus, not merely hereditary.

(e) The Local Clan-Section Elder.

I mentioned earlier the great number of clans which are represented by one or
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more homesteads in Jaguba. It is obvious that the representatives of two or 

three homesteads do not constitute full clans. But neither do those home

steads in Caguba with a great number of members. Not even the royal clan,the 

Ncamane, constitutes a local corporate group. In a given

area, there is only what I have termed a locz.l clan-section (see p. 24).
d«(cu(

(It is not my purpose in this section to discuss the Mthwa kinship system in/,

I shall merely attempt to clarify the role of the agnatically defined autho

rity) .

It has been pointed jut (see p. 24) that a clan is a group of people whose 

unity is based on the assumption of the patrilineal descent of its sections 

and members. One may not necessarily be able to demonstrate this unity. For 

example, in Caguba the Gcwangule clan is represented; here it comprises se

veral sections of which the largest are Nogwina, Nodaza and Ngaphu, named af

ter their respective apical ancestors, i.e. those ancestors who lived several 

generations back and who are the identifying points of the respective clan- 

sections. All these sections can trace their descent beyond these apical an

cestors, but nowhere does the assumed genealogical ancestry of each meet in 

a common ancestor of the Gcwangule. In other words, the Gcwangule maintain 

their unity, but their common origin remains putative. Putative as it is, it 

is expressed in the patrilineally inherited clan-name. Since such patronymy 

is quite consistent in Mthwa (as in other Nguni-speaking societies), the clan- 

name provides the members of a clan with "certainty" about their common ori

gin. Thus the clan can assume certain functions in Mthwa society. First, it 

defines the rules of exogamy: it is considered incestuous for a person to 

have a sexual relationship with any other ?mbor of one of the four grandpa- 

rental clans. Secondly, clan ancestors are invoked on the occasion of an an

cestral feast; they are praised end implored.



The unity of the clan is not expressed by recognition of a clan-nead. A 

group-wide control based on agnatic kinship exists only with respect to a 

given local clan-section. By clan-section, I mean a type of social grouping 

which, depending on the anthropologist's approach, can either be formulated 

as an idealized type of such grouping or described as an empirical social re 

ality. As empirically observed, a c an-section refers to a group of people 

who share a clan-name and live witl a distance of one another which allows

relatively easy communication and £ ial m t  action. Fhe actual clan rela 

tionship between the members of the group may or may not be demonstrated genea 

locally. Closer inspection of these local clan-sections leads to a forma1 de

finition of them. An inspection of the genealogical relationships between the 

members shows that more often than not these relationships are demonstrable 

within a range of four to five generations. This means that within this range, 

the comaon ancestry of the members can be demonstrated. It does net mean tha^ 

all the descendants of the ancestor concerned belong to the local clan-section; 

in fact there may be only two or three membvr-homesteads in Caguba. However, in
A*

order to state the agnatic relation;nip, the full rang of four toigenerations 

may be necessary. This consistency in demonstrating genealogical relationships 

has led some to conclude, regarding other Nguni-speaking peoples, that there 

are formal or idealized clan-sections defined by this demonstrable common ance

stry. The demonstrability of the relations between such sections is very limited, 

sometimes non-existent. In any case, coi m  ancestry (it may be putative or de

monstrable) is an important aspect of the whole kinship system and it will con

cern us again when speaking about the "apical ancestor" (see below).

The idealised clan-sections have been cal i  I'neagea (see Hunter 1936, edition 

1961:XI; Haramond-Tooke 1968b:83). In the following, when I want to emphasise 

this idealised form, I shall use the term "lineage", otherwise I shall retain 

the term for the empirical social reality, the 'clan-section.
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The unity of the clan is not expressed by recognition of a clan-head. A 

group-wide control based on agnatic kinship exists only with respect to a 

given local clan-section. By clan-section, I mean a type of social grouping 

which, depending on the anthropologist's approach, can either be formulated 

as an idealized type of such grouping or described as an empirical social re 

ality. As empirically observed, a clan-section refers to a group of people 

who share a clan-name and live within a distance of one another which allows 

relatively easy connr unicat ion and social interaction. The actual clan rela 

tionship between the members of the group may or may not be demonstrated genea- 

1 Jcally. Closer inspection of these local clan-sections leads to a formal de

finition of them. An inspection of the genealogical relationships between the 

members shows that more often than not these relationships are demonstrable 

within a range of four to five generations. Th:s means that within this range, 

the common ancestry of the members can be demonstrated. It does not mean t.iai 

all the descendants of the ancestor concerned belong to the local c an-section; 

in fact there may be only two or three member-home steads ;n Caguba. However, in
f"'

order to state the agnatic relationship, the full range of four to.generations 

may be necessary. This consistency in demonstrating genealogical relationships 

has led some to conclude, regarding other Nguni-speaking peoples, that there 

are formal or idealized clan-sections defined by this demonstrable common ance

stry. The leraonstrability of the relations between such sections is very limited, 

sometimes non-existent. In any case, common ancestry (it may be putative or de

monstrable ) is an important aspect of the whole kinship system and it will con

cern us again when speaking about the "apical ancestor (see be low).

The idealised clan-sections have been cal 1 '.ineagea Uee hunter 1936, edition 

1961:XI; Hammond-Tocke 1968b:83). In the following, when I want to emphasise 

this idealised form, I shall use the term "lineage", otherwise I shall retain 

the term for the empirical social reality, the clan-section.
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In Caguba, clan-sections exhibit certain patterns, structurally and with re

gard to the behaviour-patterns of he members of the c!an—section. These 

patterns are of interest hire in order to understand a particular senior po

sition within a clan-sectioi , i.e. the position and authority of the clan- 

section elder. For our purposes, among the most important elements of these 

patterns is the fact that the members of a clan-section are ranked according 

to the generation to which they belong and according to the respective genera

tional sequence of their birth. This becomes very significant when they in

vite one another to ancestral rituals: the highest-ranking man among them is 

approached with respect and his opinion carries weight in their discussions. 

This man, the "elder", functions as officiant at a certain stage of the an

cestral ritual, and he acquires the property of a member's homestead when 

there is no other heir to it (see p.24bf).

The role of the clan-section elder is designated in Caguba by two terms, 

inkulu and intloko. In Mthwa society, the term inkulu (a noun derived from 

the adjectival s^em /-khuiu/, "big") is a relational expression and denotes 

in its simplest social application the highest-ranking man among brothers, 

i.e. sons of the same father. Primogeniture (ubuzibulo) determines ranking, 

thus the "elder" is the first born (izibulo) among brothers. In other words, 

the term inkulu expresses the agnatically-defined seniority of a man over 

his brothers. The senior or eld* r brother is called umkkuluua (or umkhu^u- 

W€’t the base of this noun is de: ved from the aforementioned adjectival 

stem meaning "big"); the junior brother is called urnninava (or umninaue).

This irreversible relationship etveen brothers is passed down to their re

spective children so that the groups of cendants of the brothers are re

lated to one another in the same way as the brothers themselve . This rela

tionship of extended seniority (of agnatically related groups of descen

dants) is the basis of the role-definition of the clan-section elder in the
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sense of tnkulu. This position is, in anthropological literature, -iften re

ferred to as "lineage elder." In the idealized situation, the lineage elder 

ranks first among all the descendants of a demonstrable common agnatic an

cestor. In this idealized sense, he is the first-born son of the first-born 

son, etc., until the common ancestor, the "apex", is reached. On account of 

this particular position, he has a certain authority wnich includes all the 

descendants of the apical ancestor; the elder's authority is "inclusive."

In contrast, there is the second term for an "elder," namely intloko. This 

term means literally "head" (of a person or an animal), and figuratively "the 

top" of something, the "apex." So, for example, intloko may be used for the 

father in a nuclear family; he is "head" of the family. Or it may designate 

a person who has been put in charge over a group of people, or the common 

grandfather of two men. In other words, inr'' -o always expresses some kind of 

(final) authority over a given group of people, as opposed to or to the ex

clusion of any other like group of people. Depending on the situation to be 

described, I shall render intlo- as "ancestor," "father, head," "apex."

In each case, the "head" defines the group which is uniti by him to the ex

clusion of any other like authority; he has authority over all descen

dants, to the exclusion of any other person; his authority is "exclusive."

The following diagram (Figure 3, p. 81) depicts the application of the two

terms inkulu and intloko ("elder" and "head" respectively) and their corresp-
(•>0)ending types of inclusive and exclusive authority

InZotZu(elder) defines a relationship of seniority between sub—.:: >aZancestors 

and their respective groups of dcscendar vhile >: d< i the a: o as

the authority within a "total" section or o te of its sub-sections. As the
n(

diagram (Figure 3, p. 81) indicates, an individual may be rightly call,' "el

der" or "head; but the two terms are clearly not synonymous. All depends on
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Figure 3. Agnatically defined authority in Mthwa.

how one sees the person: if in relation to other, younger brothers, then he is 

called "elder;" but if in relation to descendants, then he is called "head," 

and in such a case he is the personification of authority; but in this latter 

case, he is not an "elder."

Since the word for "head" denotes authority, and since such authority is 

group specific, the term is u.>ed in common speech to denote the head of any 

local clan-section, replacing the term inkulu which from a formal point one 

would expect. Thus, for example, I heard a widow speaking about the sen o*. her 

late husband's brother as the "head" (intloko) who was negotiating her daugh

ter’s bridewealth. In this example, the genealogical context is very narrow, 

comprising only three generations:
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On another occasion, an ancestor ritual which requires the clan-section el

der (i.e. the most inclusive authority) for the performance of part of it, 

the particular elder was referred to as "head", i.e. the exclusive defi

nition of agnatic authority. In addition, the particular elver

belonged to a different lineage"

Clan-Section  ̂ Clan-Section

I B

a

“Utckd

1
1

In short, the term "head" (intloko) indicates the person who is "in charge", 

who carries authority (ukicphat'-'si) in the context of a particular situation. 

It is important, however, that in the clan-section the actual genealogical 

relationship should be able to be demonstrated and thus the kind of autho

rity defined.

The second point of interest is ’•.he group themselves to which the two terms 

of agnatically-defined authority ref r. Related to this pair of terms is an

other pair that defines the actual agnatic groups involved. These terms are 

urmombc and umliho. Umnombo means literally the principal root of a tree, 

and unlibo denotes the branching-off of shoots of a pumpkin plant. Often, 

when used in the figurative s< use of kinship relationships, these two nouns 

are used in the plural, in >iombo and inr o respectively. The aim of the 

following (as of the whole of the present section) is to show that the clan- 

section elder as inkulu (in the formal sense of lineage elder) cannot have 

decision-making authority in Mthwa society, since agnatically-defined autho



rity can speak only for descendants, rot for brothers once they are owners 

of separate homesteads; the brothers may be "real or classii icatory. This 

is actually a consequence of the aforegoing discussion, and the inability 

to make political decisions regarding the lineage (cInn-section) is clearly 

reflected in the actual agnatic groups to which the two terms of agnatical- 

ly defined authority refer. There is one exception, however: the chief's 

position, which is in part also agnatically defined (see p. 58), yet his 

authority extends over all i he people of Mthwa. Thus kinship—del. ined and 

politically-defined authority are distinct.

The term "head" (intloko) is group-specific, it segregates the people who 

are "united" under their specific head. These people are referred to collec

tively as umlibo, a "branching-off shoot,” i.e. a group comprising an apical 

ancestor and his descendants. But the term umlibo does not define an agnatic 

group of any particular depth; it may, in actual fact, comprise three gene

rations or six (as i . .ne cases quoted above, pp 81-2). Thus a Mthwa unltbo 

defines neither a lineage nor a lineage section as understood in classical 

anthropological literature ; it could define an agnatic group of any ge

nerational depth including a "lineage or a "lineage section (in the idealiz

ed sense), but what it does define is an agnatic group united under a common
(22)head who has full authority over the people descended from him1 “  . Ideally 

speaking, the "head" (intloko) and his "descendants" (urtlibo) are directly 

correlated terms for agnatic authority and a group of agnates.

In contrast, there is no direct correlation between an "older" (inkulu) and 

the group of agnates which he represent . He represents agnates who (besides 

his own descendants) are related to him through lomeone senior to himself, i. 

e. an ancestor of at least one generation earlier. Although in the privileged 

position of being the "elder," he is still a branch of the "principal root"
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(urmombc). This is the term for any ancestor who is a point 01 common oii- 

gin,11 who may be the father of "real" or classificatory brothers. It must 

be stressed that uirmombo does not define any particular generational depth; 

a given case may comprise three or six generations, or a whole clan or, in 

fact, a clan-cluster. The essential thing is that, ideally speaking, a lineage 

elder always points beyond himself to a source of common origin (a person who 

"once upon a time" controlled exclusively authority, but whose authority even

tually split). In short, inkulu (the elder) and vavnombo(the members) are not 

directly correlated terms for agnatic authority and a group of agnates.

It appears then that in Mthwa society unlibo and urrmombo denote segments of a 

given clan in relation to a demonstrable ancestor. But the situational basis 

of the "apical ancestor" indicates that the terms are two modes of defining 

(and validating) authority. Both authorities are positionally ascribed, are 

roles within the agnatic kinship system. But while urn *bo ("the agnatic 

branch") defines the authority of the "head" (intlokc) as the power con

trolling a certain group of desc- ndants; urrmombo ("the agnatic unity") defines 

the authority of the "elder" (inkulu) as seniority among real or classificato

ry brothers. Seniority has moral weight and ritual significance, but it is not 

a mode of control over people in Mthwa. The royal clan of Mthwa (the Ncamane) 

provides a clear example of agnatically defined authority (see p. 88f)• This 

clan shows even more clearly why it is correct to say that "segmental1 (M.G. 

Smith) kinship and Mthwa political authority are distinct.

The two main clan-sections (inrilibo) of the Ncamane in Caguba (there are fur

ther sections in neighbouring villages) known by the names o Mbulawa (an 

ancestor, six generations removed from the present heir to the chiefdom) and 

Fono, Mbulawa's sen. This father-son relationship between the apical ancestors 

of the two sections immediately ruler, out the possibility of i segment’s being

(23)



known by ttn last t:eaemberec1 ancestor. That the 'l-ono" and the Mbulawa are' 

in fact two distinct lan-sections became clear to me on certain ritual oc 

casions where only "t'ono" or only "Mbulawa" members were present, apart from 

the fact that the members persistently referred to one another in terms of 

the respective apical ancestor. The common ancestry of !■ ono and Mbulawa 

is the Latter's father Khiwane (see Figure 1, p. 5). In daily life - as far 

as I could observe - reference was seldom made to Khiwane. Indeed, in indi 

eating the unity of the two sections, Khiwane is no more important than the 

far distant ancestors Mkhondwana and his son Sukude .Khiwane defines the

'jrmombo, the agnatic unity; he is the source of that feeling of togetherness

associated with the English word "clan." But the name of Khiwane carries no 

authority, neither in the sense of control over a certain group, nor in the 

moral and ritual sense. However, this is not the case for Khiwane's two 

grandsons, Fono and Nonjuzana (see Fig're 1, p. 5). They are remembered and 

must be remembered in the proper sequence of birth, because (a) it defines 

the control or each o o over the "Fono and the "Mbulawa sections respect.ve- 

lv, and (h it defines the political authority of one of the two clan-sec-

tions, i.< . o: the ’""ono", over the chiefdom of Mthwa. Both segments still

belong to each other, because they both belong to the urmombo of the Ncamane 

clan. Thus, for example, members of both sections are in the chief s council.

But as soon ; comes to the question of controlling power, the two sec

tions emerge a distinct, they are 'branching off itirttlti'o) • -he following

diagrar 1 , u t r  . ,  . 86) hows this.

Thus in a ertam .enae t hi ottclusions oi scholars concerning the distinc

tion between clans and lineages are con ned by the data from Mthwa society, 

though the Mthwa people seem to be more flexible in defining L.e actual operat- 

ng angc >t agnaticaily-d^ermined clan-sections. In terms of this flextbili- 

• •„ nderstend why -uich operating .cctiont. have the relatively shallow
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Figure 4. The inclusive and segmental agnatic groups of Mthwa clans.

depth of four to six generations which is so characteristic of the whole Nguni- 

speaking area (see Hammond-Took.. 1968b). As the preceding diagram 11 igure 

shows, the reason is not that the people cannot remember any ancestor further 

back. They can, ana moreover are able to demonstrate this. It is rather that 

they consider the range of the inku relationship to be what matters; and 

this not merely for the sake of determining seniority, but for the more im

portant determination of authority as control over people (and as will ht 

shown over property where the range of authority is very narrow, comprising 

not more than three generations; ee Chapter VI) within each of the related 

sections. In other words, the politically relevant generation of the agnati-



c a U y  ai.’estral line defines the depth of an operative segment (section) of 

a given clan. Whatever goes back further than this generation is of a ritu

al-ceremonial nature and belongs to wmombo, the "main root" and sign of 

unity which, in t.ie last analysis, combines the living and the dead in an 

agnatic ancestry ('.milcwo) (see p. 321).

In summing up, an important incongruence between the two pairs of terms ap

pears. A particular man, a "lineage 'elder'", is at the same time head 

(intloko) of his descendants and "elder (senior)" in relation to his L.-others 

and their descendants. But while there is a term that defines the group of 

people under his authority, i.e. the umlibo (or more commonly imilibo), there 

is no word for the group over which he presides as the senior. If he wants to 

express his seniority, he must refer to the "main root" (wmcmbo) of which he 

himself, like the others, is merely a descendant and thus a "junior." But the 

point of reference of all those vho belong to the 'main root , the ancestor 

(urr.louo) who is the source of the senior'r inclusive authority (see p. 80),is 

already dead. The death of the . ncestor was the cause of the elder son's 

rising to the position of "eldet," b it through the same death of the common 

ancestor of the two older and j >v.n6er brothers, the various "sections" des

cending from the dead man began t life of relative independence of each other. 

Each sectional "apex" (the older and the younger brother) became intloko in 

his own right, and thus authority was split. How can we understand this par

ticular feature of Mthwa society whe'e agnatically-dc <"ined authority does not 

simply rest with a "lineage 'elder'"’ The answer to this question takes me to 

the third point of interest in discussing the role and authority of a local 

clan-section elder.

From the evidence it emerges that the people of Mthwa see a man's authority 

as accumulating (ukuqweba) over ♦•he years of his life rather than as a pack
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age which he inherits from his father. He may accumulate at least three dif

ferent types of authority: economic, ritual, and political. This is, in 

principle, no different whether the man be a first-born or a second, a mem

ber of the royal clan or of a commoner clan, except that, n the lattei case , 

of commoner clans, the word "political" has different meanings. Only the heir 

to the chiefdom accumulates political authority which is Mthwa-wide; ail 

other men acquire the authority of a homestead head. Regarding the first 

pair of terms (of the first and second-born sons) there would be a difference, 

if the older and the younger brothers grew up together, lived in the same 

place all their life and died on the same day. Of course, this is not likely 

to occur. The reality is that a man dies and leaves his sons who are at dif

ferent stages of their own lives. What happens then? The answer to this 

"procedural" question is the answer to the question of the authority of a

clan-section elder in the overall context of Mthwa. My example is that of the
(̂ 6)royal clan in its present situation ~

Chief Mkhovu, the late Chief of the Ncamane, had accumulates, over a lifetime,

these three different kinds of authority. The first economic, the control over
(27)the property which he had inherited in his mother's household "  after the 

death? of his own father and mother (see Chapter VI, Section 3b). Later on, 

after several years of negotiation among the kinsmen of the Ncamane, he be 

came "heir" (as chief rege/nt) to his father's political power (see p. 10). 

Finally, when all the other elders of the "Fono" clan-section before him had 

died, he assumed ritual authority. When Chief Mkhovu died, all three types 

of authority were not passed on to his principal heir. Each oi his seven 

houses (seVen polygamous households) inh rited property and w»th it economic 

authority over their respective belongings independently of each other; and 

thus each household advanced to th-a status of what 1 call a "homestead" (see 

Chapter V). Ritual authority went to his oldest living brother (in fact a
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half-brother), a son of Hlamvana's sixth house. The heir to political authc 

city was still a minor when Mkhovu died. A chief regent had to be chosen, 

who holds this position today (1982). The following diagram (Figure 5) sums 

up this development in the form of a genealogical charce:.
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Figure 5. Accumulation and inheritance of agnatically-defined authority.

We see, then, that in Mthwa society it is almost impossible to define exactly 

the authority of a clan-section elder over an agnatically-defined group of 

people unless the total social context in which it is exercised is known. Even 

if we (as observers) can list the kinds of potential authority of such an el

der, this does not mean much in view of the fact that this listing must always 

refer to a specific point in time, in order to make sense in Mthwa society.

All that we can say on the level of abstract discussion is that the clan-sec

tion elder may carry weight in the process of decision-making. He is 'nku’u,



the senior "brother", the representative of "father" who must be respected.

As such he should call on the ancestors when ritual killing takes place. 

Then, with regard to his economic authority, th?.y is hardly more than no 

minal beyond the boundary of his own homestead, economically speaking,

Mthwa society is characterised by a strong homestead individualism; and a 

local clan-section does not hold property in common, the elder wields a 

certain juridical authority which 1 shall discuss in the following chapter. 

If a conflict arises between the members of the local clan-section or a 

dispute that involves one of them, then ' juna kuaphay1 eYitZo^o ( it call 

the attention of the 'head'"). But the elder must be approached first, be

cause he will not act on his own initiative, on his "authority" or as if the 

matter concerned him. Finally, the clan-section elder's word carries only 

moral weight and therefore cannot be enforced beyond the "word of mouth 

(ngcmlcno): the elder cannot levy a fine. But if a case proceeds to the mat- 

leader's court (see Chapter IV, Section 2), it is presumed to have been 

heard (inconclusively) at the "court" of the local clan-section (see p.lOSf) 

Thus we see that the authority of the clan-section elder becomes integrat

ed into the wider context of Mthwa social life as we move to the juridical 

processes (just as the authority of the mat-leader does). Yet the authority 

of the clan-section elder is decidedly different from that of the mat-deader 

the elder's authority is positional, defined by right of birth(ubuztbulo). 

The range of his authority is defined by a group of kinsmen united "by 

blood" (ngegazi labo), as the common phrase puts it. But the question of 

birth takes us to the place of birth, to the homestead which is controlled 

by ita homestead head who "owns" a specif!' tvpe of authority with a speci

fic range of enforcement.
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(f) The Homestead Head.

"Homestead Head," as used in this dissertation, translates the vernacular ex-
(28)

pression urmini'mzi which means literally ’ownei of the homestead . Thv 

"owner" is the pei^on who has control over the members of the homestead. In 

case of a female head, the vernacular term used is urmimhazi'mzi or simp 1) 

wrmikazi which means literally "female owner of the homestead. ' Here I shal 

ignore the possibility of female homestead heads, since this complicates the 

issue unnecessarily. But one point should be kept in mind always when the 

term "homestead" occurs in this dissertation: the vernacular word umzi ("home

stead, household") has, like the English equivalent "homestead", a spatial 

meaning; but, unlike the English word, the -Ihosa word has, in addition, a 

juridical implication, irrespective of th actual spatial situation of the 

homestead. It is this juridical aspect which the use of the English rendering 

is intended to express in this dissertation. The spatial aspect will be ex

pressed as "household." In the sense as used here, homestead is the smallest 

unit which is controlled by an authority largely independent of all other 

political authorities except the chief. This authority is the homestead head. 

A household is subordinate to his authority (for the detailed discussion, see 

Chapter V).

Ihe homestead involves authority at its smallest range, over a very specific 

group of people, namely those who belong to the homestead either by birth, by 

mafriaget or by agreement with the homestead head. Thus his is an authority 

to be understood in terms of membership of the juridically-defined homestead. 

It is an all-embracing authority, like that of the chief. Like the chief, any 

mature man - i.e. a married man with children - may be addressed as "chief" 

(inkoei 1. The difference between the "chief" of Mthwa polity and the "chief" 

of a homestead is a matter of rank, not of difference in maturity. Tims the 

Mthwa chief's homestead is umzi omkhulu ("great homestead" or "great place"),
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while the homestead head is referred to as wmumzana ( 'head of thu i.ittl̂  

homestead"). Finally, any homestead head, as "as a man who has built (bl

own homestead)" (indoda eyakhileyo), has the right to attend meetings at

the village headman's place and may voice his opinion during hearings at the

chief's court (enkundleni) (see r . 131).

The homestead head acquires his authority by virtue of his being a husband

and the father of (his) children. In other words, the institutions of marriage 

and of (social) paternity are intimately linked with his authority. His autho

rity literally grows with the growth of his family i usccpho) which includes 

his wife (or very rarely, wives) and their children. Wife and children are 

expected to submit to his authority; he in turn is expected to "protect" then 

(ukugcina or ukuphatha). The homestead head has the right "to speak with autho

rity (ukutnetka) and to demand obedience (ukuyala). He speaks on behalf of his 

homestead to the outside world; he represents its members in co and he is 

responsible for the misdeeds of the homestead members under his charge. Thus 

the homestead head's authority is "responsible jurisdiction." For example, his 

wife is expected to submit to him (ukuzithoba). but if she does not do so he 

may correct her resorting to corporal punishment; however, blatant and con

tinued maltreatment gives her the right to return home. The husband will then 

have to appeal in person to her father or ner guardian to allow her to rejoin

him in his homestead. If the father permits his daughter to return, this will
(29)not happen without a severe instruction {umyalo) • This happens at a 

special meeting at which not only the kinsmen of the maltreated wife will be 

present, but also senior kinsmen of the husband. The husoand will receive a 

severe admonition about the rights and les, freedom and limitations of his 

position as husband (ufnyeni) and homestead head iivvnun.zccna.) \ these admonitions 

will come from his wife's and his own kinsmen. Such a procedure, so degrading 

for the husband who misuses his authority, is called ukuphutkuna. ur.ya.rt ( to
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search for the wife"). He wiV h. : ack 01 a trial period, laying

a head of cattle to her father ; j compensation for the suffovir , itlupheko1 

which he has caused.

The homestead head's authority i: supreme over the members oi :ii homestead, 

but his authority is held in check by the kinsmen. As Long as he t emains 

within the limits set by his role he has a right to be respected. The right

ful demand for respect has its most frequent expression in instant obedience 

whenever he calls and in unconditional participation in the activities of the 

household, such as herding cattle, collecting firewood, working on the field. 

This unconditional participation in household duties is the most frequent 

cause of tensions and even conflict between members and between the home

stead head and his brothers if they live in the same homestead. The senior 

brother is also for the junior biother "father of the home" (uyise 'Jasekha- 

ya). Where tensions arise and cannot be resolved , the "people of the house 

(abantu basendlini), i.e. the members of the local clan-section will be call

ed together to discuss the matter. If the junior should be in the wrong, he 

will be rebuked and may be "advised" to look for employment elsewhere. If, on 

the other hand, the junior party has reason for complaint, he may approach 

his maternal uncle and look for support there, or else, if married, he will 

settle at a di 'Lance as soon as possible nd then remain unavailable should 

any request come from his father or senior brother.

The homestead head wields a clearly definable type of authority in the over

all political life of Mthwa society. He is the only legal representative; he 

is the hirlge, as it were, which connect the homestead and the outside world. 

Within the aforementioned limits, not even his senior kinsmen can interfere

in the affairs of the homestead. In this sense, the homestead hsau is a "re-
i d

plica in miniature" (L.Mair) of the chief. This essential similarity between
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chief and homestead head illustrates well the fact that a homestead s 

isteice in the chiefdom is, in principle, the expression of an alliance be 

tween the homestead head and the chief. This is the case even in present lay 

Caguba in spite of a nationwide administrative system: a homestead head who 

intends to settle in the chiefdom can do so only with the permission of the 

chief. The chief will consult his councillors about the request; then he 

will call the mat-leader and discuss the matter with him as soon as the ap

plicant has indicated the area of the village in which he wishes to settle. 

After consulting the prospective neighbours of the applicant, the mat-leader 

will report back to the chief, who then makes the final decision. The chiei 

confirms the good relations between himself and the existing homesteads ant. 

their heads and then enters into a new alliance with the new settler. In 

this sense the homestead head is directly allied to the chief without inter 

mediary structures. Every homestead head enjoys this direct access to the 

chief, except in one instance: formal legal cases have to pass through the 

whole hierarchy of courts before they can be heard in the chief's court.But, 

the fundamentally political nature of an alliance between the chief, qua 

"great place" head, and the homestead head, qua "little place" head, makes 

the chief's and the homestead head's authority similar. In a certain sense 

it is correct to say that both are "sovereigns" who exercise their respective 

authority over their subjects.

Yet, the organisational form of the people whom the chief and the homestead 

head each controls is different. For the chief, this is determined by territo

ry; for the homestead head, it is a hybrid both territorial and positional: it 

is territorial in that the homestead is clearly disct.nable unit in Caguba 

(even if it consists of separate households) and it is voluntary, since hus

band and wife choose to be together; it is positional, in that as husband and 

father the homestead head is "head" (inttoVo) of all his children, including



everybody who chooses to come under his care. As uinnttjanc wcS’. < ■ ccpha. ( jUi. 

or member of the homestead") even I, the researcher who lived in the nomestead 

was invited to attend meetings involving home affairs. On the other hand, am 

in matters concerning the outside world, the homestead head is a chiei who 

demands respect for himself and his 1 subjects." He controls the little 

place", just as the chief controls the "great" one. Chief and homestead head 

thus resemble each other in authority.

(3) Conclusion.

Mthwa polity when seen from the observer's point of view does not present it

self as a totally integrated system of authority. This does not mean that the 

authority structure is ambiguous; but it does maan that the participant expe

rience various types of authority which are of immediate relevance only with 

regard to specific situations and their respective participants. Nevertheless, 

all these types of authority converge in the role of the chief; bis role is 

the "key" to identifying all relationships regarding political authority 

(see p. 44). Therefore from the disinterested observer's point of view it is 

still possible to cor.:eptualise the elements of the authority structure of 

Mthwa society as "levels" or "sectors" ’ of authority, although they do not 

form in the strict sense a hierarchy of decision-making mechanisms. In other 

words, politics as pursued by Mthwa people does not fully dissolve into the 

working of the political order of Mthwa society. The best we can say is that 

the various types of authority are intetrelated and co-ordinated, however ge

neral and unspecific this may be in comp irison with 'he reality which the par

ticipants experience.

The chief's authority sovereign in Mthwa polity, n the sense that it is 

the highest position in the chiefdom and that his decisions apply to the whole 

chiefdom. Furthermore, he holds tho highest administrative and juridical posi
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tion. The position itself is ascribed to him by rules of descent within the 

agnatic kinship system. Chieftainship is hereditary and territorial. In con

trast , the village headman's authority ' merely appointive; it is non-agn - 

tic and non-hereditary. It is only political insofar as the headman parti

cipates in the chief s council. But it. is clearly administrative. This is 

the headman's vaisor: d'etre: he is the "eye of tlv chief. ' As distinct from 

the headman, the mat-leader’s authority is political in the sense of politi

cal decision-making; his position is consensual. This is so even irrespective 

of what happens when a mat-association continues over a prolonged period and 

requires that a new leader be chosen and installed. Even if the son of an 

out-going mat-leader should succeed as the new leader, in principle the in

cumbent is challengeable. Thus, on the basis of this principle, the mat-lea- 

der's authority cannot be compared with that of the village headman, nor 

with that of the clan-section elder (neither in his position as "senior" 

(-nkulu) nor as "head" (intloko)). Yet, the mat-leader is a step in the admi

nistrative hierarchy. The clan-section elder's position and authority is 

clearly determined by rules of primogeniture among agnatically-related kins

men. Finally, all these authorities do not cut off the homestead head from 

the chief. They are not intermediaries for him within the political field.

In a very real sense, the Mthwa chiofdom can be understood as a political 

"system" of multi-stranded relationships between the chid and many homestead 

heads. This may be a peculiarity of Mthwa due to its relatively small size so 

that it may be a-typical in the wider Nguni context, but this possible re

striction, from a comparative point of view, underlines the point to be made 

here regarding the "coordination" of authorities which do not together form 

an integrated social structure.

In conclusion, it is better, rom a descriptive point of view, to speak about 

a political field (rather than i political structure) which is characterised



by a chief who deals with four "sectional" authorities: th; village headman, 

the mat-leader, clan—section elder, and the homestead Lead. In this order, 

hese authorities increase in number and the political field gains i com

plexity. The following diagram (Figuv iow) shows the open politxca.

-ivsteni of Mthwa as i' exists • ertr

Type of 
Authority

Organisational
Form

HOMESTEAD-HEAD

CLAN-SECTION
ELDER

Kinship. 
agnatic

positional

voluntary
association

consensualMAT-LEADER

appointed

t e m t o n a

positional

"igur<-j ( level- lections 1 of authority in Mthwa.igure

thwa polity cannot be viewed as sequence of concentric circles of authority 

f which the homestead head' authority is the narrowest and that of the chief 

he widest, with intermediary sub-territories in between. The territorial pa

radigm ends with the village W ? ' ', exactly at the level which is the
(31)perspective of the descriptive iramework of this dis e cation . Even if the 

live types o, authority do rot integrate into i single system, this does not 

nean that political lit i ompeti' ion or power ends at the chief's level or

•hat 'f 1 hr ^ 11 age headman. hvi on 1 ■ , within i single vill ;e there is an



intense political life as, for example, the continued emergence of mat-asso- 

ciarions shows. Nor does Mthwa society disintegrate into chaos. As I shall 

show in the following chapter, when L take the perspective of the partici

pant, Mthwa appears as a well-integrated society.

It was the burden of this chapter to show the channels through which politi 

cal life flows. For the theme of this dissertation it is important to realize 

the significance of the homestead which is the clearest link between the oasi 

relatively isolated social unit and the present socio-economic centre of the 

Mthwa way of life. Bat before I turn to this we need to consider that part of 

the structure of authority which is the court system, i.e. the authority of 

law*

Footnotes to Chapter III.

(1) The terminology used here has been taken from Hunter (1936:378) and reter 
as far as Mthwa chiei -mi is concerned, to the pre-annexation period. As 
the history of Mthwa bears out, the Mpondo can be considered a nation con
sisting of a system of chiefdoms allied to a paramount chief. But some of 
these chiefdoms were in themselves smaller alliances as well, as for ex
ample Mthwa. Thus, abstractly speaking, it is necessary to infer an inter
mediary range of chiefs between the paramount and the chiefs which are al
lied to the paramount indirectly, thus: paramount chief, chief, oettv 
chief, headman.

(2) Gluekm.in '1965:256) writes: "The village's, the kinship group's, even the 
nation's, social system embodies several sub-systems. But the multi-pur
posive relations of tribal society are for the outside observer divisible 
in terms of these several purposes." My usage of the quotation is not ful
ly in accordance with Gluck-nan' - intention, because t or him the multi-pur 
posive relations are "divisible" by the "outside observer." This is the 
ethnographic stance of the present chapter, but in addition I wish to ar
gue (and my discussion makes the implication) that the Mthwa people them
selves "divide" multistran-^-'d relations exactly on the basis of the pur
pose of the activity in hand. If the Mthwa people did not make such a di 
vision there could hardly be a court-system which is decidedly vemovt 
from the other types of social inter tion among the Cagubans.

(3) The word "law", at used in this dissertation, refers to what PospiSil 
(1972:2) indicates with the Latin (us, i.e. the principles of what is nghi 
These principles underlie formalised "laws" (Latin leges).

(A) The name of the association is probably derived from the verb-root -rh< ■ 
vuza/ or /-zkovula/, "walking on mud for preparing wa11—plaster
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(2) Gluckman (1965:256) writes: "The village's, the kinship group's, even the 
nation's, social system embodies several sub-systems. But the multi-pur
posive relations of tribal society are for the outside observer divisible 
in verms of these several purposes." My usage of the quotation is not tul- 
ly ir accordance with Gluckman's intention, because for him the multi-pur
posive relations are "divisible" by the "outside observer." This is the 
ethnographic stance of the present chapter, but in addition I wish to ar
gue (and my discussion makes the implication) that the Mthwa people them
selves "divide" multistranded relations exactly on the basis of the pur
pose of the acti 'ity in hand. If the Mthwa people did not make such a di
vision there could hardly be a court-system which is decidedly removed 
from the other types of social intern tion among the Cagubans.

(3) The word "law", as used in this dissertation, refers to what PospiSil 
(1972:2) indicates with the Latin iust i.e. the principle of what is right 
These principles underlie formalised "laws" (Latin leges).

(4) The name of the association is probably derived from the verb-root /-xhc- 
vuza/ or /-xhovula/, "walking on mud for preparing wall-plaster."



One informant (Sidumbu, Tapes 171-2) traced the origin of this mat-associa- 
tion to the time of Fono. He said:

India enkulu yaqala 7> 
eNyikimeni.
Zonke ezi zitkebe ukuma ngeNyikzma.
Umhlaba kaHlamvana kuma le.
Wazala ezi zithcbe, uOxovuza.

The Great House started then (ar the time) 
of the great earthquake (iNyikirrxz) (of 1851).
All mat-associations began with the earthquake.
Hlamvana's chiefdom came to birth then.
Gxovuza brought forth all mat-associations.

Old traditions are certainly carried over in the mat-associations. Prof. 
Wilson (Hunter 1936:400-2) writes about th • military organisation of old 
particularly with respect to attaching divisions of the army to houses of 
the chief’s mother or one of his wives. This tradition is reported in Cagu- 
ba regarding the older mat-association: Gxovuza belonged to Hlamvana's 
great house, Sicamba (an association in a neighbouring village),to that of 
his mcther. In more recent times, Mkhovu attached one association to his 
first and another to his fourth house.

(5) This allegorical definition of the isibonda (the village headman) that he 
is the "eye of the chief" shows in a neat way how far Caguba's headman is 
conceptually identical with what Prof. Haamond-Tooke relates about the 
"sub-headman" (ibhodi) whom he describes (1975:140) as having the "main 
role (of acting) as the headman's 'eye'."

(6) I learnt the following about the clan-membership of some of the village 
headmen in Caguba, starting with the present headman:

Chwani (present, acting, in 1981) NTSILA,
Bhazala (1980-1981) NCAMANE,
Nothutha (resigned in 1980) CCWANGULE,
Yudlu TSHEZI,
Madezi CCWANGULE,
Mdinwa NCAMANE.

Clearly, there have been members of the royal clan who became village head
men. But the second strongest clan, the CCWANGULE, has played an important 
part.

(7) Informant, Village Headman Nothutha 1-3-78, Tape 39.

(8) Prof. Hammond-Tooke speaks about "headman-in-counci1," but it is understood 
here that the chief and headman are identical 'n persona, since the pivotal 
authority in Mthwa is regarded by the people as inkosi ("chief") rather than 
as a state appointed "headman," as outlined before.

(9) The chief's council is also referred to is inkundla. But apart from contex- 
tuallyklear usages, in common daily speech the first meaning is the judicial 
one: the law court, with particular reference to the chief's court.

(10) Sidumbu 31-3-dl, Tapes 171-2. The non-public nature of the meeting of the 
chief's council was very evident when I asked the informant, an assistant 
mat-leader, how he came to be confirmed as an assistant by the chief. In 
very tortuous language he said that nobody "listened in" who could then 
get up in public and contest the decision. It is well possible that the par
ticular situation of the present-day chief's council is due to change which
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which has resulted from the introduction o; the administrative system, 
but this is my own estimate.

(11) The informed reader may be surprised to find the word zmbuzo father than 
the word imbizo which Hunter (1936) and Ndamase (1927) record. I am 
quite certain about the correctness of the w«. i which I have recorded.
The reason for the difference is that both authors speak about a "chief's 
council" which is beyond the level of discussion in this dissertation. 
Whenever the Cagubans referred to a meeting called by the Paramount Chief, 
they spoke about an imbizo which is a noun derived from a verb meaning "to 
call, to call together."

(12) The two verbs ukuxelelwa and ukuthetka express the authority of the person 
who performs the respective actions, namely "to explain" and "to talk."
But in particular the first of the two words expresses a right of the 
"listener" as well: to receive instructions before he can be assumed that 
he "knows" and that he could be punished should he fail in his duties. 
Therefore if the chief "explains" to his people whatever the issue may be, 
he fulfils his duty to inform them properly. Because such an explanation 
is given from a position of authority, the chief's words carry the impor
tance of a prescription. Thus his manner of explaining is ukuthetka ("to 
speak and explain with authority").

(13) Secession as a means of dealing with an unsatisfactory authority was not 
uncommon in the wider political life of the Nguni and of other South-East 
African indigenous societies. A despotic or stingy chief or headman was 
deserted rather than deposed. See Schapera (1956:179-130).

(14) Ceremonialised speech belongs to a wider class of speech conventions in 
which Mthwa verbal behaviour is very rich. I mentioned above (see p. 13, 
n. 13) another form of such a convention, namely that of speaking in par
allels in order to emphasise the "truth" of what is said. Another conven
tion is camouflaging one's peech through using very vague terms purpose
ly (see p. 118). In the background there is an interesting anthropological 
problem which Malinowski (1?23; discussed in Robins 197 I and in Langendoen 
1968) saw clearly, even if he overemphasised the issue, namely the inter
pretative relationship between an utterance and the situation in which and 
with respect to which it is given.

(15) Banton (1968:357) defines a voluntary association as "a group organised 
for the purpose of one interest or of several interests in common."

(16) In the following section (see p. 77 f) I shall, among other things, attempt 
to show that Mthwa does not have a segmentary lineage system in the sense 
discussed by Smith (1956). Although in Mthwa there are such agnatic "seg
ments" which can be seen by the observer as systematic parts of a wider 
system of such segments, it does not help,in the last analysis, to view the 
local clan-sections of Mthwa society in the "segmentary" sense. Therefore I 
have preferred the term "section" in order to distinguish my discussion 
from that of other arthnnpologists.

(17) There were relatively . * Household." in Caguba which made use of the trac
tor for ploughing purposes. The tractor was hired for a certain fee which 
most of the people of Caguba could not afford. Therefore they were very re
luctant to pay the maintenance fee which had to be paid irrespective of 
whether a homestead made use of the possibility of hiring the tractor or 
not.
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(18) The mat-leader personifies the two distinct arpects/of political life in 
Mthwa (and probably in most other societies):

- polity (the hierarchical/administrative aspect);
- politics (the sectional/decision-making aspect).

Neither aspect can be subordinated to the other, though structuralist 
writers (like Smith 1956 and Southall 1.965) have a particular tendency to 
do so.

(19) Since every homertead belongs to a mat-association, any newly emerging 
association can only be a "breakaway."

(20) The word intloko ("head") is also used in a figurative sense to designate 
the elder within a given (local) agnatic group of any kind. By using the 
term, the exact authority of the person concerned is emphasised.

(21) E.g. Evans-Pritchard (1940:200-1), Fortes (1953:3), Hammond-Tooke (1968b: 
34-5).

(22) In the reality of social life this control can rarely cover more than 
three to four generations. There are two reasons, first a man's span of 
life: when he ^ies, his authority becomes divided and the homesteads of 
his sons develop a relative independence of one another (see p. 87). Se
condly, what I am going f 1 call the "life-cycle" of a Mthwa family. Ac
cording to this cycle, a -u* s actual control covers a very narrow range 
of people (the ex-, -ded f lily; see p.!66f) and of generations (those who 
live within his .n. tread) (for the discussion of the life-cycle, see p. 
168 ).

(23) I was told that there is nothing unusual in related clan-sections taking 
their names from a man and his son respectively, i.e. not necessarily from 
two or more sons of the same father. I found another example within the 
Gcwangule clan, but I am not certain about it, so I have not gone into 
the matter in my discussion. However, my assistant in the field (a gradu
ate from the University of Fort Hare, himself a Thembu) told me that simi
lar clan-section names occur in Ciskei as well. As for the Ncamane case in 
hand, it would be possible to explain the situation in terms of a tele
scoping, if my hypothesis that Fono and Mbulawa were in fact brothel's is 
right (see p. 13, n. 11).

(24) Hunter (1936:398-9) reports these names as lineal ancestors of the reign
ing Mpondo Nyawuza, about 20 generations back. Jackson (1975:221 links 
the Ncamane with these ancestors. Jackson realises that the historical 
facts must be more complicated than his genealogical table shows. To my 
mind, the two names, Mkhondwana and Sukude, are the "labels" the "Mthwa" 
people have given the genealogical mytheme (see p. 12, n. 5) in order to 
accord it historical factuality.

(25) Beside the terms iml'bo ("agnatic branch") and urmombo ("agnatic unity") 
there is still a third term which must be distinguished from these two, 
not as indicating a third type of agnatic grouping or conceptualization 
of agnatic groups, but as indicati agnatic lineality and ancestry. The
vernacular term is wnlovo (plural il-cwo) which can be paraphrased as
"our people of old" or "lineal ancestors." In other words, the primary 
meaning of the term is to recall the past astis represented by those who 
belong to the agnatic group but who are dead. Thus the irm Zowo connect 
the living with the ancestors. The unity between them is expressed in a 
further term amaDethu (camwenu, amauabc) (see p. 321).
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(26) The situation is the same for non-royal local clan-sections. I use the
example of the royal cla^ bprn, because it ir "he one for which 1 have
the clearest evidence.

(27) The first reason for speaking about Chief Mkhovu's mother's household
is that he was the son of one of his father's polygamous households, name
ly the "first house." But there is a more general second reason which 
will be discussed in Chapter VI when dealing with the inheritance system. 
In accordance with the inheritance rules, a widow becomes universal heir 
to her husband's estate in the sense of de facto control. Only when she 
dies can the actual heir, i.e. the first-born son, assume control over 
the inheritance which he has received from his father.

(28) There are four terms which denote a homestead head in Xhosa, two refer
to a male and two to a female head. All these terms are compound nouns
formed from one noun expressing "ownership" (ubunini) and another mean
ing "dwelling place, household" (umzi). The four Xhosa compound nouns are:
---------------------------— -------------------------- 1------------

"owner" 1 "d. place"

"male head" [icminimzi 
| lurmwnzana

"female head" fivminikazimzi
Uamikazi

, derived from -

'wv-nini- , 'mzi
um-n - i umz 'am 

1
um-nini-kazi- 'mzi 
um-ni -kazi

"Ownership" is the way of expressing a "rightful claim" and "rightful 
control" over something. Thus in a true sense the homestead "head" is the 
"owner" of the homestead. This semantic detail has some relevance when 
the economic situation of the Mthwa homestead is under discussion (see 
Chapter VI). For comparison, see Gluckman (1955:300) on the Lozi concept 
of bung 'a ("ownership") which expresses a rightful claim on some proper
ty. In this sense the Lozi king "owns" the land. Thus ownership expresses 
authority.

(29) The vernacular term umyalo ("instruction, demand") is derived from the 
verb ukuyala ("to instruct, to demand obedience").

(30) Sahlins (1965:151-3) advocates the "sectoral" understanding of "tribal"
systems of exchange. Like Gluckman (1965, see above Footnote n. 2), Sah
lins takes the clear stance of the observer. He develops a "general mo
del of the play of reciprocity ... by superimposing the society's secto
ral plan upon the reciprocity continuum" (ibidem p. 152). In accordance 
with the superimposed plan, "a tribal plan can be viewed as a series of 
more and more inclusive kinship-residential sectors, and reciprocity is 
then to vary in character by sectoral position" (ibidem p. 151). It is 
this "model" which does not appear applicable to Mthwa society.

(31) The difference between the types of authority can be shown economically 
by using a "model" borrowed from general linguistics where one speaks 
about a "feature-based" analysis, n my discussion of the various types 
of authority, I have concentrated on four different "features" to show 
the essential difference between them. When, linguistically a "contrast" 
has been established, then it is assumed that the contrasted units can
not be "reduced" to one another; their fraction is precisely to make the 
"contrast" a communications! reality. The four distinctive features are:
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(1) The territorial aspect of authority. Territorially defined authority 
may be positional (chief) or appointive (headman). This feature is 
indicated thus: - TERRITORY.

(2) The aspect of role which may be ascribed (chiet, clan-section elder, 
homestead head) or acquired (village headman, mat-leader): + KIJSHIP.

(3) The aspect of pouer over members (irrespective of their place of liv
ing) (in the v e r n a c u l a r c h i e f ,  elder, homestead head, mat- 
leader) rather than power over a specified territory (village headman). 
The power may be ascribed (chief, elder, homestead head) or acquired 
(mat-leader): + POWER.

(4) The aspect of the levels of the administrative hierarchy, which in
cludes all the authorities except the clan-section elder: + ADMIN.

TERRITORY KINSHIP POWER ADMIN

Chief + + + +

Village Headman + - - +

Clan-Section Elder - + + -

Mat-Lcader - - ♦ +

Homestead Head (+) (+) (+) +

The "plus" symbols in brackets indicate that a man assumes authority as 
a homestead head only after he has married and has established his own 
homestead. Given this condition, he assumes the lowest position in the 
administrative hierarchy . a matter of course.
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CHAPTER IV

INTERACTION PROCESSES 

BY MEANS OF THE COURT SYSTEM

THE PURPOSE of the preceding chapter was to highlight the importance of the 

homestead and the homestead head in the political field of decision-making.

In this chapter it is my intention to develop the hypothesis that the home

stead and the homestead head are the nucleus of the Mthwa court system. Ac

cording to PospiSii (1971:43) there are four significant attributes which 

distinguish law from other forms of ruled behaviour, namely 'authority, in

tention of universal application, obligatio (which distinguishes uetween 

jural laws and religious customs), and sanction. ' The first two attributes 

are an essential part of the discussion of this chapter . Apart from the 

authority of law as a sub-field of the authority structure in Mthwa, the sub

sequent description will show how with the unfolding court system, the "inten

tion of universal application" of law in Mthwa comes to the foreground. Thus, 

the present chapter belongs, in a sense, to the ethnography of 'procedural 

law" (Pospisil 1971:1).(Procedural law deals, among other things, with the al- 

location ot authority and wi,h court pi 'dings “ ). The evidence given is 

presented from the point of view of the participant, and the conclusions drawn 

are of crucial importance from the development of the argument of the dis

sertation.
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As I under-tand Hunter' i 0936:414-7) discussion of Mpondo courts, she is 

concerned with ch<. .ourt system after t case has reached the chief s level 

My question is: how does a case get to the chief in the first place, and 

what happens on the way before it reaches the chief The answer to this 

double question lies in the series of juridical processes which, from the 

villagers perspective, constitute the Mthwa "court system': Mthwa society is 

permeated by law (mthetho)^\ from its "root" in the homestead to the wi

dest range of the chiefdom as a whole.

Mthwa's permeation with law and the conscious recognition of this ubiquity 

is paradigmatically expressed by what happens at an early stage of the court 

proceedings when a law suit has been filed by a complainant. For example, 

should this take place at the chief's court, it will most probably be the 

chief himself who will enquire whether the particular case has been tried at 

the lower court of the headman. Given a negative reply, the procedure will 

be stopped immediately and the case will be referred to the attention ot th* 

headman of the vill.ge in which the complainant lives. The same kind of con

vention can be observed at the headman's court, until the lowest court of all 

is reached, the court of the homestead, in which the homestead head wi^^ds 

authority over those who belong to the homestead.

In the abstract, four types of court are to be distinguished:

(1) The court of the homesteads.

(2) The court of the mat-leader.

(3) The court of the village-headman.

(4) The chief's court.

The domains of the homestead head, mat-leader, village headman and chief are 

all "non-legal" institutions which, however, function as courts which admini

ster law. United by the common "purpose" (Gluckman) of settling a case, these
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Institutions which now constitute the court system achieve a high degr- .. 

integration of Mthwa society. Though these courts form a procedural hierar
chy with the court of the homesteads at the base and he chief s court 

the apex, social relevance of each varies considerably. The court of the 

homesteads in particular demands careful study since its status is as impor

tant for all members of the Mthwa society as it is ambiguous for the ethno-

grapher.

f i ;  The Court of the Homesteads.

After I had gained the confidence of the Cagubans, X learned about a number 

of aspects of village life in the following way: quite accidentally I would 

meet somebody en route and offer the conventional greetings which always in

clude an inquiry about one's origin and destination. This would sometimes 

give the opportunity of asking whether I could accompany my friend and listen 

in to the proceedings in which he was to take part at his destination. As a 

rule an unhesitating invitation would follow. But sometimes the person would 

refuse apologetically, saying that I could not attend, since 

("something of the homestead") or eyegazi ("something of the kinsmen", lite

rally "of the blood") or zzazzmckhxya ("something of several homesteads") 

would be discussed. I was correct in thinking that the phrases indeed meant 

the exclusion of strangers from the proceedings, but I did not at this stage 

understand the nature of the proceeding and, even less, the use of these

phrases.

Mthwa's lowest court meets "at none" feWwyaA The Cagubans refer to this ba- 
9ic type of court as kumktoya("in, at the homes") which I shall render 'court 

of the h o m e s t e a d s " . The court of the homesteads has three different forms. 

The differentiating factor is the identity of the conflicting parties. Accord

ingly, the first form is the court held when a certain case remains fully
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include, senior agnatic kinsmen of the husband/father, and is an appea’ 

court of the former; the third form involves homestead heads f r o m  different,

non-relattid homesteads.

(a) E^asektel/d, "something that concerns a single home-tead."

When the court of the homestead is held in the restricted context of a single 

homestead, the homestead head summons fukuMadi the member after it has been 

reported to him futureW that this member has done wrong. Every "member of 

the homestead" fwmttozna aosefoVopto or UMemxini; (see p. 95) is permitted 

to participate in a session; however, in an extreme case, the session may com

prise the homestead head and the wrongdoer alone. It is the mode of conversing 

that indicates that the court is in session. Here is a case which involved a 

homestead head and one other member of the homestead (in fact when I observed 

the case, I was not aware of wh. - I was observing; I had been advised to sit 

out of earshot, but the homestead head subsequently explained to me what I

had seen),
The procedure only involved the homestead head c his younger, adult 

a.xd unmarried brother. There were two points of concern: the young 

man (of about 28 years of age) showed a blatant lack of cooperation 

in the economic life of the homestead and had adopted a fairly uncon

trolled style of life with regard to unmarried women.

Questions of substantive law do not concern us here; I am presuming that the 

two allegations belong to the legal domain. What is important is the procedure. 

First, in the preceding chapter it was shown that the homestead head's authori

ty is juridically deft .ed (see p. 91). By virtue of his marriage and his having 

built (or inherited) his own homestead, he has been allotted the authority ot 

juridical decision-making. Secondly, this authority com tns only, but aU,th« 

members of the homestead; the homestead is the homestead head’s jurisdictional



... hallenge.i :om insid, or outside th<- homaauea :.

* e. , hom..teac head ontrols all mattara fully, ha alon,

. .,1k with .ut'bontv litoktAOT* '• urthemora, since he repcasancs tb.

authority ,r the law, the homestead members - in obeying him - obey the law 

«.hwa. Fourthly. the homestead head in the above-mentioned case explained 

to me later that he and his younger brother were engaged in an inUtho - in 

aguban colloquial speech - "a formal court procedure," This term intetto is 

sl.o used tor court orotedur.s at any higher level. Finally, he homestead

aeau has the right to semen-, the culprit tn this respect the ju

ridical authority ol the homestead head is very similar to that of the chief, 

recause of all the higher courts in Mthwa, it is only at the chief's court 

rat the law ultimately “bites". The homestead head may punish the

rrongdoer, whether it be his wife or, as in the above case, his younger bro

ther. As the homestead head himself cold me, he intended to expel his brother

rrom the homestead and to declare in public that he would take no further re-

iponsibilitv -or iim. Things never actually came to this head

Eyegazi, something that concerns kinsmen.

Every person in Cr.guba belongs to a homestead; he is therefore under the juris

diction of a particular homestead head. In a certain sense, the homestead is 

luridically , -erv tight situation so that members have to take extreme mca- 

rures -ometimes in rrder to escape from the homestead head's authority. It was

m e n t i o n e d ,  tor example, chat a wife may "return home" r-x..-

,ait her husband maltreat, her repeatedly (see p. 92)(7). However, there is 

mother. Less extrem. measure for homestead members to adopt: they can state 

•heir :as< if they hav complaint and cannot find justice from the homestead 

„ .-hr homestead head ; unable to control one of the homestead’s mem- 

, .ituatlon, appenl is made , the senior agnatic kinsmen to 

1 ourt oi irhi.tr,,1:, 1 in . case which ’’belongs to the blood" i-’.yr-
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jaz'i), i.e. a case between kinsmen.

The kinsmen will not meet as such a court o< arbitration on behalt or one ... 
their member homest-ads unless called. In other words, the initiative 'or 

the meeting comes from the particular homestead or from one of the homestead, 

involved in the conflict. Even if the conflict were generally known among se

nior kinsmen from outside the conflicting homesteads, the kinsmen would no. 

gather as the court of arbitration between the conflicting parties, unles, 

formally notified and "called" to assume the role of negotiators, lurid lea!i, 

speaking there is no shared responsibility between agnatic kinsmen which ope

rates "mechanically" (Durkheim) (in this connection see a similar situation 

with respect to economic cooperation; see below p. 221). The rollowing case

illustrates this fact:

A certain widow felt strongly that her adult son (of about 40 yeur> 
of age) was seriously neglecting his duties of caring ukupnatha 
for herself and the whole homestead. Repeated formal negotiations 
with him (in the sense of the court of the homestead as discussea 
before where the homestead only is involved) brought no improvement 
in the situation. Finally she threatened her son that she had madi 
up her mind to leave the homestead. For this reason she appealed tc 
a very senior member of her son's agnatic group, asked for a meet
ing of the son's kinsmen so that she could state her case.

The formal invitation marks the purpose of the meeting, and thus the meeting 

is distinguished from any other gathering of kinsmen, for example, roi irua 

purposes. Ideally, all the members of the local clan-section may participate, 

that is to say, agnatically-related men and women, and the men s wives, 

this purpose, invitations go out so that the kinsmen can gather St an appoint

ed date. The result is a relatively widespread participation. Kinsmei om- 

not only from the immediate neighbourhood, but also from father ■' i" l: 

wards and even other villages. The following genealogy (Figure ", p. ' 

shows the participants at the court session which the forementioned widow had 

asked for:

i
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The preceding genealogy (Figure 7, j . 110) shows an important aspect of the 

proceedings of the court of the homesteads: participation is clearly re

stricted .

The restricted participation could neatly be shown, it place per 
raitted, by the actual circumstances in which the case of the wi
dow took place. The session was preceded by two other events one 
of which happened in a neighbouring and another in her own home
stead. Both events had attracted quite a number ot Cagubans. At a 
certain stage, the widow's (affinal) kinsmen began speaking about 
their "home affair" (tyasekhaya) and their intention of talking 
things over "now". This was an informal means of letting the un
related visitors know why so many kinsmen were present and that 
the non-kinsmen were requested to leave. This they did soon after
wards. The kinsmen remained.

The kinsmen's court is under the authority of the most senior member present 

(if the actual clan-section elder, in the sense as defined above p. 80, is ao- 

sent, this would not invalidate the proceedings). The specific authority or 

the (acting) elder appears at three points during the proceedings; first, he 

opens the session. He does so by stating the purpose of the meeting and the 

nature of the complaint. Secondly, the elder will usually be the first to 

cross-examine a witness after the latter’s statement has been heard. After the 

elder any other member may ask further questions. Thirdly, he pronounces 

judgement on all the evidence heard. He cannot pass sentence for any wrong

doing in the sense of levying a fine. All that he can do is to rebuke the ap

parent wrongdoer and appeal to him to apologize and to the complainant to ac

cept the apology. He will combine his conclusion with explicit instructions 

(imiyalelo) about the kind of behaviour expected in the future trom both the 

complainant and the offender.

In the case of the widow, the (acting) elder was the man called

Calvin in the before-mentioned genealogy (Figure 7, p. 110). He 
was,in fact, the Chief Regent himself. His role as chiet arbitra
tor did not accrue to him on account of the political role in the 
chiefdom, but merely on account of the fact that he was the most
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senior member of the parental generation Ln terms of right or birth.
In fact the man ranking second genealogically, Maholo, was older.
The elder admonished the widow as well as her son with respect to 
their duties in the homestead. The offender's argument that he 
had an interest in his own future, and the widow's threat ol leav
ing the homestead and its "children," were labelled "irresponsi
ble" behaviour. People should realize how much they need one ano
ther, was the elder's final advice.

Implicit in what was said about the role and authority of the elder, are two 

further aspects which show clearly that this court of the homesteads fulfils 

the function of a court: when the elder opens the session, he explains the 

nature of the complaint (isikralo); by doing so he in fact defines the liti

gants. The second aspect is the procedure of finding the facts: a witness is 

called to make a statement, and is then cross-examined. Afterwards, the com

plainant as well as the offender will also have a chance »o question the

witness.

Beside the procedural similarities, there are also differences between the 

court of the kinsmen and the other courts. There is one less important diffe

rence: at the higher courts, witnesses are usually kept out of earshot o: the 

court before they have given their evidence. In the court of the homesteads, 

however, whether it be the court of the kinsmen or any of the other

forms of the homestead-court, all the participants - litigants, witnesses and 

jury - are present at all stages of the proceedings. There are two important 

factors which not only show the difference between the court of the kinsmen 

and the court of a single homestead, but also that the court of the kinsmen 

cannot proceed to a higher court if arbitration should fail. The first of the 

two differences has been mentioned already: the elder ot the court of the 

kinsmen has the authority to make juridical decisions, but he cannot "punish 

(ukubetha), unlike the homestead head who has exactly this prerogative which 

makes him similar to the chief. The second difference is even more important:



it arbitration tails, the elder annul proceed ' o  the next higher ouri, out 

must leave the decision to the homestead hsad concerned. It is this important 

restriction of authority of the elder which suggests that the court ot tne

kinsmen is a sub-form of the court of the homesteads rather than a level in

its own right within the system of courts in Mthwa.

(a) Ezase, >  , "something that concerns several homesteads."

The second form of the "court of the homesteads" (kunakhaya)t i.e. tne court 

of the kinsmen, combines members of several homesteads negotiating a particu

lar case. But all the court's participants belong to the same local clan-sec-

tion, and the case in hand concerns kinsmen only. In contrast there is the

third form of the court of the homesteads which involves persons from (at least) 

two (agnatically) non-related homesteads; it is a "case of several homesteads' 

(ezaeemakhaya). In this case, a person of one particular homestead may have 

been injured or harmed by somebody from a different, non-related homestead.

The injured party will inform the head of his homestead who, in turn, will go 

to the homestead of the offender and formally lodge a complaint against the

offender's homestead head.

This indispensible procedural step of the homestead head’s personal meeting is

(a) the opening of any court case in Mthwa,

(b) rooted in the fundamental position of authority which the 

homestead head holds as the "owner" of his homestead (urnn-

nimzi or umrrumzana) (see p. 91, and p. 102, n. 28),

(c) rooted in the homestead head's additional position of being 

the juridical decision-making authority in his homestead.

When the homestead head of the injured party meets the homestead head of the 

offender, the agreement or disagreement between the two "legal experts de

cides the future development of the affair in hand. The following experience



sparked-off .uy underat andiog of this fundamental proposition of Mthwe proce

dural lav and its inherent exclusion of public participation (at the homestead

level).
Relatively early oneimorning, during the first stretch 01 my fielo 
research, 1977-8, I was sitting in the main-house of a certain 
homestead, discussing matters concerning the homestead head's mem
bership of an Independent Church, when I became aware that his 
eyes were repeatedly moving in the direction of the door. I soon 
realised that he was observing something outside. Our conversation 
continued, but then the happenings outside drew his full attention.
He stopped talking. I also looked outside and saw nothing but a 
little troop of about five people slowly coming up the hill, led by 
two men. The^took the footpath leading to the homestead head's fa
ther’s place. Father and son lived in separate homesteads of a re
sidence (see below p.172f, and see Map 3, homesteads No 99 and 97, 
p. 23, right at the bottom of the map). My partner began explain
ing to me that these people had come from a neighbouring village 
and that he was very surprised to see such people coming to his fa
ther's place at that time of the day and in single file, led by a 
homestead head. He felt that there was trouble ahead. He apologised 
for breaking off the conversation since he had to go and attend to 
the visitors, as his father was absent. The men in the meantime hac 
sat down next to the cattle byre, facing the entrance to the main- 
house of the homestead. Asked why he thought that there could be 
some difficulty, he hurriedly answered: aaihlali ngold.lobo enztm 
uormtu, kuleli xeska, xa kungabi nanto abhadloyo ("we do not sit 
down like that, in somebody's homestead, at such a time (early morn
ing), unless something is simmering."

I still had a chance to ask whether I could follow him and listen.
•’e apologised and requested me to stay behind, because he did not 
know what "the thing over there 00 nto) entailed.

Later- I learned that my friend was quite correct in his aasumtion: 
the homestead head who led the little troop had come to lodge a 
complaint about my friend's younger brother for having injured 
the complainant's daughter, i.e. he impregnated her. The result 
of this particular case is irrelevant here.
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The personal meeting of the two homestead heads mark,, it th< -awe time, m e  

appearance of the litigants in court as well as '•he meeting of the jury for 

the purpose of juridical decision-making. The latter aspect is particularly 

important because it defines the purpose of the meeting as being juridical.

It is the aforementioned indispensible initial step of the whole court pro 

cedure in Mthwa, of the court system as a set of procedural norms. This step 

is symbolically expressed spatially, namely by the sitting pattern. This 

sitting pattern marks the initial step and is the same at any higher level of 

the court system: the jury sits next to the cattle byre facing the mam- 

house, facing the litigants when they have arrived and taken their seats.

When the homestead head of the above case arrived at the offender's place, he 

took the special seat as member of the jury and thus he "stated" the purpose 

of his coming (this explains how the man who was watching what was going on 

could discern so quickly the intention of the party arriving at his father's 

place). The purpose of the arrival and of the ensuing negotiations was juri

dical decision-making: the "court of the homesteads (was) in session;" this 

is the juridical and even literal meaning of the vernacular phrase kumakhaya. 

Two homestead heads (ahaninimzi) meet for the purpose of representing their 

"homesteads (canakhaya) in legal matters (ezasemakhaya)". Although negotiated 

privately, the proceedings are, as ftr is tk>? participants are aoncemrj, ex

plicitly legal. In short, the court of the homesteads meets in oa/vr:.

The negotiations (intetho) themselves do not have the formality 01 higher 

court procedures. Since there are no witnesses in the strict sense, there can

not be statements or subsequent cross-examinations. But this does not change 

basic juridical intention of the procedure, namely that of t inding the legally 

relevant facts in order to apply the customarily defined sanctions after the 

facts have been established. One example must suffice: in the above case of
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an illegitimate pregnancy, if the facts had been established, the offending 

party would have been liable to a levy of five head of cattle. However, the 

evidence was not sufficient, and therefore the decision was suspended until 

the baby's birth. In another case of a similar offence, after the baby was 

born, the genitor's people contested the allegation of impregnation. The 

particular case went through all stages of the court system, even beyond the 

chief to the Head of the Tribal Authority. The particular offender was ulti

mately convicted in the magistrate s court.

Thus there are three possible outcomes to such negotiations at the court ot 

the homesteads: first, the facts are established, the decision becomes legal

ly effective, the offender is liable to the defined levy; second, judgement 

is suspended until further evidence is produced; third, the negotiation ends 

in a deadlock, and the dissatisfied party may take the matter to the next 

higher court of the mat-leader.

(d) The court of the homesteads in perspective.

There are two factors which distinguish the three forms of the court 0 1 the 

homesteads: first, the number of homesteads involved in a particular case and 

in the corresponding juridical decision-making. Second, the people involved, 

either kinsmen or non-kinsmen. This can be shown graphically as follows:

COURT OF THE 
HOMESTEADS

single
homestead
eyasek'naya

multiple
homesteads

kinsmen
eyegazi

non-kinsmen
ezasemakhaya
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The case which I have quoted in connection with the court of the kinsmen and 

with the court at which two non-related homestead heads met indicate clearly 

that cases at the court of the homesteads are not restricted to homesteads be

longing to a particular neighbourhood. The "court of the homesteads" is a juri

dical ooncapt of Mthwa procedia'al lau, not a spatial concept. Three fact-.'S 
define the juridical concept of this court of the homesteads (K. Tul'haya), the 

lowest level of the Mthv-. court system: (i) the meeting of the court ’ aar.e- 

ra; (ii) law as a factor of social control in the homestead; (iii) tcgai rc-

jority.

(i) The meeting of the court in camera.

Generally speaking, those permitted to participate in proceedings in the court 

of the homesteads are the respective homestead heads and any person connected 

with the case in hand; the public (akantu, literally "the people") are exclud
ed. In this sense we can apply the jurisprudential term in camera to such a 
court meeting. This does not mean that every kind of negotiation which takes 

place in Caguba and which is private belongs to the juridical domain. Seme ne

gotiations (e.g. concerning bridewealth) belong instead to the social sphere, 

others (like obtaining assistance in a forthcoming workparty) belong to the eco

nomic life of the village. A further distinction between legal and non-legal 

situations is the spatial aspect: the seating pattern in the homestead yard (as, 

for example, contrasted by the seating pattern at a ritual beer drink in front 

of the cattle byre). Among the issues that are treated are illegitimate preg

nancy, public cursing, bodily assault, neglect of one's homestead. Ihese issues 

are no different from the issues treated in any higher court.

Certain formalities observed in a meeting which takes place in a Caguba home

stead make it clear that the court is negotiating in camera. The shielding of 
the proceedings from the public has a certain linguistic consequence in every-



day life: things which are "private" are nit talked about openly. It a per

son refers to such a case in public, he uses a style of speech which down

grades the actual facts. If, for example, a conversation between two people 

who happen to meet outside the homestead or homesteads involved touches on 

a particular case of alleged illegitimacy, the person addressed may easily 

downgrade the fact which has been mentioned and speak about an uahuku. Kropt 

(1915:66) paraphrases the word aptly: something "which ought to be lightly 

esteemed, which ought not to be minded,is unimportant, insignificant, but 

which a troublesome person makes a source of annoyance"( ). This style of 

speech does not classify a particular kind of offence as if distinguishing 

between legal and non-legal matters. The speaker may be referring to what is 

indeed a trifle, or he may be referring to some serious matter like an ille

gitimate pregnancy. As different as such cases are, the speaker may be using 

the same vernacular term for each. Thus the low-key word does not describe 

the nature of the offence nor the nature of the court of the homesteads; what 

it does describe is the attitude of the people to a certain state ci affairs 

(in the case quoted, that it is a "private matter" and not open for public 

discussion). To the observer, this in camera element of the procedure of the 

court of the homesteads is somewhat ambiguous. But from the point of view of 

the participant, matters are absolutely clear: given certain conditions, he 

has no doubt that he is involved in a juridical form of decision-making, that 

he is participating in a strict court procedure.

(ii) Law as a factor of social control.

Tne reason for the existence of the court of the homesteads, as it occurs in 

Mthwa society,/, in the homestead's being the first and most effective clement 

of social control in the society. Part of this social control is the admini

stration of law by the homestead head at homestead level. The proceedings of 

the court of the homesteads arc fundamentally affected by this function ot
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social control. A session of the court of the homesteads is based on a mu

tual recognition of the homestead heads as the "approved" 'egal experts of 

the society who are expected to know which sanctions pertain to a particular 

offence and tc apply the law impartially. This mutual trust is ^iaiswano 

which means literally an "act of complete listening to and trusting in each 

other." The court of the homesteads meets in oai ra on this basis of mutual 

trust in order to avoid the public embarrassment of the parties involved. In 

other words, the privacy with which the court proceeds is part of the preserv

ing of the image of the homesteads and the individuals involved. In Mthwa so

ciety, an offence per «•: is not sufficient reason for blackmailing a person

or a homestead^

Another consequence of the homestead head's being the lowest author ty in the 

court hierarchy is that , as father and husband, he his full legal control 

over his family. A person's husband or father is his immediate and irremovable 

jv-’Jte. The relationship between members of the homestead has an intricate le 

gal dimension: a father's and a husband's authority is legally sanctioned(11'. 

The social control of a homestead head over his homestead is a legal centre, 

which cannot be challenged. This brings us to the third element which is in 

fact part of this socio-jural control, namely the element of legal majority.

(iii) The element of legal majority.

According to traditional Mthwa law, the homestead head is the only legal ma

jor in his homestead in two respects: first, in regard to the other members of 

the housenoId all of whom are legal minors; second, in regard to taking a case 

to the next higher court if the negotiations with the other homestead head 

should fail.Present-day administrative ci imstances have altered this situa

tion. Today, any person over a certain age is a legal major. This has severely 

curtailed the homestead head's legal author!'y.



(iv) Conclusion,

The homestead heads are the legal experts of Mthwa society, and share the 

common responsibility of administering law. The importance of mutual trust as 

the basic preliminary to negotiations at the level of the court of the home

steads has been stressed. Shoula negotiations break down because of alleged

ly faulty of insufficient evidence, this spirit of mutual trust (irnvrazcwic) 

is seriously impaired. In such a situation, the Cagubans say: oyraekr.o -r-yt- 

aiswano, abantu bayarabana *'̂ oku ("mutuality is no longer there, people have 

begun to quarrel and find fault with each other"). In this case, the dissa

tisfied party will go further (uya phzmbili)t as the stock phrase is at tins 

level of proceedings. According to the traditional situation, it is only the 

oomestead head who is legally permitted/empowered to go to the higher court 

md make an appeal there. But when the homestead head decides to "go further 

oraething very important happens to the case itself: it goes public at this 

juncture; and since at the court of the homesteads the law was administered, 

in a very specific sense it is the law that "goes public’ at this particular

j ture.

(2) The aour>t of the Mat-leader.

There are two rules in Mthwa society according to which a law case can pro

ceed from the lower to the next higher court: first, the case must have been 

tried inconclusively on the lower level. Secondly, at each court level there 

is only one person "authorised" to take the case from a given level of court 

to the next higher. In the court of t homesteads this person is the homestead 

head. A person thus juridically authorised at a given level ol the court sy

stem, L shall call the "legal authority." The legal authority immediately 

above the homestead head is the mat-loader (mcndiu) who represen:s the se

cond level of the court system in Mthwa. His court is in the vernacular re

ferred to as "at the mat-leader's place" (kunonc: u). The limits of the juris
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diction of a mat-leader coincide with the membership of his mat-asscciation. 

Thus his authority is, theoretically, based neither on territory nor on kin

ship. Whenever a homestead head decides to bring arourt action against some

body once the negotiations at the level of the court of the homesteads have 

failed, he will lodge the complaint with the mat-leader of the (allegec 

offender. The latter will then immediately make provision for the court nea.- 

ing, if possible on the same day; in addition, he will go as soon as possible 

to the accused member of his mat-association and summon him to the court 

session which will be held at his place (hmondlu).

In order to place these abstract rulings into the context or daily life, it 

must be remembered that every homestead must enrol in one of the existing mat- 

associations (see p. 31), and that people usually choose a mat-.isic.iatior 

whose leader lives relatively close by. Therefore neighbours quite frequently 

belong to the same mat-association.

Now, in Caguba the majority of conflicts and subsequent offences tend to occur 

among persons who live literally within walking distance of one another; and 

since for pragmatic reasons that mat-leader of one's choice is the nearest 

one (also see Map No 3, p. 23), it can often happen that the of tender's mat- 

leader and the complainant's mat-leader prove to be one and the same person.

As a result, the mat-leader finds himself caught between two litigants who art 

both members of his association. To the observer it appears as if the mat- 

leader’ s jurisdiction is territorially defined - which, in principle, it is 

not, and that the role which the mat-leader plays in the ensuing negotiation 

of the casre is one of arbitration rather than of administration of the law. 

However, in the view of the people involved, the law is indeed being admini

stered. The case to be described in the paragraph that follow presents a simi

lar ambiguity.



An important aspect of the mat-leader's court which distinguishes it clearly 

from that of the homesteads is that while the court of the homesteads pro

ceeds most often in private, hearings in the court of the mat-leader are ba

sically public. In the first place, the court the mat-leader is open to

people who are neither directly involved nor who are legal majors, i.e. women 

and young men: the negotiations are no longer a matter of one or more home

stead 3 (ezasemakhaya) % b.t of the "public" which is in the vernacular referred 

to as ebanttfini meaning literally "among the people" . By the people is

meant not a specific group whether of a ward or of the village, but rather 

what the term "society" conveys in English: a broad grouping of people having 

common traditions, collective activities and interests. In the second place, 

the public nature of the court is expressed in the role and function of the 

mat-leader. With the transfer of the case from the level of the court of the 

homesteads to that of the mat-leader, the juridical decision-making authority 

has changed: there are no longer either homestead heads who are as such the 

legal authorities of the proceedings nor is there a group of kinsmen under the 

decision-making authority of their elder. Theoretically, the mat-leader as the 

legal authority at the level of his couvtjis neither a homestead head nor an el

der. He is "above" their level, i.e. he functions as the impartial arbitrator 

and judge. The following case illustrates the point.

A youn ' unmarried man had forced his way into a house and attempted 
to rape a girl (still of schoolgoing age). The young man and the 
girl belonged to unrelated clans (however, the two clans belonged 
to the same clan-cluster; sec p. 26). The case was discussed at the 
level of the homestead heads, without reaching any agreement. Imme
diately the guardian of the assaulted girl appealed to the young 
man's mat-leader who arranged a hearing for the following day. The 
young man and the complainant belonged to the same mat-association 
and lived in the same ward-section. The following sketch-map (Map 
No 4, p. 123) shows the dwelling places of the main participants 
in the court-hearing; the respective places are inked in.
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Map 4. Court of the mat-leader and spatial distribution of members ot a mat 
association involved in the case.

The assaulted girl and the assailant were represented by their legal 
guardians; the girl was represented by her oldest (ha1f~)brother, 
and the young man by his father’s (classificatory) younger brother. 
Both men were homestead heads, but the legal authority belonged to 
the mat-leader who was agnatically not related to either of the men 
(except in terms of the clan-cluster). The mat-leader opened the 
court hearing and became particularly active in formulating a levy 
(see below) which the complainant had demanded. The following table 
lists the main persons who were involved in the proceedings (see page 

124).

The formal publicizing of the proceedings (expressed by the announce
ment made by the legal authority, the mat-leader) and the informal 
publicizing (expressed by the presence of non-involved persons, name
ly certain women and young men)were underlined by the 1ol lowing, a 
heavy fine of R 15,00 was demand d by the complainant and was second
ed by the mat-leader. The young man faced an option between his 
case’s being taken to the chief's ani finally the magistrate s 
court or accepting the levy. But neither he nor his guardian were 
able to produce the sum instantaneously, as the complainant insist
ed. Therefore the money was borrowed - from the mat-leader. Then the 
complainant asked a certain lady-neighbour to keep the money until



Complainant and guardian 
of the assaulted girl
Girl (at the time of as
sault at her sister's 
place)
Complainant’s son

lives at homestead 
No 97

No 102 
No 99

of Gcwangule clan

Offender's legal guar
dian (paternal uncle)
Offender and his mother

No 101 
No 94

of Khanandana clan

Mat-Leader (at whose 
homestead the hearing 
took place) No 90

of Wotshe clan

Lady-Neighbour (co-opted 
as trustee) No 105

husband's clan: Ci- 
rha; her own: Gadi

the young man was able to return the sum to the lender. He, the 
complainant, wanted to make it "clear in public" (ukuxe ut L'c 
ebantdni) that he was not interested in the money, but in the 
punishment of the "crime'

A mat-leader cannot impose a sanction or any sentence; this is the chief's pre

rogative. However, the mat-leader's word makes a fine which the conflicting 

parties themselves have suggested and agreed upon legally binding. Further

more, the word of the mat-leader is a public statement about a particularly 

grave offence (in the case of the example: an attempted rape)( ; and the ne

cessity of makirg restitution for the damage that has been incurred. In short, 

the mat-leader's word is a public statement that an injustice has been per

petrated and that justice should be done; the actual administration or justice, 

however, is part of the procedural law (see below p. 150, n- 2). It ib this 

same procedural law which is the unifying factor in Lhe Mthwa court system 

making it a hierarchy of levels, of juridical authorities for the purpose of 

legal decision-making. On the lowest level there is the court of the home

steads; the next level is that of the mat-leader's court. The same (substan

tive) law is administered at these two levels and at any higher one; it
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is this substantive law that "bites" (Hoebel 1954; Bohannan 1968) at any le

vel, from the highest to the lowest. In a certain sense, for those who live 

in Caguba, it bites particularly at the latest level where a person’s judge 

is his father, elder brother, or husband. Although the close link between 

the domestic group and the court does not exist at the mat-leader's level, 

the law still bites especially in the sphere of human relations: neighbours 

who meet one another frequently in everyday life "quarrel" in court.

In this context of the biting law and the "multistranded" (Gluckman) social 

relationships involved, it is possible to understand an aspect of the mat- 

leader’s court which it shares with the court of the homesteads: namely the 

arbitration which takes place in order to reconcile people. I return to the

case of the attempted rape:

When it became clear that the complainant was demanding irom tne 
offender a "sign" of the apology, the young man offered two Rand 
which, he said, was all he owned in cash at that moment. The com
plainant was dissatisfied. A long argument ensued between the men
about the meaning of an apology. The young man's guardian argued 
that an apology implies a conversion; and the crmplainant argued 
that a conversion needs to be made visible. In the end the mat 
leader intervened and asked for the sum the complainant expected.
The amount of R 15,00 was mentioned. The mat-leader supported this 
suggestion, the money was borrowed from the mat-leader and given 
into the care of the lady-neighbour. A long discussion ensued 
about starting a new life and living at peace with one another.
Finally the mat-leader, on behalf of the offender, sent one of his 
children to a neighbouring homestead and ask for a beaker of beer 
(about five litres) in order to close the rift which the offence 
had created and to re-establish neighbourly relationships between 
the complainant's and offender's homesteads.

In discussing the court of the homesteads, it was pointed out that the homestead-

heads begin their negotiations in an atmosphere of presumed mutual trust i - ' -

aisttano). In this sense, the negotiations take on the character more of an arbi-
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Cration than of a legal discourse for establishing legal facts and ensuring 

the corresponding restitution, even if this is the sole a*m of the negctia 

tions. The starting point at the mat-leader's court is different: when mu 

tual trust is impaired at the level of the court of the homesteads, it is a 

matter cf urgency to establish the legally relevant facts (and the corre 

spending restitution) with clarity and to show the consequences if reconcili

ation is not achieved, namely that the case will be transferred to the next 

higher court, that of the village headman. In the above-mentioned case, the 

matter for arbitration was the amount of the fine. In another case of a 

public cursing, the matter for arbitration was not even a fine, but onl, an 

apology which the complainant demanded, to be expressed by the withdrawal of 

the cv’-se. The mat-leader insisted that the complainant's demand be met, or 

else he would go "to the village headman 'straight away’." Thus arbitration 

is,from the participants' point of view, an aspect of the juridical decision

making process, since its outcome may decide whether the case will proceed 

to the next higher court or not. The arbitration does not concern the prin 

cipal (substantive) law involved; this is the same, at the level of the court 

of the homesteads and the court of the mat-leader. Thus the two levels are si

milar with respect to arbitration and to the substance of the law involved.

But they differ in two other respects both of which refer to the pvoceaarcz* 

law of the Mthwa court system. First, while the court of tie homesteads de

finitely proceeds in private, in camera, the court of the mat-leader is funda

mentally public (kuecbantisini). Secondly, the two lowest levels of the court 

system have two different legal authorities, namely the homestead head and 

the mat-leader respectively. Both authorities are related to one another 

hierarchically.

If the litigants cannot reach an agreement, the mat-leader, as the decision

making juridical authority, has only one option: he is obliged to take the case
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to the village headman's court. As the people phrase this decision: "he must, 

'free the quarrel'But  with this freeing of the quarrel, which the mat-leader 

should try to avoid, he frees something else as well: at the next higher le 

vel of the village headman, the court will constitute itself a jury, and law 

in ;he sense of a legal domain in its own right will take effect. The whole 

procedure shows how Mthwa society is integrated through its court system.

(2) The Court of the Village Headman.

When the negotiations at the mat-lcader's court end in a deadlock, or ien 

a case has been lodged with him which is restricted to the chief's court, for 

example, abduction0  3\  then in both instances it is the mat-leader’s duty to 

transfer the case to the court of the village headman (iezbonda) . He will do 

this by going to the headman of the village in which he, the mat-leader, 

lives. The village headman is the mat-leader's juridical superior, because 

the chief has placed the headman over the specific area of the chiefdom which 

I have termed a "village." Therefore all cases that have been unsuccessfully 

attended to by the mat-leaders within a given villaga will be reported 'at 

the village headman's place" (bHsibonda or kuaibcnia)^  .

When a case has been filed at the headman's place, it is the headman's duty to 

summon the complainant as well as the accused. If he meets people on his way, 

he will inform them about the forthcoming hearing. This serves as an informal 

means of inviting the homestead heads of the village to come and hear the 

case. If the circumstances require it, the headman is permitted to make an «.- 

rest. In such a case, he chooses some mature men to act as a police orce. On 

the appointed day, the headman's court meets at his place. The hearing may 

proceed inside the headman's main-house, but its official legality is under 

scored if it takes place outside, in the open space between the cattle byre 

and the main-house. All mature men are supposed to hear the case and function
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as a jury. The. actual procedure of ttv hearing is much the >ame »» on ^ 

lower levels: the legal authority (i.e. the hi adman) opens the session, calls 

the litigants and wi.nesses, and leads the cross-examinations. If no settle

ment is reached, the headman, as the legal authority, is obliged to take the 

case to the chief's court.

T  M e  there is a certain similarity between the headman's and the other lower 

courts, there is one important difference: the explicit call on the men to 

come and hear the case. In other words, there is, at the level of the village 

headman's court, a formally constituted jury which is not a permanent body of 

specially chosen persons; but a body comprising the mature male population 01

the village and constituted to judge a specific case. This jury is constituted

in the following way.

The vintage headman's court as the place of juridical deicison-making is 

based on three factors which need to be recalled: first, the village headman 

himself as the appointed authority for the village; secondly, the homestead- 

head s as the legal majors in Mthwa and as the legal authorities at the level 

of the homesteads; thirdly, the open space between cattle byre and main- 

house (called inkundla) which forms part of any homestead and which consti

tutes the place (in the homestead) for the express purpose of dealing with 

matters of a juridical nature. The headman's authority has been discussed in 

the previous chapter (see p. 60); here I shall concentrate on the remaining

two points.

(a) Hcme&tead heads a j  h  - ma,: r o .

From the very beginning of the court procedures in Mthwa, i.e. at the level

of the homesteads, the homestead heads are indispensably involved in the pro

ceedings. However, it is not eve.-y homestead head who gets involved, but only
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wht■ .e homesteads are affected by the conflict which has arisen or oy 

:he harm which has been done. These homestead heads act as the legal majors 

:nd the legal authorities, but their involvement is interested, as it were.

This involvement out of interest remains on the mat-leader's level: the offen

der'.* mat-leader will always become involved because of his interest in the 

members of his mat-association, when the village headman invites tne men of 

the village to come and hear the case, he requests disinterested men who are 

not already involved in the case. He calls on the mature men of the village 

as the recognized legal experts. Thus any restriction arising out of inter

ested involvement is removed. The case is no longer "of the homesteads" (eza~ 

semakhaya), nor "of the blood" (eyegazi), nor "of a mat-leader’s place" (<u- 

Aondlu), but one "of the law" (eyomthetho); and the authority of the law is 

not restricted to a certain homestead, kingroup or mat-association, but is 

identical for all the people of the village (and, as will be shown later, zi 

the chiefdom). The law as a set of rules of behaviour and of sanctions for 

certain misdr is is a "public property (kuaecar-t^zKz).

This village public is represented by the legal majors of the village, i.e. 

the homestead heads. Thus, when the village headman invites the men to the 

hearing, the village public is called upon to hear and cross-examine the evi

dence which will be produced. Of course, not all the men attend every meet

ing, but il is easily observable that the jury is intended to be a cross- 

section of the luridically mature male population of the village. One example 

must suffice to document this fact. It concerns the case of a man who unsuc

cessfully assaulted another with a bu h-knife at a puolic feast. The assaulted 

man immediately informed the offender’s mat-leader who, in turn, briefed tne 

headman on the same afternoon. Vhe hearing was summoned for the following 

unday morning. The people gathered in the main-house of the headman's home- 

,tlf; t i.ok he silting order indicated in the following diagram (Figuie 1,
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p. 131). In addition to the diagram there is a list ot the participants and 

of the clans and mat-associations to which they belong, as well as the situa

tion of their homesteads in the ward-sections of the village (’’able 5, p. 

131).

From the diagram (Figure 9, p. 131) it emerges thatjthere are extremely few 

women present. None of them have any significant part in the proceedings, 

therefore 7 have omitted their names from the list of participants. From the 

list two things emerge. First, the case concerns two kinsmen. This is a 

cle indication that in Mthwa society not all conflicts between kinsmen are 

settled at the level of the homesteads. Put differently, at the village 

headman's level, kinship ia not a determining factor in constituting the 

headman's court, nor is mat-association membership. These two types of mem

ber are placed only according to age(17^: the most senior person sits next 

to the door, the most junior men sit in the back of the house. The accused 

sits in the centre of the house, facing the village headman.

Although, in the present example, the number of participating women :s, by a 

guban stai I irds, rather small, men can be observed to outnumber women at any 

court meeting at the village headman's place (and even more „o at the chief's 

place). But the meetings are public, and the women are free to come. Neverthe 

less, women very rarely participate in the proceedings, unless they are call

ed as witnesses. The difference between men and women in attendance and in 

active participation reflects a very important aspect of the court and legal 

system of Mthwa society: official and particularly legal issues are the ex

clusive cohcern of the men, to such an extent that the terms "the men" 

doda), "the people" (abantu), "in public" (ebanturini), and sometimes evet 

"the Mpondo" (amaMpondo) are synonyms in Caguba's tolk-ceehnical terminology; 

particularly u /hen if comes to legal matters. In short, when ime■ i.
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Figure d . Example of village headman's court in session in main-house.

Participants Clan Mat-Ass. Ward-Section Explanation

1. Nothutha
2. Santsabe
3. Mcwili
4. Bhabhalaza
5. Mabhodloza
6. Jeffry
7. Keki
8. Gigaba
9. Nodli

Gcwangule
Ncaoane
Jola
Ncamane
Gadi
Sukude
Dlaoini
Mganu
Nrsila

Makete
Gxovuza
Diova
Gxovuza
Gxovuza
Makete
Nkwane
Mawotshe
Sijunqu

Ngobozane 
Tolofiyeni
Sihlanjeni 
Tolofiyeni 
Tolofiyeni 
Ngobozane 
Tolofiyeni 
Ludume 
Sihlanjeni

HEADMAN

MAT-LEADER 
RIT. ELDER

MAT-LEADER
MAT-LEADER

10. Tironi
11. Phikatole
12. Mkelese
13. Msekelwa
14. Mtshini
15. Stamkok
16. Mbuyelwa
17. Qwedana
18. Koyini
19. Qonono

?
Ncamane
Gcwalushe
Nqukwe
Tshangisa
Gcwangule
Khanandana
Jola
Jola
Ncamane

Gxovuza
Sijunqu
Gxovuza
Makete
Makete
Mawotshe
Diova
Dlova
Gxovuza

Ngobozane 
Sihlanjeni 
Tolofiyeni 
Ngobozane 
Ngobozane 
Ludume 
Sihlanjeni 
Sihlanjeni 
Tolofiyeni

20. Ndimekwana
21. Zamayedwa
22. Msiya
23. Bhazala
24. Fafa
25. Ngobiyane
26. Kweti,
27. Sinama
28. Kwingqiza
29. ?

Ncamane
Khanandana
Duna
Ncamane
Ncamane
Gcwangule
Gcwangule
Jola
Jola

Gingizobi
Mawotshe
Gxovuza
Makete
Makete
Makete
Makete
Dlova
Dlova

Ludume 
Ludume 
Ngobozane 
Sihlanjeni 
Tolofiyeni 
Ngobozane 
Ngobozane 
Tolofiyeni 
Tolofiyeni

COMPLAINr.

30. Gwityi Ncamane Gxovuza Tolofiyeni ACCUSED

Table 5. Example of men in a court session forming a cross-sect ion of the 
village.



taking a case to the village headman's court, the prospective litigants will 

meet "the men who have built" (amdoda akhzleyo), i.e. the homestead heads 

fabamunzana) as the legal authorities oi the village. Hiey -Vv' 

jury without any special nomination of members. When they come together lor 

the purpose of hearing a case, they constitute themselves the jury or the 

village headman's court; but they come together only at the explicit invita

tion or the village headman. Thus by virtue of his word calling the men and 

their coming together, the jury at the level of the village headman's court 

is constituted. Furthermore, in this process of the village court's consti

tuting itself, the court system appears as the integrating mechanism of 

Mthwa society. The higher the particular court level, the greater the involve

ment of the society. The above example shows that the proceedings in the court 

of the headman remain squarely in the context of a particular village (i.e. 

in the village of Caguba)(18). The jurisdiction of the court is still re

stricted. This fact is linguistically recognised in Caguba oy a peculiar 

phrase of conmon speech: when a case is taken to the village headman's court 

by the respective oat-leader, the people say that "the court is being opened"

(ukuvula inkundla).

(b) The c urt yavd.

Mthwa society has no special public places, like a market place; even the 

"great place," i.e. the chief's place, is, strictly speaking, nothing more 

than a particular homestead within the chiefdom. Nor is there any place speci

fically reserved for meetings of the court. However, each homestead has a 

main-house, and opposite it a cattle byre (see Figure 27, p. 358)- rhe sPace 

between these two places has a particular significance in any homestead. Here 

two types of activity take place, namely the invocation of the ancestors at 

special rituals (see Chapter VII) and the negotiation of matters with a le

gal content. The particular site of the homesterd is called tm: . i; whatever
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takes place there happens nkundleni (' Ln the i>:kurdla ). The ritua, type of 

activity takes place in the afternoon, the legal activity takes place in the 

morning (see the episode reported aaove, p. 114). At any Level 0 1 the .ithwa 

court system, court procedures take place as a rule cn/xrj e? :, i.e. in ti.e 

open space between the cattl byre and the main-house. If a meeting .n a 

homestead takes place at the "ight ti * ", namely in the morning, then the

people know that it is for t! pur ost af negotiating Legal matters; it may 

be at a particular homestead head's place, at a mat-leader's place, at the 

village headman's or the chief's place: the conclusion is always the same. In 

other words, the place aad the time of meeting define the purpose of the gather

ing in Mthwa society. The meeting is juridical and the purpose is decision

making.

Within the court-yard, a particular seating order is maintained which underlines 

this purpose. There are "the men" (ar;adoda) with their village headman (isibc- 

nda); there are the litigant; who, rjite literally, face the whole body of 

"men", while the participating women sit to the side. The following diagram 

(Figure 9, p. 134) how the court was arranged when the Cagubans met at a head

man's court for a certain hearing (in 1978). The arrangement of the court in 

session expresses the purpose of the gathering, namely juridical decision-mak

ing. This pux,posc is identical at all levels of the court system in Mthwa, 

since at all levels the same means are used to express this purpose. Yet, as 

there is an important difference between the court of the homesteads and the 

court of the mat-leader, there is a difference between the court of the mat- 

leader and that of the village headm.i . If a case remains unresolved or is 

unresolvable at the mat-leader's level, the mat-leader must free the qujr.e 

(see p. 127) and, on behalf of the dissatisfied litigant, he must go to the 

village headman's place and, in Caguban colloquial speech, "open the 'court' 

(inkundla)". The words of an assistant m a t - l e a d e r ) are here quoted in full
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Figure 9. The Village headman's court in Caguba, 1978.

to indicate clearly the contrast between the two levels of the court system:

Kuaaibondat xa nithst'd, kufune-a uwu~>' incut. il<zt 
kanti kur.cmdlu soze uvute nkurdla, 
kunondlu, hayi, auuvuli nkurdla.
Le nto kuthiua: kukuvu ' inkundla okvdkcrrydi  ̂
laibonda oiyayivui' xn 'undla kcmkhulu af ta r ~zi ••• .
At the headman's place, if one goes to court, you must open ir.<undt-:,
whereas at the mat-leader's place, you never do that,
at the latter* s place. well, you don't open inkuna (20)
(In contrast, at the headman's place) that is the very thing
that it is all about: to open inkurdla which is of the cnie; 3 place.
The headman opens inkundla, the one of the chief's place, 
while (actually) beir ; at his own (the headman's) place.

Typically, the place between the cattle byre and the main-house is the place of 

the court's meetings at any level of the court system. This is so stereotypical 

that the place name (inkundla) and the juridical purpose (inkundla) of the meet

ings at this place have becomi synonymous. But neither of the lower courts, of the 

homesteads or of the mat-leader, would ever be identified by the terr the 

court" (inkundla). When, therefore, the Cagubans say that the mat-leader
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Figure 9. The Village headman's court in Caguba, 197;-.

to indicate clearly the contrast between the two levels of the court system:

XLXisibonda, xcl nithethci, ku' une a uvu •- ■’ : 
Pjxnti kuncndlu aoze uvule nkundl , 
kunondlu, kjjyi, zuuvuli nkundui.
Le nto kutkiwa: kukuvulf inkunJLi okvakcrr.r -'u . ^
Isibonda Hyayivul * inkundla kcmkhulu xp'uz emzrm -jg.'c .

At the headman's place, if one goes to court, you must open inkuwiU,
whereas at the mat-leader's place, you never do that,
at the latter' s place, well, you don't open (20)
(In contrast, at the headman's place) that is the very thing
that it is all about: to open inkundla which is of the •• • oj- 3 place.
The headman opens inkundla, the one of the chief s place,
while (actually) being at his own (the headman's) place.

Typically, the place between the cattle byre and the main-house is the place of

the court's meetings at any level of the court system. This is so stereotypical

that the place name (inkundla) and the juridical purpose kurtdla. of tae meet

ings at this place have become synonymous. But neither it the lower courts, of the 

homesteads or of the mat-leader, would ever be identified by the term rue 

court" (inkundla). When, therefore, the Cagubans say that the mat-leader



must "open the court" when he lodges a  case at the headman's cum , thev are 

using a phrase which, strictly speaking, can be used only of the chief s 

court. How then car the mat-leader open the court? The answer lies in the

formal constitution of the men as a body of disinterested legal majors: as

the headman's jury. Yet this jury comprises men from a single village (see p.

132, and p. 152, n. 18); the level of the chiefdom as a whole has not yet been

reached. Thus, the mat-leader merely "opens" the court - the court of the 

chief, that is to say.

The presence of the formally constituted jury marks a significant dirference

between the headman's court on one hand and the lover courts of the homesteads

and the mat-leader on the other. But this does not imply that the headman's

court is different in nature from the lower courts. On the contrary. Once the

mat-leader has "freed the quarrel" and "opened the court on behali of one of

the litigants, it will become obvious that there is the same substantive law

(e-iomthetho) which is administered on all levels of the Mthwa court system.

The formally const ituted jury which, in principle, includes the homesr.e id

heads and the mat-leader of the lower courts makes this clear: law is a public

matter ^kudebantuini) which binds all the people .kuBebanttfini,, and which all.

of them should uphold (ukuva). Being a public matter, law concerns all the

people (abantu) and this "public" of the village is represented by the men
(amadoda, abantu), i.e. the homestead heads (abammzana) who are the society's
legal experts (abaphethe wnthetho). Since this expertise belongs to the men in

general, none of them is formally summoned or specifically selected to sit on

the jury, not even the mat-leaders. t'Ugh the headman will have informed the

respective'mat-leaders, their presence is not required iX officio to validate
(21)the proceedings. As one of my informants, a mat-leader “ himself, put it,

"As soon as I have handed over to the headman, the case is no longer my con

cern (as mat-leader)." Another informant, an elder, explained to me that there
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is no rule in Mthwa which requires any particular person to be presen,: at a 

court session.

The Mthwa court system and its law (procedural as well as substantive) were 

formulated when Mthwa society was pre-literate; thus there was no c c '.* 

law. The society relied on what its legal experts had to say 'ukuthetha). In 

the most general sense, the legal experts of Mthwa society were the homestead 

heads* in terms of the present discussion they are "the men." Whatever the 

men" say in their capacity of j-ridical decision-making (ukuthetha, is law 

(umthethoJ. Thus, when the men constitute themselves the court, they become 

the living code of Mthwa law: this process of formally identifying the public, 

the men, and the law constitutes the opening of the chief's court (inkuna .

Put differently, in the process of the men's constituting themselves as the 

court, the lega’ main a3 a form of authority in M t h m  emerges in its a m  

right^2~ \  It is precisely this legal domain which is identified as inkurd'Ux, 

the "court (-yard)" in which the men gather. As has been pointed out alreac.-, the 

men, at this level, gather only in the village headman's court; they are net 

yet in the full sense the court, for the term "the court" (mkundla) applies, 

strictly speaking, to the chief's court only. Here, at the village headman e 

place, they only "open the court."

Besides this subtle verbal distinction which the Cagubans make, there is stj.ll 

a material difference between the village headman's and the chief's court: un

like the chief's court, at the village headman's court arbitration and recon

ciliation between the conflicting par ies is still (although r<2mote) a possibi

lity. In other words, even the village headman's court, having its iormally con

stituted jury, can still function as a court of arbitration. This aspect makes 

the headman's court once more similar to the lower courts ot the homesteads and 

the mat-leaders. If the litigants, however, should not come to terms w.th one
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mother and be reconciled, the headman cannot impose sanctions on the culprit; 

all he can do is go to the chief's place and report the case there. As the 

"eye of the chief," the village headman has to see to it that justice will be 

done. According to the judgement of the chief's court (<cnkhutu) , the chief 

Dill sentence (ukugueba) the culprit.

(4) The Chief's Coui’i.

A 1theugh the general appearance of the chief's court is, in several respects, 

similar to that of the village headman, there are certain factors which are 

lacking at the lower levels, such as the formality with which cross-examina

tions proceed, the presence of court officials and the fact that a tri.l at 

the chief's court has a preparatory phase. The latter is of pa-ticular inter 

est here with respect to the whole court system and the fact (already noted) 

of the legal domain that emerges as a form of authority in Mthv in its own 

right (see p. 136).

(a) The preparation for a court trial.

The preparatory stage of the trial at the chief's court involves one of the 

court officials, namely the secretary (see below p. 142). From the point of 

view of the Transkeian Department or Justice, the preparation for the court 

trial consists of the secretary's writing down the charge which the complai

nant lays against an offender. But from the point of view of the socio-juridi- 

cal reality of Caguba, the preparation consists of an isolation of the "case" 

from its social setting. This process f isolation has three aspects: (i) the 

isolation of the conflict as a (written) statement, (ii) the isolation of the 

complainant as a witness, (iii) the isolation of the material basis of the 

charge.
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the legally relevant facts from the surrounding •'spec.t̂  or li agub«. h

is often achieved only with difticulty by the complainant himsel;, a 

able to observe. Thus the secretary must ask relevant questions whic v 

sist him to formulate the statement. The questioning by the secretary betom. 

in fact a preliminary investigation. But often the secretary knows about what 

has happened at the lower court and the evidence given there. Therefore he ina' 

become aware of contradictions between what had been said there and wha 

writing down now bona fide. When the statement is finished, and has been rear 

to the complainant and approved by him? the secretary may in a veiled ntanne 

point out the contradictions. At this stage, he is no longer a mere socrerar\, 

but a knowledgeable elder who functions like a "broker" (Perry 1977) and adv, - 

cate (igqweta) warning his "client" to stick to one line of evidence or els* 

face the destructive interrogation of the men. At least some of them wi nav»

been at the "ower court and will have heard the evidence there. The ontradn

tion will soon be discovered. The general assumption is that contradicting -v - 

dence points to an attempted cover-up of something or somebody; aud this- cove'

up is judged to be lying in court. As the secretary-broker instructs the com

plainant, he prepares him for his role as a witness when he will be. complete 

alone. In court, the witness cannot rely on others unless he is "sent tth 

nyiwe), a conspirator. Thus the purpose of the preparation for the tria 

only to isolate the charge from all other facts, but to prepare the complain- 

to act alone when he gives evidence , u 'unqi>uz} w i t n e s s  (inqtna).

(iii) The conflict becomes a culpable c, fence.

When the secretary asks questions in order to assist the complainant in for: 

lating the statement, the former unavoidably learns about the wider context 

what "actually" happened: the social background of relationships and t e n s i o n  , 

of sometimes publicly unknown circumstances; he learns about the deeper-lyi



cause or causes which led to the offence. At times this social context c: t,.e 

offence may be so complex as to make it impossible to treat the materia* i.e. 

the content of the complaint, legally. In addition, the deeper-Lying causes 

of the offence may not only be h dden from the public, but, if revealed. t..L y 

may be detrimental to the complainant. For example, in a rage of jealousy, a 

marriedman "punishes" his secret lover who is also married, and injures her.

The matter is finally brought to the court secretary; a statement must be 

drafted on the basis of which the culpable injury can be prosecuted in court.

If the "full" story were stated, the statement would amount to the self-accu

sation of an unfaithful wife. But there is no institution in .Ithwa scciet,, 

that enjoins (public) self-accusations. Any such complexity in a court case 

is avoided in Mthwa by isolating the central issue of the charge, the ratevia 

of the offence, for example a wound inflicted through a bush kni^e, bruises on 

the body caused through beating this or that person. The question for the court 

will be: can the origin (violent action) of the alleged facts (wound, cruises 

etc) be proved and was the accused culpable \/'..jOF'-cbcmtu* ngokut'taK.til - or

not? The secretary-broker helps the complainant to isolate the mere factuality 

of the legal matter from other circumstantial matters. The topic of legal con

cern is not the "actual" conflict, but the factuality of the culpable otfence. 

This reduction of a conflict to the mere factuality of legal matter is the ti- 

nal step in the preparatory stage of the procedure of the chiei s court, oe.Oi-e 

the court goes into session. Only then has this observable, material realit. 

weight.

The preparatory stage of the chief's art proceedings not only reduces the 

complexity*of the conflict to a "statement," but the case itself is reduced to 

something that can be measured in terror, o' u verd'ct ot guilt or innocence. 

Furthermore, in relation to such material facts, any evidence and any witness 

can be assessed, including the plaintiff hir self. In short, the chi : s coutt
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tie1' of their respective homesteads. Further: 
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appeal court in all matters which are tried at the chief's court. Should a 

litigant feel he has been treated unjustly when judgement has been passed at 

the hief's court, he can appeal to the Tribal Authority. It is the chief j 

duty to transfer the case to the higher court. This is an aspect 

of the politico-jural organisation of the paramountcy of Western Mpondoland 
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docision-making do not lend themselves to expressing the unity of ithwa 

society. In the present chapter (IV) I have adopted an alternative perspective 

from that of Chapter III. Instead of taking a particular institution as the

starting-point of ray inquiry, I have taken the empirical evidence of a type of

interaction in the village which calls for the intervention of a particular 

type of authority. The type of interaction is the resolving of a con lict that 

has arisen between certain villagers; the type of authority is that of the 

homestead head, who is called upon to mediate between the conflicting parties. 

It is when one starts at the point of a specific conflict in which certain 

villagers have clearly discernible personal interest and which requires to be 

resolved legally, and one follows the process through to the ultimate judge

ment - it is then that the whole court system of Mthwa society emerges. At each 

stage of the development of the case a further non-legal institution is drawn 

into this interaction, eventually integrating the whole of Mthwa society. By 

the same process, the legai domain as a particular reality of Mthwa comes to 

the foreground. The system is like a river the capacity of which is increased 

by the capacity of its tributaries. At the lowest level there is a small group 

of people belonging to one or two homesteads only. At the next level, involve

ment is increased by the wider range of the mat-associations. At the level of:

the village headman, general publicity is achieved and the legal domain insti

tuted "as such." Finally the whole chiefdom is involved represented by the so

vereign, the chieff?" '. The following diagram (Figure 10, p. 147) represents 

the hierarchical arrangement of non-legal institutions for the purpi «> of le

gal decision, of the court system in Mthwa.

It must be*fully recognised that th» hierarchy of court is o b s e r v a b " nly 

through the process of resolving a legal case; the Hierarchy is pro, s.s il, it 

ia not substantial. Substantially there ,«re differ Mit "places” or k  ” at 

which cn.es are tried. There i nothing inherent in the e kvels that places
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Figure 10. The juridical integration of Mthwa society.
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the levels of the village headman and of the chief. The difference between 

the various institutions can be shown by a feature—based schematic represen 

Cion of the ourts (see p. 103, n. 30). In the course of the preceding de

scription, I have concentrated on four fe., .ures which show the distinction 

tween the four levels of court. These features are:

( ) The feature lau. The very fact that (a) a homestead head can 

authoritatively discuss a conflict and discern culpabilitv, 

and (b) that he has the explicit power to "punish", establi

shes the concept of law. This feature is indicated as: * L A v / ^ .
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In the beginning oE this chapter (?. 105) the question was , keri hov 

legal case get to the chief's court? The answer is that it passes hroug

ral levels of court. By the same process, a social conflict is transt.oT u>-.

into a legal case with a suprasocial (abstract) correlation between an of

fence and its punishment. This justiciability of an action is not ,omethir,k 

outside of or different from "customary law", but an aspect of the so i.a! »

flict when the case is tried in the lowest court of the homesteads. But in the 

course of the process of the case's being at increasingly high levels

court, the legal domain emerges in its otn right as something (logical tv 

dependent of the non-legal institutions which "carry' it. This double proe-s 

of the integration of non-legal institutions and of the emergence >i he 

domain "achieves" the integration of Mthwa society in terms of the our 

systeu as a whole. Thus law can permeate the whole society.

But, something else happens. When we reached the highest legal authorn ,

chief, we were directed back to where we had started, the lowest author

Che homestead head. This suggests that not only does law permeate Mthwa n 

means of various institutions of the court system, but that the people o:

Mthwa have a jural view ji the universe in which they live. It is a umver- 

which, in the first place, has its most effective realization in the nomes:- 

where there is a "head" and a "chief". But in the second place, and for our 

purpose still more important, it appears that legal authority in Mthwa i 

patterned on the authority of th^ homestead head. Thus law does not o- .y -u 

pear to belong to the "court room": it appears as i*e means of socza centre . 

Still more, since it is the homestea ! head who makes the final decision wn< .r. 

or not to take a case to the next higher court, the legal process itself 

(to a certain extent) under his control. Thus the homestead, under t lu 

authority of its head, appears as the most significant social unit of Mthw

society



Footnotes to C'lop' o’ IV.

(1) I do not intend to say that these two attributes are sufficient in order 
to distinguish jural laws from political decisions and economic regula 
tions. Following PospiSil (1971) all four attributes are required. It is 
also not my intention to discuss Mthwa ’.aw sui genems. I take its ex 
istence for granted. The attribute of "intention of universal application
erves as a marker to establish the 'purpose' (Giuckman; see p. , r.. 2) 

of the court system, namely the purpose of "administering law.
In my discussion, I follow the frequently made distinction between sub
stantive and procedural law. Recent studies have questioned the validity 
of the distinction in legal anthropology (see for example Comarofl" and 
Roberts, 1981). The stance of the dissertation that (a) the Mthwa people 
have a jural view of the universe which is patterned on the homestead, 
and (b) that legal authority is not only patterned on the authority of 
the homestead head, but that the homestead head holds the legal process 
of the court system under his control - this stance supports these recent 
studies. Yet, for the sake of the present analysis it is preferable to 
proceed analytically in accordance with the traditional school of thought.

(2) Pospisil (1971:1): "The law of substance sets limits to permissible beha
viour and deals chiefly with the content of legal precepts, such as kinds 
of crimes and torts and their punishment, types of contracts, and rignts 
to things and ways of disposing of inheritance, as well as legally recog
nised family relationships. The law of procedure, on the contrary, dea^s 
with the process of law, e.g. with the problems of jurisdiction, alloca-
tion of authority, nature and administration of sanctions, court proceed
ings, and the question of iustice.

(3) The vernacular word unthetko refers, in a very general sense, to something 
that appears to a given person as a "rule" which either results rrom the 
"nature of things" (indalo) or from a positive rule issued by an authority 
In this way, umthetho can be distinguished from :siko which is sometimes 
(vaguely) translated as "custom. ' The latter, istko^ is a rule which ere 
ates i condition for the actor, e.g. the transfer of bridewealth creates 
a marital status; the performance of ancestral rituals creates a speci:ic 
relationship between a living person and the dead. In contrast, the former, 
umthetho, is a rule which is'upositively given prescription or how a re
quired performance is to be enacted properly or justly; in the latter sense 
umthetho defines offenceit and prescribes sanctions. See also Hunter 1936 : 
413, n. 1.

(4) The vernacular term for "the court of the homesteads" has at its root the 
noun ikhaya ("father's place, home"). As was pointed cut in the preceding 
chapter (see p. 93), a man becomes socially mature through marriage and 
his subsequent establishment of hi own homestead. In this way, he becomes 
one of Mthwa's authorities and 1< 1 experts (see p. 131), he becomes
uyise wasekhaya ("the father of here at home"). For brevity's sake, when 
speakit?g about the "court of the particular homestead heads," I shall re
fer to "the court of the homesteads."

(5) There is a whole set of terms in Xhosa (Mpondo) which express forms of 
"speaking with authority;" ill are derived from the same root:
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uku-thetha (to speak with authority) 
in-Uthc (a serious talk, formal ipeech, court procedure, trial)
in-tetha (summons)
um-tkeiho (command, law, consequence from nature of things) 
isi-thethi (homestead-particular tradition, non-universal ruling)

(6) Here, one important implication should be mentioned which goes beyond the 
discussion of this dissertation: the fact that a senior brother, a husband,

father is by Mthwa standards, in the formal sense of the word, a junior 
person's" (umr.twana) judge, has serious repercussions (a) for social con
trol (see p. 149), (b) for a legalised perception of a person s social en 
vironment, and (c) for a person's moval behaviour. The multi-purpose situ
ation of, for example, a husband-judge results at time in great tension 
regarding the moral life of the people involved and the opera ion of the 
law itself: law end morality become operative only on condition that tnef 
is a "complainant" who is in the first place the legal senior, the eider 
brother or the husband or the father. This has caused many writers to con
clude that the morality of the African people is merely an outward iorm 
and not an inner conviction. See p. 119.

(7) The following-up of such a wife's procedure against her husband is that her 
husband will try to get her to return home to his own homestead. This re
quires that he go to his father-in-law's place and beg for his wife. This 
is called ukuphuthuna ur.fazi. This particular negotiation will always pro
ceed as a courtease of the homesteads: the husband will be represented ry 
his senior kinsmen and the wife will be represented by her father or e ..ce: 
brother. Space does not permit me to give the procedural details which 
would clearly show that the process of "begging for the wife' is a clear 
courtcase on the homestead level of the court system, that it is a version 
of the kumakhaya . That the procedure involves clearly justiciable matter 
could be shown from records at the chief's court where such a case result- 
ed in divorce (ukukhetha iinkono). The proceedings of "begging for the wire 
will be held in camera.

(8) On the basis of what has been said in Footnote n. 7, it is possible to taxe 
the classification of thejforms of court of the homesteads one branch fur
ther, by sub-dividing the branch "kinsmen;" namely:

KINSMEN

affinal
(eyegazi) (eyakcvabo)

(9 ) Beside the word uchuku ("trifle"), there is a more common way of downplay
ing even very serious matters in biily speech. The speaker may use the 
word into ("a thing") or allude : > the real issue by saying imntaika ( a 
what-you-may-call-it"). These words have the function of conceiling from 
others something that is "understood" by those who are concerned.

(10) It is only a sequence of such offences which will reveal who - by his na
ture" (indalo) - the actor "really" is. The philosophy behind this is that 
a single act, even if offensive, does not: necessarily define the culprit. 
Only the history of the person's conduct which his contemporaries will in 
future carefully scrutinise (ukukhccngela) wil > give the type of evidenc'1 
which is required to judge a person and his conduct. In other words, there



is a historical understanding •-£ ;ar r■■veals the (morally) '■ Ipaul.j 
act. But such a revelation does not happen bv being brought to light in 
, court trial; it happens by itself: the intentional wrongdoer will re
peat his reprehensive act and thus himself show what he is like 
heart" (entliriywev yakJie).

(11) Another implication which causes repxeated misunderstandings 0 1 the >v ri~ 
can moral system (see p. 151, n. 6) must be mentioned here: because of 
the senior's double function of being both husband and judge and the re
sultant "male dominance", the conclusion has often been drawn that there 
is a double standard of morality. Evidence suggests, however, that the 
Mthwa people make a clear distinction (a) between the moral and the junn 
spheres, and (b) between the moral norms and pragmatic reasoning.

(12) Ebanv&ini is the locative case of abantu ("mature persons"). Socially im
mature persons are called abant’w'am. ("junior person ). In the lega* 
sphere, the word abantu has a still more restricted meaning. Caguban 
colloquial language denotes the homestead heads, the men, by this term 
(see p. 131).

(13) Certain criminal acts, like murder and rape, are restricted to the magi
strate’s jurisdiction and to be tried in his court. But, even such cases
should, ideally speaking, pass through the whole system of lower courts 
until the chief comes to a decision about the nature of the offence am. 
takes the case to the magistrate's court (see p. 145).

(U) The fact that attempted rape is considered an offence is part or substan
tive law which is not my concern. Being interested in procedural law, 
can ignore here further specification of which offences fall under whose 
jurisdiction (chief's, district chief's, or magistrate's).

(15) Here again, the distinction between procedure and substantive aw ap 
plies. See FooViote, n. 13.

(16) The basic meaning of the two vernacular phrases kwisibonba and
is identical: "at the village headman's place." The second phrase in
cludes a certain linguistic detail (i.e. superimposition of a noun pre
fix) which allows the speaker to be more specific with reference to the 
person (here: the village headman) whom he has in mind. Thus the meaning 
of the second phrase would be "at the specific village headman s place 
which headman I know by name.

(17) If the present seating order were compared with Che ceremonial form ol 
gathering in a house (see below Chapter VIII) it would become clear tha 
the men sit in an order of age and not of kinsi.’p. Not even the people 
of the house" (see p. 344), i.e. the homestead head and his agnatic kins
men, have a place of honour in the centre of the house.

(18) Mature men who come from anothc ''llagi ; chiefdom would not be
eluded from the proceedings. They would be permitted to participate in 
the cYoss-examination of a witness. This basic openness ot the^village 
headman's court to non-villagers show.; to how great an extent the men ,

the legal seniors of the chiefdom (see p. 13i) represent the cour -• e ut:  ̂ ----- ’ ' * - .
jury. See here the study by Mayer (1970) on the Xhosa socialisation
process which culminates in the young men's ability to function . ■ ^  1
experts in court.

.



(20) The phrases '■.ujumh:: and ' x . t h belong ■> • range of technical '.euns 
which express various forms of: obligation, among which there^is lega 
as well as moral obligation (oughtness). Kuthiwa (literally it is 
said") in particular refers to the context of law. Mote the repetitiu- 
of the prefix /ku-/ which in the second place of le nto kuthtwa y th?- 
thing, it is said to," meaning: "it is ruled by the authority that
is a neutrrlizing prefix which expresses :h« universal applicability 
of the content of the said ruliny.

(21) Nodli '-4-81, Tape /

(22) At this stage it becomes cleat that BohannaiV: (196/) view of the uis-^ 
tinction between custom and law, morality and law as a "re-institution 
is too simple, at least as far as Mthwa is concerned, because there if 
no particular stage at which the re-institutionalisation takes pi ace.
As a case proceeds from one level of the court system to the next in 
Mthwa, one could argue that a re-institution" occurs each time: once 
with respect to "publicity", then with respect to "formal jury', then 
with respect to the abstract correlation of offence and sanction. In 
other words, Bohannan's view presents a typical observer's model of so
cial processes which requires that something > ' either "moral or 
"legal." But the participant does not see thii this way: instead he hat- 
a particular interest in the matter an rsues tis case (see discus 
sion p. 147 f).

(23) The information reported here reflect, .jn.er (1936:394): One (man) re
appointed as isandla senkcsi ("the chief's hand"), to act as the chief s 
deputy and take his place as president if he is away; and (ibidem p. 
415): "the court consists of the chief... , or if the chief is absent, a 
counsellor who is specially appointed to take his place on such occa
sions, and any men who care to attend.

(24) Such convergence of the political and the juridical spheres o: socie
ties has long been recognised. See Bohannan (196b).

(25) The feature "-LAW" would refer to the internal decision (and subsequent 
action) of an individual person who "knows" (i.e. has internalised) the
fact that what he is going to do is an offence if made public.

(26) In the overall situation of authority in Mthwa, a homestead head's 
authority is, of course, only relative. A homestead head s authority is 
"responsible" in the sense, for example, that a wife's agnatic kinsmen 
have a right (and even a duty) to protect their kinswoman from an irre
sponsible husband (see p. 92and p. 151, n. 7). In extreme case, any per
son has direct access to the chief. However, I did not observe anyone 
obtaining direct access to the chief’s court without at least having mace 
a statement to the court secretary in idvane of the actual trial.





CHAPTER 7

INSTITUTIONALISED FORMS OF THE FAMILY 
AND THEIR SOCIO-ECONOMIC: IMPLICATIONS

THE PRECEDING chapters showed that the social structure of Caguba, the Mpo- 

ndo village, does not emerge fully when we look at the general political 

condition of the chiefdom. There are gaps between the decision-making (seg

mental) and the administrative structures of the chiefdom. Only when the 

special authority of law was considered, did such a structure appear. As 

the legal domain unfolds, the integration of Mthwa society becomes an ob

servable reality: a number of non-legal institutions constitute the court, 

and the men share responsibility and concern for Mthwa's way of life and its 

laws. Each of these men is a socially mature man and thus a homestead head. 

Although the homestead head's authority is the lowest in the court system, 

it is the most significant, because, in principle, no court case can be ini 

dated without his active participation and decision. Being in control of ; 

homestead is the definition of his authority. Thus the homestead appears to 

have a decisive significance in Cagn and in Mthwa society as a whole. In 

other words, with all the changes that have taken place in the what used to 

be the typical. Nguni settlement-pattern of scattered homesteads, one aspect 

has remained stable in Mthwa society: the importance of the homestead



This importance cf t' . homes tea! warrant--; a special lux ti.,tion of its nt~ 

ture in Caguba. But there ir anotl ::r reason tor such t : .r,vestige non whrcti

i i consequence oi the preceding chapters. In them we gained an insight xntc. 

the way in which Mthwa society ii integrated by looking at. this society from 

the Lowest level up: from the homestead. From this perspective the homestead 

has a heuristic significance for the understanding of Mthwa society, how we 

need to understand the homestead in its own right. The present chapter will 

describe it from both a demographic and a developmental cyce point of view. 

The chapter that will folio ’ (Chapter VI) will look into the question of its 

economic activities and how, if at all, the homestead : integrated at the

socio-economic level into the wider society.

(1) The size of the domeetic units.

The difficulty in describing homestead? in Caguba begii. with the tacit as

sumption in the above analysis that in fact every homestead in the village is 

controlled by a male person. This point will be dea1t with later (p. 160).

Here I must clarify the technical terminology which I nave adopted in order 

to distinguish between two essential dimensions of domestic life in Caguba. 

The one dimension is socio-economic and spatial: 'a household. Hie other ont

is juridical: "a homestead." Both English terms render the vernacular term 

umzi (plural imisi) which must be distinguished from two other closely relat 

ed terms uaapho and ikhaya. Usapho ("a man's wife and children or family 

denotes consanguinal ties between (certain) members of a homestead and,in ad 

dition, those members' dependence on the homestead head (see below. Section 

and Chapter VI, Section 3). tkhaya ("paternal home") refers to the agnatic 

;roup of which the homestead head and his children are members. When a person 

refers to a certain dwelling~pl»»c>. * ik.ho.ya. lokithi ( fhe paternal home t< 

which we/1 belong") he makes a claim to the agnatic status in that aomest 1 

which non-agnates would not share. The concept of the uryo is of groat u



tance in the ancestor religion c Mthwa e Chapter VII). At present 1 am

concerned with the concept of th' umsz.

In everyday 1 i.i ■ in Caguba, : t is not visibl to the new-comer what yp< 

relationship exist between the villagers. But wha is readily observable 

that people live together in small domestic groups vrfhich are spatially dis- 

cernable from one another. Each group has its own site or plot and occupie 

one or more houses (up to six or seven) at a time. The individual houses on t 

plot are only a few metres apart from one anothert they may form a straight 

line or a semi—circle; and their entrances usually face north-east. Oppotit 

the houses, there is often a cattle byre and a garden^ . This very simple 

and very common lay-out of a plot gives the appearance of being a unit as op 

posed to other similar plots in the village. The spatial unity is often empha

sised by a fence which more or less effectively prevents the larger animals 

from entering the yard and the garden. The people who live on the premises 

usually constitute a socio-economic unit. This type of spatially discernable 

dwelling unit, with its internal socio-economic unity, is called in the verna

cular umui which I am translating in this spatio-economic sense as 'iouseno

• Independent from the spatial dimension of the domestic life is its jura i dimen

sion which the vernacular term umzt expresses as well. It is this jural aspect 

of the domestic .fe which I am emphasising when I use the term 'nor'-eszead1 in 

this dissertation in spite of the fact: that the English term also has strong 

spatial connotations. The reason for this choice is the fact that the unifying 

element in any given homestead U  tl homestead head (urmumzana) and his juri

dical authority over all the members ol his homestead. The homestead head's 

control may extent over more than one socio-economic unit, as in the case of a 

polygynist. Member households ot a polygamous homestead may be on adjacent 

plots or else as far apart from one another as different villages. The unity



between these households is merely juridical and no longer spatial; yet to

gether they clearly constitute a single homestead since they all share a 

single jural mthority.

This distinction between the socio-economic households and the juridical 

homesteads is necessary in order to make the following census figures (taken 

in 1978) intelligible and to speak with greater precision about the family 

and its (average) size in Caguba. The research includes 109 households, with 

a total population of 665 persons of all ages. Of these households, ten be

longed to the neighbouring ward of Sihlanjeni. In addition, cix of the house

holds did not constitute homesteads in their own right, but were dependent 

households. There were 93 homesteads in Ludume ward, in 1978:

Size of Household Population p<:r Householc

Number of Number of Adults (Age 18+ ) Children
Adults per Households ■ ■ i
Household Single i Marriedi

TOTAL

1 8 4 4 14 22

2 39 11 67 100 178

3 18 36 61 115

4 19 33 i 43 47 123

5 10 19 31 48 98

6 5 14 16 26 56

7 3 14 7 12 33

8 1 6 1 2 2 10

9 1 5 4 3 12

11 1 7 4 7 18

No Info. 4 i

TOTAL 109 131 214 320 665

Table 6. Population of Ludume in relation to households.

The majority of the population live in small households with between two to 

four adults, t) ally six to seven persons per domestic unit. More specifical

ly, it is in these households that we find the nuclear family as the typical
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domestic group. They comprise about 30 % of the total number of households 

(see below Table 8, p. 160). This is surely not a dramatic change in the 

"traditional" large family if we accept Prof. Wilson's description. She writes 

(in 1936), "in each unzi is a man with his wives, married sons with their 

wives and children, and unmarried daughters" (Hunter 1936:15); but she adds 

"now (i.e. fifty years ago from the time of the present writing) an average 

icnzi contains four to five adults, and four children (ibidem). InCaguba, in 

1978, the situation was as follows:

Out of a total of 
105 households, 
there are:

Persons 
per HH

"Adult" 
to "Youth" 
ratio

"Parent" 
to "Child" 
ratio

Hunter
(1936:15)
(estinte)

214 married persons 2.04
3.28

2.04
A S

131 young adults, 18+ 1.24
A  9 A

320 below age of 18 3.04 3.04 4.5

665 Total 6.32 6.32 6.32 8.5

Table 7. "Adult" to "Child" ratio in Ludutre per Household (HH).

The size of the average household in the area of Westt. Mpondoland has dimi

nished by almost a quarter during the last fifty years or so. If we compare 

the figures which I have estimated from Wilson s information with those which 

I found in Caguba, and compare those with data available tor theCiskei in t,ie 

late 1930's1" ’ , we can conclude that the difference between Ca ub«’ and Ntiba- 

ne (where Hunter worked) is not significant. This is confirmed by the fact 

that the adulj-to-youth ratio per household has remained constant. Half a cen

tury ago it was 1.125, while at the moment it is 1.078. The actual decrease 

of household population' over the last decades can be seen to follow a certain 

pattern. In the last part of this chapter I shall discuss the life-cycle of 

the family in Caguba which may well account both for the nstancy of these 

figures and for the relative smallness of the households.

.. m 9 *
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fly The nead if nhe homestead.

The question is now: who i.s "head" or the average household in Caguba? Because 

of the legal dominance of: men, we might assume that in cases of households 

where a male head is lacking, as for example in a widow's household, reference 

.3. always made to a certain male person who would act as the "head.1 The que

stion is of interest since almost 40 % of the households in Ludume lack a de
’ (3)

' i c r : male head. This figure is too large to ignore

During a series of structured, but open-ended, interviews, the fact emerged 

that women, under certain circumstances, can rightfully control their respec

tive homesteads. We interviewed at least one representative of each household 

of the sample. They were asked: "Who is vmini’mzi ("owner, head") of this 

place?", the question suggesting a male person (see p.91). In the following 

table (Table 8) their answers are specified according to the informants' sta

tus and sex(4). As appears from the table, there is a prominence of female in

formants, but the similaritv of responses removes any suspicion of sexual bias

Designated "Head"

Informant A Mar A Widow Free-Woman No. Info.

Male, mirried 

single

6

5 I

2

Man + Monogamous wife 

Man (Son) + Widow 

Monogamous wife 

Polygamous wife 

Concubine

u  ;

29

5 i

3

1

1

1

1

3

Widow

Free-Woman (id ika zi*

r ~ 2,

5

2

Reported Information 2 2

Total 63 30 6 10

Table 9. Designation of "Head of Homes tend.
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It emerges clearly from Table 8 (p. 160) that status, not sex, tends to de 

termine a person's answer. In short, where there is a living 'lUchGnc., he is 

always referred to as the "head." If there is no male, the informant never re 

fers to a person of a different homestead, for example a married son or a hus 

band’s brother, as the head. What is more remarkable is that a widow living in 

her late husband's homestead with her married son will not refer to the son as 

homestead head. In other words, if there is no husband a senior woman, either 

the widow of the late homestead head or a "free-woman" ' 1 *, will be in control 

of the homestead. The statistics show that a widow "replaces" her husband on 

his death.

A widow or a free-woman controlling a homestead will be referred to as ukhehle~ 

kazz wasekkaya ("the female 'old man' of the homestead") . This linguistic 

convention expresses the fact that her household is a homestead, in the sense 

defined above (see p. 157). She is the factor unifying all the members of the 

homestead, and she holds authority which would otherwise be her husband's. Thus 

agnatic kinship, in Mthwa society, docs not mean an authority shared by the 

kinsmen in the sense that one of them could decide on domestic matters of an 

a gnat if a 1 lyre la ted but female-controlled homestead. intema.i—y, a homestead is 

a juridically self-sufficient social unit, irrespective of whether its head is 

male or female. However, control of a homestead does not entitle a female head 

to become a member ol the court jury at the village headman's place: she does 

not become one of the "legal authorities" of Mthwa society (see p. 120). Thus, 

outside her homestead, a female head remains a legal minor, subject to the men. 

In other words, control of a homesti and legal maturity are not coterminous. 

While the former can be held by a man or a woman, the latter is restricted to 

male members of Mthwa society. For the female head, the homestead boundary is 

also the boundary of her authority; for the male head, the authority of a home

stead is the szne qua non of his social maturity which includes his "speaking"



in court as a member of the jury(7). The fact that widows and free-women 

are in control of their respective homesteads has an important consequence 

regarding the rules of inheritance which I shall discuss in the next chapter 

(see p. 242f).

(2) The forma of the family.

In previous chapters (particularly in Chapter II) I have referred to "local" 

clan-sections and discussed their spatial aspect. Here I wish to investigate 

who in fact live together, either as a unitary household, as a homestead, or 

as immediate neighbours. For this investigation I need to introduce the notion 

of the "family." The Mthwa household is defined by co-residence and sharing 

in a conmon food supply; the homestead is defined by the additional feature 

of the juridical authority which the head has over all the members of his 

homestead. The family adds the further, limiting, f-ctor of socially recognis

ed (see Radcliffe-Brown 1950:4) agnatic and affinal kinship ties between mem

bers of the household and the homestead 8\  The main interest of this section 

is the actual form or composition of families in Caguba and the related resi

dential pattern of these families. Much has been written about the "extended 

family" in African societies and its social significance. The question is, how 

"extended" is Mthwa family, and what is the nature or purpose of thi extension?

The fact that the average size of the domestic unit in i aguba is h,3- persons 

per household does not support a repeatedly made generalisation about large 

households' being typical in Africa. Rather - as regards Mthwa society - it may 

be assumed that the average household tends towards what has been called the 

"nuclear family" (Murdock 1949:1). This is the case in Caguba as the following 

table (Table 9, p. 163) shows. In order to make this table intelligible, 

three points must be mentioned which together determine the composition of 

the family as a residential unit.



(a) FAMILIES OF HOMESTEADS WHICH ARE INDEPENDENT 
HOUSEHOLDS

Number 
of HH %

( i) Single men
Free-women, with children 
Single generation (couple alone)

3
4 
4 10,2

( ii) NUCLEAR FAMILY
1. Two generations
2. Three generations

23
10 30,6

(iii) EXTENDED FAMILY
1. Too generations

l.a Including one affinal member (son's wife) 
l.b Caresiding adult brothers and their wives

2
2 3,6

2 . Three generations

2.a Including the young couple's children 
2.b Including other grandchildren (biological 

fourth generation)
2.c Co-residing brothers and their wives

9

13
0 20,0

( iv) COMPLEX FAMILY
1. Extended agnatic■’lly
2. Extended cognatically
3. Extended on both sides
4. Extended affinally

8
8
1
4 19,3

(b) FAMILIES OF HOMESTEADS WHICH ARE MULTIPLE DEPENDENT 
HOUSEHOLDS (POLYGAMOUS) 8 14,5

No Information 2 1,8

Total 109 100,0
L

Table 9. Composition of families in Caguba (HH * Households).

First, there is the rule of virilocality. According to this, a wite join;, 

her husband after marriage and live together with him at his place, which is 

initiallyr most commonly, the husband's father's place.

Secondly, a married man's children live at his place(9); daughters do so 

until they get married; sons do so until after marriage when they have esta

blished their own independent homesteads.



Thirdly, the actual basis of the second rule is jural in nature and re

lates to a transaction involving, usually, six head of cattle by which a 

marriage is contracted. The transaction is known as bridewealth (ikhazi)t 
i.e. "the payment of goods to the lineage of the bride" (Fox 1967:119). The 

transfer of the animals gives the husband control over the reproductive 

powers of his wife and his unmarried daughters. Incest regulations prohibit 

sexual intercourse with his daughters, but their reproductive powers remain 

under his control which he enforces by future bride-wealth negotiations when 

his daughters are going to be married. Should an unmarried daughter gi ve 

birth, her illegitimate child, by right, belong to her father, ihus, t.ie 

presence of illegitimate children does not change the nature of a family. 

Although biologically they are the man's grandchildren, socia-.y they are his 

own (see below p.165f). In the following, I shall discuss each category ot 

family listed in Table 9, p. 163. The main objective is to isolate the life 

cycle of a family in Caguba and its corollary of the younger generation's 

leaving the (paternal) homestead.

(a) Families of homesteads which are independent households.

(i) Single adult families and couples.

In a case where a household is occupied by an only sing,' nan, we can speak 

about a "family" only in a figurative sense. Of the single men in the sample, 

one is a diviner, and the others maintain unstable relationships with free- 

women. The single women ("free-women," see p. 179, n. ) are heads of house

holds in a fuller sense. Their children stay with them permanently and parti

cipate, as'far as possible, in the housework, in gardening and in the work in 

the fields . The couples live alone. One of them is elderly, the husband 

being one of the oldest persons in the village and twice widowed. All his 

children died at a young age. Another couple is middle-aged and childless. The
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homesteads in this first category are very rare and are in no way typical of 

the village.

(ii) Nuclear family.

The biggest 'ngle class rf homesteads comprises those containing a nuclear 

family, i.c * man, his wife and their children. It is necessary to Lstinguish 

between a two- and a three-generational nuclear family, if only for reasons of 

descriptive clarity. The nuclear family has two generations where there art- 

only children of the homestead head and his wife. The concept of a three-ge

nerational nuclear family is an analytic one, as will now be shown.

It is a well-established fact that, in the indigenous societies of South-East 

Africa, a man acquires, at marriage, the procreative power both of his wife 

and (subsequently) of his daughters. With respect to his daughters, he exerts 

his authority by negotiating the bridewealth with the prospective son-in-law's 

father. If a daughter gives birth to a child without the bridewealth s being 

transferred, the father of the girl is entitled to sue the genitor (or his le

gal guardian) for damages. In addition, the -hild of the affair belongs legally 

to the girl's father and will take his name. If informants are asked to list 

their children, in accordance with this rule they will refer to these ille

gitimate" children as their own. Thus illegitimate children are not singled 

out as belonging to an unmarried daughter of the homestead. Rather are they 

placed among other "legitimate" children according to the age of the respective 

child. For examples

Figure 11. How genealogies are levelled out.



Most field-researchers will have come across this way of "re-writing genea

logies. The informant as well as the ethnographer usually ignores the biolo

gical " t r u t h " . For the ethnographer, the illegitimate child, through its 

inclusion with the legitimate children, has acquired a socially approved posi

tion; for the informant, for practical everyday purposes, the illegitimate 

child shares the rights and obligations of any other child. It will share in 

the work to be done at home and will have the protection of its (foster-)fa 

ther. But, the biological "facts" are remembered" and they may eventually cause 

tension. They play an important part in Caguba's social life, for example, in 

relation to living together with a "legitimate" brother who is married, or 

with regard to the actual property which an illegitimate child inherits from 

his (foster-)father. Therefore, the three-generational nuclear family is only 

indirectly to be regarded as a separate category; but by the same token, the 

illegitimate children who live together with their mothers in the homestead 

of the latter's father do not constitute an instance of the "extended" family; 

they constitute only a particular realization of the nuclear family. The two- 

and three-generational nuclear families account for almost a third of all the 

families in the village.

(iii) Extended family.

Although the terminology of nuclear, extended, and complex family has !)een 

adopted merely for descriptive purposes in the present dissertation, it may 

well help to clarify the question of the extended family as a domestic unit 

in the Nguni-speaking area. The extended family is, in Mthwa, relatively .iar 

row in range, it is clearly patterned, and it is the result of a continual 

process of expansion and contraction.

The data show that the forms of the family most frequently found in Caguba 

are the nuclear family and the extended three-generational family. These two
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together make up more than half of Caguba households, as is clear from the 

following abstract of Table 9 (p. 163):

ii, 1. Nuclear "biological" 23 HH

ii,2. Nuclear "social" 10 HH 30,6 %

iii,2.a Extended 3-generational "biological" 9 HH

iii,2.b Extended 3-generational "social" 13 HH 20,0 %

trast:

iii.l.b Co-residing brothers and their 
wives, 2-gencrational 2 HH 1,8 I

iii,2.c Co-residing brothers and their 
wives, 3-generational 0

1
HH -

It emerges from these data that a typical Caguban homestead consists of a 

man, his wife, one married son and his wife and their children: i.e. a dome

stic unit which comprises three generations. Less often there may be two ge

nerations (when the married son and his wife have no children), or four genv 

rations in the strictly biological sense (when an unmarried daughter s chil

dren are included. This is treated as a three-generational family "socially".
f 12)See a similar situation in the nuclear family; p. 163) . All four-genera

tional families which I recorded in Caguba are of this biological type.

There was no case, in my sample of 109 households, of two brothers (either in

the sense of sons of the same father, or in the wider classificatory sense)

married and having their own children, living in a single domestic unit. Even

the biggest family in Caguba that I tv orded, with eleven adults and seven

children, has only one married son together with his wife and children, i.e. 

plus the parents. In short, "extended family" stands to mean, in Caguba, the 

narrow range of kinsmen related by kinship and marriage over three successive 

generations with one married couple in each generation together with the fi
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lial generation's unmarried children. This means that the homestead head s 

other children, sons and daughter, must move out of the parental homestead.

As for the daughters, all of them leave the parental homestead after marriage 

following the rule of virilocality {uhjenda, "to reside with one's husband", 

i.e. "to marry'). As for the sons, according to evidence at my disposal, it 

is either the oldest or the youngest son who remains in the paternal homestead. 

It is the oldest son who, most likely, will move out, because the economic 

situation favours his settling independently. This will be discussed in the 

next chapter in connection with the inheritance rules (see p. 233).

This moving out of the sons (ukuzakkela, "to build for oneself") results in 

the formation of a nuclear family which resides neo-locally. But this form, 

the nuclear family, is not chosen for its own sake: the nuclear family is me

rely a stage in the family life cycle. Such a nuclear family will, on the one 

hand, soon expand into an extended family with the birth of children who will

grow up and marry in their turn so that the three-generational household is

once again established. Yet, as the grand-filial generation reaches marital 

age, one by one of the grandchildren will but the oldest, or the youngest a^ 

the case may be, move out. On the other hand, the original (grand-)parental 

generation will die out. There are almost 40 widows in Caguba, of whom about 

30 belong to extended families in the later stage of their contraction giving 

the appearance of nuclear families . Thus the extended family, in v.ie nar

row sense as defined above, rather than the statistically more common nuclear

family is the typical Mthwa family.

It is the repeated expansion and contraction of the domestic unit over three 

successive generations which determines the family life cycle of Mthwa society 

We can graphically represent this typical life cycle in the following manner:
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Figure 12. Family life-cycle in Mthwa society.

On the assumption that such is the life cycle of the Mthwa extended family, and 

that it be typical of the whole of Mpondoland, it is possible to understand, 

first, why there is no extreme difference in the size of the families as ob

served by Prof. Wilson fifty years ago, and, more significantly, why the ratio

between young and old people in the average homestead has been kept at an ave

rage of about 1.1 (see p. 159). The answer is that, whatever other changes 

might have taken place, they did not affect the basic process of growth and 

contraction of such a typical family over three generations. Furthermore, oy 

the same process, extremely large families, as domestic groups, cannot develop. 

1 assume that the practice of today in Caguba well reflects a longstanding 

pattern of the "extended family" of Mthwa society as a whole and, probably, of 

all the Mpondo. In passing it may be mentioned that the constantly repeated 

process of settling out will necessarily 'ffeet the settlement pattern.

All that I have said thus far explains the size of the average domestic unit 

and its composition with respect to kinship ties. But it does not explain the 

distance which a man chooses in settling away from his parental place. It will 

be shown that it is by no means a matter of course precisely where a son is

going to settle and build his own home, nor should we assume that it is the
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usual procedure that he will built in the immediate vicinity of his father s 

home. To this particular point I shall return presently. Meanwhile I shall 

discuss two further forms of the Mthwa family, namely the complex lamily 

(Category a.iv) and the family which consists of multiple households (Cate

gory b) with polygynous arrangements.

(iv) Complex family.

The term "complex family" denotes domestic groups which are based on some de

monstrable consanguinal relationships between the members of the family. Unlike 

the extended family, the complex families do not comprise relatives who belong 

to consecutive generations of grandparents, parents, children. Although the 

consanguinal relationship between the various members of such a family is de

monstrable, the domestic unit was never intended to be like the extended ta- 

mily of three consecutive generations. The complexity is due primarily to the 

fact that these families include children who belong to certain relatives of 

either the grandparental or the parental generation. For a variety of reasons, 

the family takes care of the children; for example, a child may live in the 

family because it makes it easier for him to attend the local primary school. 

However, among such children there is the case of a boy whose presence in the 

household requires a short explanation since it refers to a general practice.

I am referring to the fact that the firstborn child "belongs" to the grand

parents. The child may be a boy or a girl, but the greater significance lies 

with the boy. At quite an early stage ir. life, the child will go and live at 

the gr and parents' place and will be taught to call the grandparents father 

and "mother", and its own parents "brother" and "sister"^ \  This has conse

quences for the eventual "re-writing" of the genealogy, similar to the one
it (16)mentioned above (p. 165), if the people should no longer "remember" to

which generation the respective person "truly" belongs. The immediate reason 

for the transfer of the child is that it should be at the parents' (i.e. grand-
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parents') service. The long-term reason is that the child, if a son of a first* 

born son, will be the chief heir of his "father" (i.e. the grandfather). I 

shall discuss this in the following chapter (Chapter VI, Section )b) in connec

tion with the inheritance r u l e s '.

(b) Families of homesteads which are multiple dependent households.

Thus far I have discussed households which are self-sufficient and independent 

of any other households, and which are therefore coterminous with what I cailed 

homesteads. Now I turn to those households which are still self-sufficient in 

economic terms (i.e. they have to administer their own "budget" and share in 

the food supply), but which are dependent upon a "head" who controls several

households at a time. This is what I found in Caguba in connection 1th polygy-
/ 1 Q \

ny and with publicly established concubinage . Polygyny refers to the multi

ple marriage of a single man to several women simultaneously; concubinage (in 

tl.. sense used here) refers to a married man who simultaneously with his mar

riage maintains a relationship with one or more women without the formal sanc-
(19)tion of a marriage

Whether rclited to a particular homestead head through marriage or concubinage, 

the women concerned (i.e. wives or concubines) regard their consorts as respon

sible for themselves and for their children" . Vice versa the men concerned 

claim exclusive (sexual) access to those women and accept responsibility for 

them and the children. In all there were 16 domestic units in Caguba (or 14,5%) 

which acknowledged v betship in a "multiple household," i.e. which acknowledged 

dependence on a polygynist. The seemingly high percentage figure requires some 

explanation.

The figure has been established by looking at polygyny in Caguba (i.e. in the 

ward of Ludume) over an extended period of time. At the time of the research
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: i-nrh unctional polygynous homesteads. These three heads

itjto i ft/ »vei nousahoIds, that is i % of the homesteads in Ludumet and 

t.f lousenoin.-,. These figures remain well within the brackets of 

maiysi!- w  amt . Hammond-Tooke (1968b:85). Thus far the evidence 

mgr uggest- rhit rolygynously extended families were not very common 

h«- ecem oas* >- laguba; and they are certainly not at all common at

■ resent . Hit • reuue.n •' landestine concubinage is very difficult to esti- 

late.. me < Htn if vnu id not alter the number of multiple households.

dolygynousiv nairieo vives (and publicly acknowledged concubines) are kept 

-tenet lv ipart -.Danativ in different households, sometimes living in diffe

rent villages. r.raceo the oattern over a timespan oc about 15 years and 

couno mlv rnt nome.stean "hat was at the same time polygynous (two wives) and

■ single domestic m i t . It > man, then, should have several wives, it is ex

treme li meoncnon cc nave 'hem and their children live together. Instead the) 

vi11 tccupv different olaces Polygyny is not a factor which determines the

rtn of Mthwa households. This .s the case at least in present-day Caguba.

But we can to further. Neither wives of the same husband nor married brothers 

ogethc vith their vives sei p. 168) tend to live in common households. Ge- 

lerall' oeakmg. there is nly oru affinal member per generation in a given 

muaehoIn he onclumon thct the "traditionally" big family does not 

xis’ uv ongei m  Ithw. f iet if it ever did. Taking into account the

tynamic'. if the rami I' life ycl (see p. 168), one wonders when exactly the 

’break down" if the - 1 ad u. i onall.y" big family (as a single domestic unit) 

ook place; it must *eitainly hav well before the turn of the century.

ifinn , " i "c. n, nr. n  ' ignatia kinsmen.

it ear he- hanrp, ha pi hi II, | . 24) I mentioned the tendency, among 

i •.-met.. ■ * 'get he/ ts "local trmips." Admittedly, this is a vague term



which says little about how kinsmen do, in fact, live together. tt is not my 

intention here to present a full discussion of the matter. I should like to 

select one aspect which is related to the above discussion of the extended 

family and its dynamics of "settling out." For descriptive purposes I shall 

introduce the concept of a pesids'nce which denotes a particularly interestiag 

type of settlement of agnatically related people. With the concept 01 resi 

dence" I go beyond the boundary of the household and the family.

The frequency with which kinsmen, specifically brothers who are sons of the 

same fathc., settle next to one another, and the occasional close co-operation 

between the two homesteads, could lead to the conclusion that we are in th:- 

presence of the extended family. However, each homestead owns its own field 

and does not share in ihe harvest; each homestead transmits proper:y only to 

its respective children; each one stands in court on its own. In oti.er *crtis, 

the co-residing homesteads do not fuse into a unitary socio-economic unit; thev 

do not form a single household. This, then, defines what 1 wish to ca1i i re 

sidence pattern of agnatic kinsmen" or simply a residence, namely the spa 

tial proximity (immediate neighbours) of homesteads whose heads are closely 

related agnatic kinsmen without any socio-economic fusion of the homesteads.

In other words, a residence is not an extended family; there are two or more 

agnatically related but independent homestead heads.

While this pattern of settlement can be related to structural aspects of Mthwa 

society (e.g. agnatic kinship and membership in a mat—association; tee p• 'I 

it does not necessarily stem from thi structural aspects. Rather, .> residence 

exists because the respective homestead heads have deliberately chosen to 1iv t  

as close neighbours. Intentionality, not a pre-ordained structure, accounts for 

spatial nearness or distance.



The social reality of the family life cycle in Mt'iwa puts a certain pressure 

on a son to settle out, and this implies the establishment of an independent 

homestead. This pressure derives first from the rule of primogeniture (see p. 

79) and the resultant authority which the elaer brother has over his juniors. 

To this must be added the inheritance rules which favour the first-born son 

(see p. 237). But, as was mentioned, the actual process of settling can follow 

two alternative pattc.ns (see p.168) according to which either the eldest or 

the youngest brother remains in the paternal homestead. Thus the life-cycle 

itself does not explain what actually happens in any particular case. Finally, 

when I checked on the tendency of close kinsmen to live in close proximity, I 

came to realise that it did not apply to actual brothers who, as frequently as 

not, lived at a distance from one another. The following map (Map No 6, p.

175) gives a few of the cases of such brothers living together as immediate 

neighbours, i.e. who form a residence, while others of their brothers live at 

a distance. If the family life cycle cannot account for this "inconsistency" 

in the tendency, neither can ignatic kinship in general “ .

T studied forty-five pairs of brothers. All of these men are either established 

heads of homesteads, consisting of a nuclear or an extended family, or they are 

member uch a family (see Table 9, p. 163). They may or may not be married.

One out of two away from home

PAIRS OF BROTHERS Both 
at home

Living: 
next door 
S i J

in same 
w.s.
S j J

in other 
w.s.
S I J! .

Both unmarried 
Senior unmarried

Senior married 
Both married

5
1

13
26

1

10
2

1
11I

2 l
3 j 8

1
11
11
I

1 i l
1 | 2

1i
1
1
1
1
1

6 I 4 1
Total 45 18

I
5 1 8 

. .. . _J_____
i

2 i 2 6 1 ‘

Table 10. S' ;tling-out of senior (S) and junior (J) brothers (w.s. = ward-
section).
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The preceding table (Table 10, p. 174) breaks down the total figure of j 

pairs of brothers with respect to the living-in and the sett ling-out brothei , 

subdivided according to seniority. A mere counting of the settling-out brothe 

shows that there is only a slight difference between senior and junior bro

thers, with 13 to 14 cases respectively. This slightly greater tendency of 

junior brothers to settle becomes clearer if we look at the figures in terms 

of their homesteads' nearness to and distance from the original homestead.

The situation would be even clearer, if case material were taken into account.

As the figures of Table 9 (p. 163) show, mar td brothers seldom live cogetaer 

in a single household. What does occur, quite regularly, is that the senior 

brothers marry first and the junior unmarried brothers stay at home until the} 

also got married. Soon after the younger brother gets married, he settles out, 

and he will most likely build his new homestead next to the senior one of his 

father or older brother, as the case may be. This is the consequence of the 

family life—cycle, as discussed before• It is the spatial distance .roro thf 

old homestead which is analytically relevant.

At least ten of the fourteen cases in the sample (of which five are indicated 

in Map No 6, p. 175) of brothers who settled away from the senior homestead 

can be traced to severe conflicts that arose at one stage or other in the 

homestead's history. The result was that the brothers separated in terms of 

settling farther afield. One of the root causes of conflict which I could eli

cit was illegitimate birth on the part of the settling-out brother and thus a 

"restoration" of the. "stigmatised" brother's image: now,as an independent 

homestead liead, he is on equal footing with his legitimate brother, irrespec

tive of his particular (biological) history. Another cause was the elder bro

ther's failure to fulfil his obligations and assist his younger brother in 

providing the bridewealth. A third, frequent, reason given was what the younger
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person considered the 'cleverness ( , ae ; n :; ’ * -2,3)

of the oi the older brother in marrying first. This has the effect of the 

younger brother's staying behind and becoming perforce the caretaker of 

the older brother's rightful estate, i.2 . the father' ; homestead.

This list of reasons must suffice. What they show is that the distance between 

the homesteads is not merely the result of chance nor of pre-ordained strac 

Cure, but is intentional. Yet, if settling at a greater distance is intentio

nal, then settling next door is also intentional. In other words, what has 

been called a "tendency" of kinsmen to form a local group is the result of 

specific reasoning, choice and calculation. Residence as a particular fora of 

narrow-range settlement pattern among close kinsmen is only an indirect result 

of the "mechanics" of the life-cycle of the Mthwa family; it istdirect result 

of a choice by the homestead heads. This proves, to my mind, in a rather s«.iir. 

ing way, the importance of the individuality of the homestead in contrast to 

the village of Caguba and Mthwa society as a whole. How far this individuali

ty is the case will be shown in the context of the economic life of the village.

(S) Suhrnary.

The traditional settlement pattern as described for Nguni-speaking societies 

has changed significantly in Caguba; the village has replaced the pattern 

relatively isolated homesteads. Yet the significance of the homestead as a 

basic unit of Mthwa society has not changed. L have pointed out that the ave

rage size of a Caguba household (6,32 persons) is about a quarter less than it 

was 50 years ago in Mpondoland, but l s change has not altered the iatto 1 

tween adults and children in the individual households. I have traced this 

interesting factor of the relative stability of the domestic unit to tin family 

life cycle which characterises social life >' n Mthwa, seen over a t ime-span of 

at least three generations.
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Such ,1 lit, . ■ 1 ,u tr jhen a married man e tabli nes h own independent 

homestead, and ends when the household reaches its widest expansion when nis 

own grandchildren have been born. Thus the typical Mthwa family appears to be 

an extended family consisting of a man, his wife, one married son with his 

wife and their children. Marriage is most commonly monogamous..

When the structure of a domestic unit is examined, it appears that women are 

perceived to be, at times, rightful heads of their respective homestead without, 

however, enjoying the legal status which a male head would have in Mthwa socie

ty. The importance of women (widows and free-women) in Caguba remains to be 

discussed more fully in the following chapter.

Finally, the family life-cycle operates consistently and implies that sons will 

settle out. But this process of settling-out must be understood in terms of 

deliberate choices which thus account for the distance at which the settl.ng- 

out son chooses the site of his new homestead. Yet, the settling-out as such 

is not only accepted as a matter of course in Mthwa, it is in fact a man s 

means of establishing himself as an independent homestead head who has reached 

full social maturity and may participate in the court sessions at which the 

men as a whole represent Mthwa law and justice (see Chapter IV). One important 

aspect of a homestead's independence must be dealt with in a separate chapter 

fChancer VI), namely its concern for the mateiial needs of its members. The 

homestead is the most significant context in which economic planning takes 

place in Mthwa society.

Footnotes to Chapter 7.

(1) This statement expresses the ideal. In fact, only fifty percent of the home
steads own cattle. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter VI; see p.203f.

(2) See Wilson (1971:58) where the composition of the average Ciskeian home
stead in 1939 is given as 6,3. This is almost identical with ray findings



in Caguba of 1977-81. Hilda Kupei. ( .7) rvpon £ r t Sv % commoner
homestead 7,2 persons as the aver;

(3) See also Roux and Leger (n.d.i9) for the in an urbanizing 
context of the I'ingo in Ciske : .

(4) The category of "no-informat ion" is due large > y t. a technical fault i; 
conducting the survey. All intervewees were very cooperative and there 
*as little hesitation in designating the person asked for.

(5) By "free-woman" I render the vernacular terms idikazi and inkazana. For 
a discussion of free-woman in relation to widow see Kuckertz (1979).
The "freedom" of a "free-woman" refers (a) to an unmarried mother who 
may live at her father's place (in which case the term zat'ia ̂ is -ore 
frequently used) or else (b) has established her own household indepen
dently of her father or (legal) guardian, or else (c) is a freed widow
after termination of the mourning period.

(6) Instead of calling her "fer lie 'old man' of the homestead", they may cal 
her unarm wasekh’apha ("mo her of here at the 'paternal home' ). This ̂
latter term applies also w ten the husband is still alive. The expression
corresponds to the formerly mentioned uyioe wasekhaya/waeekk 'apna ( fa
ther of the home"). See p. 150, n. A.

(7) it should be emphasised that the "male dominance" often mentioned in li
terature is - as far as Mthwa society is concerned - a matter of the le
gal status which men hold in this society. How far and in which way this 
can o’- cannot imply a *rcral dimension is quite a different ma .̂ et . The 
moral and the legal dimensions are by no means coterminous. For a more de
tailed discussion see Kuckertz (1979:142-4). Another aspect of Mthwa so
cial life comes to light here: with the female-controlled homesteads, we 
can see how the so-called "matrifoca 1 families of the urban situation 
have their roots in the traditicnal society.

(8) The definition of "family", as implied here, corresponds to R.T. Smith
(1968:302): "A domestic group may be defined as a group of people who ha
bitually share a common dwelling and a common food supply... The word 
'family' has its origin in a Latin word which could be roughly equated 
with 'domestic', but for sociological puposes the two must be sharply 
distinguished. Domestic groups may be made up of individuals between whom 
no kinship t es exist, and, conversely, members of one family may be dis
tributed over two or more domestic groups. The term 'household’ may be
used interchangeably with 'domestic group'."

(9) More correctly speaking, it should be: At a man s wiie s place, oecau&c
in the case of a polygynous homestead, the children live with their own
mother in her "house" (indlu), i.e. household.

(10) This does not contradict the general dependence of unmarried mothers and
their households on a legal, . a juridically acceptable guardian (fa
ther dr brother). The reason is that it it necessary to distinguish clearly 
between a homestead's internal authority structure and its externa‘ legal 
status in Mthwa society. See p. 161.

(11) The ethnographer is interested in "social regularities." If he sees the 
informant igno-ing biological facts in accounting for t e household's 
children, then the ethnographer may feel justified and adopt a similar 
attitude of ignoring those facts. Only, the informant's reason for "ignor



ing" the biological fact.; may not bo a social rule to which he rciers, 
a blue-print of his society according to which illegitimate children ac
quire a legal status; rather, the informant may "re-write" the genealogy 
of his household in order to create and present (in the informant's mind) 
an acceptable -noral '‘mage of the household. See also Footnote 12.

(12) Here I should mention a particular difficulty which X encountered while
in the field. When establishing genealogical relationships between people 
I often received contradictory information which I could clearly trace to 
such eve 1 ling-outor  alternatively "telescoping" of generations. This 
method of "making" a genealogical tree for a specific purpose would re
quire an additional study which cannot be undertaken here. See also B. . 
Blount (1975).

(.13) The relatively high percentage for widows has also been reported for the 
Mpondomise (Hanmond-Tooke 1968) and for tne Fingo (Roux and Leger n.d.).

(14) The analytical significance of the family life-cycle was realised quite 
some time .= ®o; see Goody (1958), and successfully applied by Murray (1976) 
and Spiegel (1980). See also be low p. 255, n. 24.

(15) The common terms of address used by these children for their parents are 
two adoptives from Afrikaans, buti for "(older) brother' (Afrikaans 
kroer) and ses* for "sister" (Afrikaans suster).

(16) Historically the most significant case in Mthwa of such "forgetting" is 
the one of the founder Chief of the chiefdom, Fono and his father Mbulawa 
(see above p. 13, n. 11). It seems to me that a telescoping of the actual 
genealogical relationship took place here.

(17) Theoretically, it would be possible to discern a further category of home
steads, namely those which include (or else consist exclusively of) non
relatives. There are (very few) homesteads in Caguba which include among 
their members non-relatives. One or two of the homesteads employ a maid
servant who lives in the homestead; another homestead accommodates one of 
the primary school mistresses. I have ignored this separate category of 
households since all homesteads in Caguba are built round a core of kins
men. Furthermore, the households which do accommodate non-relatives cut 
across the categories as set out in Table 9, p. 163.

«18) Here another interesting observation is possible: while a woman may be a 
head of a homestead, she can control only one establishment (household), 
while a man can control two or more. The reason for this must be looked 
for in the sexual restriction on women, their being legally confined to 
monogamy; and in that free-women, even if they have children by dif
ferent consorts, will live with their children in a single homestead. 
"Mother" is to a very large extent the stabilizing factor in Mthwa society.

(19) At this point it would be interesting to pursue the question o, the insti- 
r.utiohalisation of concubinage. Such an inquiry could be pursued within 
the following framework.(a) In Mthwa there is an informal age-grade system 
of which one grade is that of the young married men. Some of them quite 
frequently participate in nightly dance parties at which a certain amount 
of licenciouoness takes place, i.e. the men have sexual relationships with 
the female participants who are mostly free-women. These men are known as 
amatshaue. TheV adulterous involvement is hardly condoned by the men's 
wives and often directly resented; other wives accept their husband's ca-



prices fatalistically. In short, the amatshawe age-yrade is one aspect 
of institutionalised concubinage rrespective of its mora. evaluation b/ 
the informants.

(b) The second form of concubinag is connected with free-womanhood 
and widowhood. Women of both types see it as their 'freedom to noose 
sexual partners.

(c) Concubinage is not accepted as a matter of course by most wives 
in Caguba. If a husband has a concubine great tension may arise between 
him and his wife. In addition, there is an important moral and legal as
pect which to a certain degree can be defended in court, namely, that a 
wife has a right to her husband, which the concubine cannot claim. In 
case of a clash between a wife and her husband's concubine - according to 
certain informants who were free—women - the concubine can only give pre 
cedence to ubufazi ("wifehood") and withdraw (unless the husband backs his 
concubine against his wife). For a more detailed discussion, see Kuckertz 
(1979).

(20) As I said in Footnote n. 19, only wives can make a legal claim (to her 
husband's agnatic kinsmen). The concubine will have to walk out if she 
feels neglected.

(21) The element of choice which is so important in the present context, has 
already been observed and described in connection with mat—associations 
and the correlated aspects of voluntary membership and settling in the 
region of a homestead head'; mat-leader. In fact, any socia^ anthropolo 
gical study must account for less stable factors such as choice and inten
tion.
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CHAPTER VI

INTERACTION PROCESSES OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
CO-OPERATION BASED ON THE HOMESTEAD

TO THE OBSERVER, the homestead in Mthva society is a paradox. In one respect 

it is a basically independent social unit whose head allies himsel t to a 

chief; in another respect it is a we11-integrated part of the authority struc

ture, held within the framework of the judiciary. In the preceding chapter, 

it was necessary to concentrate on the individuality of the homestead in order 

to account for the freedom of choosing one's neighbour within the overall si

tuation of the village. Now it must be asked whether the homestead should be 

regarded as ultimately integrated into the wider society or as being a basical

ly self-sufficient social reality. More s^ecifica.ly, this dissertation aims 

at a clarification of the sense in which and the extent to which economic life 

contributes to the integration of Mthwa society. The present chapter does not 

deal with the total economy of Mthwa; instead certain characteristic aspects 

of the economic life will be highlighted in order to describe the interaction 

processes between homesteads which ar ;enerated by this economic life.

* 6

These aspects must first be situated within the complex context of the whole 

of Mthwa's economic life because it is this complexity that will shape the de

scription to follow.Mthwa economic life as a whole has three main dimension.
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ing his homestead, its buildings and property. Invariably, his inspection tour 

would end at his two byres. In the bigger one the cattle were kept, and in the 

smaller one goats and sheep. He would watch the animals attentively, apparent

ly examining each individually. One could see how the sneering of a sheep or 

the panting of a pregnant cow concerned him. Here at the byre was his place.

Here he would often sit during the day. for as long as time permitted, next to 

the entrance. It was obvious how much he identified himself with the byre, and

their animals, i.e. vpahla.

While he was watching, life in the homestead would begin: his wife or one ot 

the daughters would go to fetch water, fire would be kindled, sleeping nuts 

and blankets removed, the main-house (irdlu) swept, and so on. The whole fami

ly (uaapho) would come involved in this quiet hive of activity. While the va

rious tasks were performed the homestead head would stand giving advice or 

calling one of the children. Most of the activities were those of the daily rou

tine, but it was obvious how much the homestead head was in control of -nat we 

may call the homestead labour force, although admittedly a very special la

bour force” with which he identified himself fully, and which was indicated 

clearly by the terms with which he and the other members of the family addresseu

one another.

As will b« shown, the family is a Mthwa man's primary labour force. It is thus, 

like cattle, an economic asset in Mthwa society, but it is also an economic 

good quite different from the class of goods to which the cattle belong. Yet, 

the two types of asset are closely linked to each other. Mthwa economic life 

cannot be seen in isolation from the ocial relationships in which persons are 

involved. To quote P. Firth once more (1967:3)1 "The existing structure of ... 

social relations and the idea and expectations which [the Cagubans] have of 

this must affect very deeply the nature of the transactions in which they en-





day caguba: if the country was aignificant as a food producer in the first 

half of the last century (see Shn„, in Hann.ond-Ioohe 1972,167). then this is 

certainly true today when the fields and gardens are the main sources of the 

staple food. Maize is the staple food now. used in a great variety of dishes 

and drinks, furthermore, whereas forme-ly the fields were predominantly the 

women's concern, this is certainly not the case today. At all

of field and garden work, the men are fully engaged, sharing with the women on 

an equal basis. Finally, even if the cultivation ot grain is the main source 

of food, cattle are still of economic significance in their own right. Here it 

1, important to note first that only about fifty percent of the households own 

cattle, while more than eighty percent are involved in the cultivation of 

land. Secondly, although the annual agricultural cycle determines the rhythm 

of life in the village to a large extent, after the harvest has been gathered 

Caguba1s social U f a  resorts to a style more suited to a cattle-oriented eco

nomy. During the agriculturally quiet season (dune to October), a mmber o: 

celebrations will take place which involve cattle, for example, wedding feasts 

and the transfer of bridewealth from the bridegroom's to the bride's homestead 

that precedes them; or certain ancestral teasts which mvol.e 

ing of an animal, ox or goat.

There is yet a third dimension of economic life in Caguba which is so impor

tant that it would be hard for the people to continue to exist if it were to 

cease operating: participation in the cash economy.

in the village itself, there are only very restricted opportunities =f Parti

cipating in the cash economy and of nud ing a living out I such partlcipi 

There are about half a dozen teacher, employed at the local primary school. 

All of them come from outside the village. There are two households which, on 

a regular basis sell home-brewed maize-beer. Occasionally a hou-ehold slaugh-
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various forms: for building and fuel. Because wood is still so plentiful and 

relatively accessible, one seldom finds in Caguba that dried cow dung is used 

as an alternative form of fuel, as is the case in many other Transkeian areas.

Crass grows in great variety and is used for two purposes in particular: feed

ing for the animals and thatching. The tall Tamboukie-grass iwtqungu) ^3 used 

for roofing. It grows everywhere in the area, but because of extensive cutting 

it has become quite scarce in the immediate vicinity of the village. Usually 

the cutting of thatching grass is done by groups of half-a-dozen women; work- 

parties are arranged for the purpose. Firewood and grass are commonly C.eely 

available within the area comprising the village. Like grass, soil tor building 

also belongs freely to the whole community. Only for the cutting of green wood 

for building purposes is the chief’s permission necessary . A new development 

is the buying of poles from traders in Urt St Johns.

Foods that occur naturally include mussels (ivnbaza), the occasional wild ani

mal, certain wild vegetables (imifino), and a wide variety ot roots, aerbs, 

and barks which are used for medicinal purposes. Although all these are impor

tant (and as for mussels, parties are even organised to go and harvest them) 

they contribute only marginally to the local diet.

Of natural resources, the most important is land, for building, gardening and 

agriculture. Land is in constant emand, because of the natural increase oi the 

population and the resultant settling-out (see Chapter V), and because ot new 

settlers. Quite often the village headman, or perhaps even the chief, can be 

seen walkihg through the residential area, accompanied by an applicant for a 

site (inxiwa). Land is never sold: it belongs to "us all." No one, not even the 

chief, can make a profit by speculating in land. Official allotment allows a 

fair share for all who have a right to it, i.e. heads of homesteads who are
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and an answer given by the Cagubans, and the two an.

I inquired how the various households came into possession of their 

whether by allottment or by inheritance (see Table 11, p. 19-), and 

ished who, in each case, was the first homc'tead head to cultivate tht 

in question. This part of the research (of which the details must be omv 

here for lack of space) brought to light that in the past (perhaps in :n 

first decade of this century) land M S  distributed on the basis of clan 

bership, though the reason for such distribution was not clear, i cou: 

cern three areas in the lower part of the Mngazi River valley which nad 

longed to the three major clan groups of Caguba (i.e. of the ward Ludur, 

see p. 25f), namely the Ncamane (the royal clan), the Gcwangule, and tn 

tshe-Khanandana(5). In strong contrast, the present-day distribution of 

does not show this clan-based pattern. When I questioned the Cagubans, ' 

usual reply was that there had "never" been such a thing as land distnbi 

ion on the basis of clan membership. My informants reasoned that a fieln 

does not represent some economic interest shared y a local clan-group or 

a particular mat-association. On the contrary, they said, a person choose 

field because of the quality of the soil, irrespective of the identity of 

field neighbour, his clan name or his mat-association. The common opim 

that a field is at the disposal of the homestead to whom it has been 

and serves the needs of its people and of nobody else. Put differen if, 

villagers maintain that it is not enough to say that a field is mere 

piece of land attached to a single homestead; it must be said rath 

field adds a certain dimension of "interest" (Habermas) to the. indi 

homestead Which cultivates that field. A given field is a symbo < ' "

cufczr homestead, so to say. Thus, in the eyes of the people cf Ca(- 

ever the actual economic situation may appear to be), the 

than integrates their society.
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The second arpect of the connection between a rield and an economically self- 

interested homestead comes to the fore when a workparty of the tUma-type 

(see below p. 216) is in progress in the field. Sucn a workparty is a group

of people who have been organised by a certain homestead head in order to

assist him. Usually the members of a workparty include some of the kinsmen of 

this homestead head. The point to be made in greater detail later (see p.221t) 

is that kinship and mat-association membership is neither the basis or re

cruitment nor of authority in the workparty. Economic cooperation between

kinsmen has only limited significance in Caguba.

The third factor which indicates -how homestead-based interests afreet 

land-ownership relates to a rule concerning the inheritance of a field: nobo

dy caa claim a field merely on the ground that its former owner was a kins

man, except where there . . direct inheritance from father to son.

Finally, the close link between a field and a specific homestead is sta

tistically born out by the fact that by far the majority of fields were ac

quired through an allotment by the chief to the present homestead heads' ' :

Field acquired through inheritance 
Field acquired through allottment 
Not own field, but borrowed 
No field

18 Hh 
60 Hh 
5 Hh 
17 Hh

16,9 7. 
56,7 ; 
4,8 % 
16,0 %

No Information 6 Hh

Total 106 Hh

Table 11. Acquisition of field per household (Hh).

The significance of Table 11 appears if the assumption is accepted that not 

only is a field part of a natural resource which has been rightfully allotted 

by the chief to a particular homestead head, it is also an expression of the 

status of the homestead head as a person who has gained full mature social 

and legal status in the society and who, therefore,has a right to a piece ot
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arable land independently of the land held by other homestead heads, whether 

they be kinsmen or not. In other words, the right to, and the acquisition 

of, a piece of land is a symbolic expression of the homestead itself as an 

economically independent unit. Our assumption is well-founded on the nigh 

number of allotted fields: about 57 % of the sample. This high number also 

indieites the speed with which new homesteads have been founded in tne last

thirty or forty years1'\

The high number of fields allocated can easily be explained by the continuous 

process of settling-out discussed earlier. Given the correlation between 

settling-out, legal maturity and rightful claim to a piece of land, it imme

diately becomes intelligible why there are so few inherited fields (1/ %).

Just as an inherited field was acquired by a certain homestead head, so the 

field will continue to be at the disposal of one of that homestead head s 

sons. If there are :urther sons, they must settle-out and, eventually, apply 

for their own fields, each one of them in his own right as a (new) homestead 

head. Brothers of the same father control different homesteads and have ditre- 

rent fields: thus possession of a piece of arable land does not contribute to 

integrating Mthwa society, although the land in its totality is owned d>

Mthwa society as a whole. If brothers, however, wish to share the crops of 

their respective fields, they may, of course, do so, but there is no expressed 

rule or a particular ideal (like a moral rule which could be based on Kinship 

relationships) which enjoins such sharing.

F i n a l l y ,  t h e  b o r r o w i n g  o f  f i e l d s  shows s t i l l  f u r t h e -  t h e  i n d i v i d u a t i o n  w h ic h  

c h a r a c t e r i s e s  t h e  Mthwa h o m e s t e a d  and i t s  e x c l u s i v e  c o n tro l  o v e r  a n  a l l o c a t e d

,

there will be only a few homestead heads who own a field but prefer not to
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cultivate it. Subsequently (Sub-Section bb) we shall see what reasons there 

could be for leaving a field uncultivated or allowing it to be cultivated

by another homestead.

A historical question remains: since apparently there was probably in the 

first decade of this century a clan-based distribution of arable land in 

Mthwa(8), is the process of individuation of homesteads a recent phenomenon 

in Caguba? Present evidence suggests that this process has been part of 

Mthva’s socio-economic tradition for at least 150 years. First, in the pre

ceding chapter (p. 159) I showed that t^e size of the average household, and 

the average ratio between adults and children per household, has not changed 

significantly for at least fifty years. Secondly, at least from Shakan time 

onwards, cultivation, and thus the allocation of land, gained greater promi

nence than the possession of cattle. Thirdly, even if there was formerly a 

clan-based distribution of land, apparently there was never a clan-based 

right to land in a particular area. It was the chief, not the local kin

group that controlled any stretch of land. Whenever a man applied for a field

it was the chief who allotted it (or else, one of the headmen did so in the

chief’s name). It can thus be concluded that the process of individuation of 

homesteads as described here (of which the right to a piece of land is an es

sential aspect) is part of Mthwa's traditional way of life. It is still m

observable reality in today's Caguba: the homestead head who applies for a 

piece of l?rd does so independently of any other homestead head, whether kins

man or not, and in his own interests. The right to land has therefore a divi

sive consequence for Mthwa society.

(ii) The actual cultivation of a field as an integrating factor.

Land u ed r tillage is quite different from the other two important natural 

resources, wood and grass (see p. 192). Grass is available only during a 11-
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cultivate it. Subsequently (Sub-Section bb) we shall see what reasons there 

could be for leaving a field uncultivated or allowing it to be cultivated 

by another homestead.

A historical question remains: since apparently there was probably in the 

first decade of this century a clan-based distribution of arable land in 

Mthwa(8) , is the process of individuation of homesteads a recent phenomenon 

in Caguba? Present evidence suggests that this process has been part of 

Mthwa's socio-economic tradition for at least 150 years. First, in the pre

ceding chapter (p. 159) I showed that the size of the average household, and 

the average ratio between adults and children per household, has not charged 

significantly for at least fifty years. Secondly, at least from Shakan time 

onwards, cultivation, and thus the allocation of land, gained greater promi

nence than the possession of cattle. Thirdly, even if there was formerly a 

clan-based distribution of land, apparently there was never a clan-based 

right to land in a particular area. It was the chief, not the local kin

group that controlled any stretch of land. Whenever a man applied for a field 

it was the chief who allotted it (or else, one of the headmen did so in the 

chief’s name). It can thus be concluded that the process of individuation or 

homesteads as described here (of which the right to a piece of land is an es

sential aspect) is part of Mthwa’s traditional way of life. It is still m  

observable reality in today’s Caguba: the homestead head who applies : ,r a 

piece of land does so independently of any other homestead head, whether kins

man or not, and in his own interests. The right to land has therefore a divi

sive consequence for Mthwa 3t< '• • f v.

(ii) The actual cultivation of a fie hi an intepr.it :n.t . . t. . .

Land used for tillage is quite different from th. other w o  impof »„t natural 
.
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mited season, during the early dry months of the winter; wood can be cut and 

collected at any time; but the land used for cultivation imprints on the whole 

year a specific rhythm of a variety of activities. These activities are to a

large extent determined by the farming methods employed:

First, maize is the crop universally planted in the fields, although 

some fields have pumpkin as a subsidiary crop, planted between the maize. This 

strong monocultural tendency generates a uniform agricultural rhythm through

out the village.
This uniformity is strengthened by the second factor: most of the home

steads begin tilling the soil for the new year simultaneously. In a rather ar

bitrary way, the 15th November is considered to be the date for starting 

ploughing (although some field-ovners start considerably earlier as weather 

conditions often allow them to do). There is no special ceremony or any ex

plicit permission by the chief to mark the commencement of the work. Well over 

80 7, of the households in Caguba cultivate a piece of land (in addition to 

their gardens), virtually all of them plant maize and most of them start work

ing on the set date in November. This affects the availability of labour 

strongly since only a few households are able to do the work in the fields 

without assistance from other homesteads. Furthermore, the fields lie in a 

very restricted area, thus the crops start growing almost simultaneously in 

all the fields - as do the weeds. Therefore there is an urgent need to get the 

fields hoed. During the hoeing season, from mid-January until the end ol March, 

the village is virtually deserted during the day. Up to ten or more workpar- 

ties may be hoeing in the Mngazi River valley during the peak month in rebrua- 

ry. Later, in March, hoeing gives place to weeding, until the work in the 

fields comes to a standstill until harvest. From the beginning ot the agricul

tural season, Caguba homesteads go through a period of extensive cooperation. 

Workparties are widely organised not only for work in the fields but also in 

the gardens. During the 1980/1 svasott, hi households (out ot a total aamriu of
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106 households) organised a workparty. Most of these uorkparties were orga-

nised for work in the fields.

Finally, the need for draught animals calls for cooperative effort. To

day all the fields are ploughed; nobody uses a "planting stick" (isikhula, 

see Hunter 1936:74; as in the past. Draught animals are therefore in high 

demand, particularly at the time of ploughing and harvesting. Yet cattle in 

general, and oxen in particular, are scarce in the village. Only about 50 % 

of all Che households own cattle (see p. 206), and of these there are many 

that do not have the six or eight oxen required for a full span. Since all 

fields have to be ploughed and the harvest taken heme on sledges, much bor

rowing of oxen takes place. Of the 106 households investigated, 66 needed to

borrow oxen during the 1980/1 season.

To sum up: Caguba't strong involvement in cultivation 'nd the particular farm

ing methods employee have an immediately observable effect on the life of the 

village and most of its individual homesteads. At the beginning ot the agncul 

tural annual season, a "burst" of cooperation takes place in the village and 

it lasts until harvest has been taken home. It should be noted that this co

operation is generated by economic necessity, ' t an/ philosophy of cooperative 

ness and togetherness based on kinship or other forms of social arrangement. In 

other words, the cooperation which we can observe co-exists easily with the in

dividuality of the single homestead indicateu above. Indeed, the researcher 

surprised to find that people prefer to achieve the economic end of a goo; har

vest without cooperation of other homesteads. Oat of a total c 106 households, 

there was only one informant who considered workparties to be desirable. All 

the other Informants who reported having borrowed oxen or having organ::.! 

workparties insisted on the economic necessity of doing so P* Hb), but

at the same time declared their (impractical) preference for achieving this enc 

independently, using the resources available within the homestead. The reasons



for this lack of enthusiasm for cooperation between homesteads were easily eli

cited. The organisation of w rkparties requires the provision of beer (and 

sometime: other food) and this, of course, uses up the homestead's valuable 

supplies. Another reason is that the beerparty which follows a workparty session 

often ends in tension and quarrels. The most common, fairly unarticulated, rea- 

son mentioned was that "people just do not like it" (i.e. would prefer doing the 

work with members of the homestead only).

Yet, the necessity for cooperation with other homesteads is often felt in many 

ways, either because of the lack of the necessary oxen, or because of too small 

a labour force available in the homestead. Therefore the homestead head will 

turn tc some other homesteads and ask them for assistance (uncedo) (see below 

p .  2l6f). This implies that he has to provide food (ukutua) for trie day the 

work is done. The food usually takes the form of beer (umqombot:;i, uzywa^ ) . As 

a rule beer will be given while the workers are in the field, and usually when 

the work has been completed there will ,e a beerparty in the homesteal of the 

organising household. This latter beer is not quite a repayment tor services 

rendered, although this idea need not to be excluded. In fact, the beer-drink

ing takes on the form of a celebration, since there may be people other than 

those who participated in the workparty. Furthermore, the bear-drinking pro

ceeds according to a rigid etiquette which affects the arrangement of the people 

at the beerparty and the procedure of sharing the beer. In addition, this eti

quette follows rules which apply tc curtain ancestral feasts (see Chapter VIII>. 

Therefore it is quite appropriate :o call the beerparties which are related to 

hoeing, harvesting or to any other form of organised work "celebrations.

, •

brations which follow a day's work, on the same day on which t >e work vns •> r~ 

formed. Such celebrations I call "beerparties". Secondly, there are those cele-
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bracions which follow after the harvest has been finished in the whole village 

and the cattle are now free to feed on the stubble left behind in the fields.

These celebrations I call "harvest feasts.

An important part of the annual agricultural cycle is the hoeing and weeding 

season which lasts almost three months, from January to March (weeding may 

take place as late as mid-April). This is the time of the most intense econo- 

mic cooperation by means of workparties. Since workparties are often followed 

by drinkparties, it is as if, during that season, Cagubans were working for 

two-thirds of a day and feasting for one-third. During this time, there is al

ways beer in one household or another, either used as food in the fields, or 

as food for celebrating. Beer is mostly home-brewed and made of maize; occasio

nally it is made from instant beer-powder obtainable from the shops. Whether 

the beer is home-brewed or made from powder, any drinkparty has an important 

economic aspect for the host: he has to reach deep into his resources, either 

the surplus harvested the previous year or cash. The workparcy and subsequent- 

ly the drinkparty consumes a considerable quantity of the households food sup

ply. In other words, a workparty not only provides a profit with respect to 

the agricultural aims of the household, but it also means a definite expenditure. 

Thus the almost universal feature of Caguba's economic life of having workpar

ties followed by a celebration creates a clear interdependence for the people. 

Most of the households of Caguba organise workparties, and most of the people 

of the village participate more or less frequently in one of the workparties 

or another in order to be entitled to the food which the host will provide, to

the food for the day. This is veil summed-, in the popular 1-hrase that

'

feasting: ksyi ncko, aihZwtW ("well then, we satisfied our hunger").

Unlike the drinkparties. which follow the completion of a workpartyfs work, a 

harvest reast way take place any time after the harvest has been taken heme.
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Yet the harvest feast remains clearly in the context of economic cooperation 

between homesteads. The actual reason for having the celebration is that a 

certain household has been assisted by another homestead by the loan of a 

span of oxen. The celebration will take place "in honour of the oxen" (uku- 

eelela iinkabi) > i.e. "in honour" (ukubonga) of the owner of the animals. Ob

viously, here there is no real idea of payment for a service rendered. Thirty 

people or more may gather in the homestead where the celebration is to take 

place. The special guest of honour, the owner of the animals, will not receive 

a larger quantity of food than all the other guests: his privilege is to be 

the guest of honour, the reason for the celebration.

It was mentioned (p. 199) that more than 60 I of the households in Caguba need 

to borrow oxen in order to take their harvest home; this means that there will 

be a great number of celebrations. In addition, the drinkparties "in honour cf 

the oxen" take place in a limited time-span of two to three weeks between the 

second half of June and the beginning of July. Why there should be such a con

centration of feasts within these weeks, I failed to discover. The repeated 

feasts in the village, however, within this time-limit have the effect or an 

informal harvest feast for the whole of Caguba. On the occasion ot the cele

bration, the owner o: the oxen will be praised publicly for the assistance 

which he has given 4 nr, the guests will be exhorted to learn from his example. 

Such speeches conclude with the familiar phrase kAkononw, nongomao

("Ye people of Ncanane, keep ycur zeal also in future"). This or a similar 

phrase may be heard on any other occasion where the people are to be encouraged 

to cooperate, but it is most appropriate for harvest feasts which conclude the 

most intense period of economic coopci ttion in the village. After the harvest 

feast, the various homesteads will return to a more individual rhythm of Ufa 

until the next agricultural season Starts on the 15th November. Only occa io- 

nallv will workparties be organised to perform a variety of works (see p. 216).
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As for the fields, they become the commonage of winter grazing for the cattle. 

No one car stop his neighbour's animals feeding on his maize stubble. It is 

now that the time arrives for the feasts n have been held over until the 

agricultural work has been done. It is now that the more social significance 

of cattle as bridewealth or as ritual victims becom a apparent. Yet in addi- 

tion to having their share in Mthwa’s agricultural activities and their being 

of importance socially, cattle and domestic animals in general have their own 

economic value for their owners and form an important part of the homestead

economist's planning.

Cbb) Domestic animate and rational 'planning.

Cattle play an important part in the daily lives of the Mthwa people as with 

the ether Nguni-speaking peoples. As was mentioned, cattle have economic va

lue as draught animals; they also have social value in negotiating bride

wealth, jural value in paying indemnities, religious value as ritual victims. 

Besides all this, cattle have commercial value; and this is so not only since 

recent times. Beinart (1979a:200) points out that the pre-annexetion indepen

dence of the Mpondo was directly linked to "the wealth in cattle which they 

traded in order to obtain commodities they needed, such as guns and agricul

tural implements." The great value and esteem which cattle enjoy in Cuguba is 

observable in many ways, not least the persistence with which they are driven 

to the dipping-post on- a month. The long-cherished suspicion that regular 

dipping is detrimental has apparently been overcome, and the quality of the

cattle seems to be improving.

The importance of cattle i. summed up in two phrases which I have often heard 

,

aspect of cattle in its use of the most unambiguous terms of the cash
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Number of 
animals

kept in 
number >f Hh

Cattle: MiIch-c dws 212 14

Oxen 118 37

Calves 82 33

Bulls, Bull-calves 20 19

Goats 111 14

Sheep 71 12

Pigs and piglets 189 74

Donkeys 51 18

Horses L 11 10

Table 12. Domestic animals per Household (Hh).

such occasions are relatively rare, their meat cannot be considered pan 

the regular diet of the people. The main meat supply comes from sheep anc s 

cially from pigs, which are kept in more than 70 3 of the households. sing 

household may slaughter one or two animals per year. Most of the meat is sc 

in the village on a hawking basis. In 1^1 a medium-sized animal fetche

tveea R 35 and R 40.

In contrast to the relatively even distribution of pigs in the village, ■ ■ 

are extremely unevenly distributed. In 1981, only 14 households owned them, 

these hot aeholds, one had 40 animals. This is very interesting when one ret 

bers that goats are the most commonly used ritual victims. Although t: 

sary data are lacking, it may be conjectured that goat-ownership has becom 

commercialised in today's Caguba, i.e. goats arc an example of economic r« 

tionalisation within the context of the homestead economy. But, in sp 

this, goat's still do not really contribute to the regular daily diet o 

Cagubans. Milk is obtained from milch-cows, but the small number of house no 

which keep milch-cows indicates that milk (curd) is a marginal element in -h 

^aple food, in strong contrast to what Prof. Wilson reported to have
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the case in olden days. Today the staple food is gained from agriculture.

(ii) The significance of cattle in relation to cultivation.

The large percentage of households which cultivate fields,and their consequent 

reliance on a span of oxen as draught animals, has been noted. What we have to 

consider now is the disproportion between the demand for such animals and the 

actual number of cattle-holding homesteads which is only 50 % of the homesteads 

in the village^'. This disproportion is accentuated if we take into account 

that only twenty-five households in Caguba (ward Ludume) own six or more nead 

of cattle, and of these only eleven households would be able to keep a full 

span of six t>z<?n(10). The effect of this disproportion of draught animais in 

Caguba is that people are forced to cooperate. If space permitted it could be 

shown that in fact a very limited number of cattle owners do the main work of 

transporting, particularly the harvest. Unfortunately I could not gain any clear 

information about whether animals are rented on a basis of some kind o: r-' tn 

for the service provided. All I could learn was that many homestead heads go and 

"ask for cattle" (ukuaela iinkomo)t or "join (their own insufficient number of) 

animals" (ukudibaniaa iinkomo) with those of another homestead, and that at ter 

the service has been rendered a public feast takes place as described above 

But obviously, the very fact of the concentration of the valuable draught ani

mals in a few households could lead to a commercialization of the "transport

system."

The importance of cactle in the overall economic plan ot the homestead head 

can be seen in the following table (Table 13, p. 207) which shows the correla

tion between cattle-holding, the cultivation of fields, and ways of gaining 

cash:
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Means of obtaining income

Total Migrant Com
mit er

Self- 
emp toyed

State-
pension

at
home

58 Hhs or 
54, 7 % 
do NOT

Hri does HOT
cultivate
field

22*> 
100 %

11 
50,0 %

3
13,67.

5
22,7 7.

1 2

keep cattle
Hh DOES
cultivate
field

36
100 7.

11 
30,5 7.

7
22,27.

2
5,5 %

1 15
41,o%

48 Hhs or 
45,3 7,
DO

Hh does HO?
cultivate
field

- - - - -

keep cattle
Hh DOES 
cultiva te 
field

46
100 I

22 
47,8 %

7
15,27.

- 17
36,9%

Activity 
not clear

2 2 21 Hhs have no field, 
1 Hh left it fallow.

Table 13. Correlation between cattle-owning, cultivation of tields anci 
cash (Hh - Household).

In a total of 106 households, a clear correlation exists between cattle-own

ing and the cultivation of fields. It appears that cattle-owning in a given 

household is practically coterminous with having a field, but NOT 

The cultivation of a field may or may not be concomitant with owning cattle.

I Should like i state,in the form of a hypothesis, the conclusion to be drawn

from this correlation:

On the levels of the village and th< chiefdom, there is no 
authority which has the power to handle the decisions which lead 
to the cultivation of land and to cattle-owning in a given home

stead.
furthermore, land-holding , in fact, an attribute i't the

individual homestead.
Therefore I am forced to conclude that there is no overall

rational planning (economizing calculation> as it aguba weio m  
economic unit, but rather that the respective decision: are made 
on the lev. I of the • • ?.i and in ' ' interests. The actual
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-------------- —  -■ ' 1
Means of obtaining inconv

Total Migrant Com
muter

Self- 
emp loyed

State-
pension

at
home

58 Hhs or 
54, 7 % 
do NOT

Hh does HOT 
cultivate

*)22 ;
100 %

11 
50,0 7.

3
13,6%

5
22,7 %

1 2

keep cattle
Hh DOES 
cultivate

36 
100 %

11 
30,5 %

7
22,27.

2
5,5 %

1 15
41,67.

48 Hhs or 
45,3 %
DO
keep cattle

Hh does NOT
cultivate
field

- - - - - -

Hh DOES
cultivate
field

46
100 Z

22 
47,8 Z

7
15,27.

- - 17
36,97.

Activity 
not clear

2 2 21 Hhs have no field,
1 Hh left it fallow.

J---------------—------—-------------------------—1

Table 13. Correlation between cattle-owning, cultivation of nelds ana 
cash (Hh » Household).

I n  a total of 106 households, a clear correlation exists between cattle-own

ing and the cultivation of fields. It appears that cattle-owning in a given 

household is practically coterminous with having a field, but NOT vice vcroa. 

The cultivation of a field may or may not be concomitant with owning cattle.

I should like to state,in the form of a hypothesis, the conclusion to be drawn

from this correlation:

On the levels of the village and the chiefdom, there is no 
authority which has the power to handle the decisions which lead 
to the cultivation of land and to cattle-owning in a given home

stead .
furthermore, land-holding is, .an attribute ot fie

individual homestead.
Therefore I am forced to conclude that there is no overi> .

rational planning (economizing calculation) as if laguba were in 
economic unit, but rather that the respective decisions are made

•



correlation bet ■■ n the two main r< iurr. •, land and c ■ ■ ' ,

shows clearly that Mthwa' > economy is, in a futinamt '-to 1
sense, a homestead economy.

The criticism may be made that my conclusion is a reification and an imposi

tion of "etic" categories'11’. To this I would reply: 1. I am describing the 

situation as the people of Caguba see it, i.e. as it lorms part o; their 

awareness of their own social environment. 2. My conclusion is drawn from

empirical data. 3. It is born out by the various forms of organisation o:

labour in the village and by the system of inheritance. (These two matters 

will be discussed more fully in subsequent sections.)

(iii) The significance of cattle in relation to the cash economy.

Wherever cattle are kept in a homestead ey ce tainly contribute to the ma

terial lift of the poeple. Even if only t inally, they do contribute to the 

diet, for example, supplying milk and ccasionally meat when there is a ritual 

killing. Hides are used as underblankets or for making things and, in olden 

days, for making a cowhide drum (ingQcngqo). However, since only 50 " of the 

households own cattle, a given household does not usually rely on the seeping 

of cattle in order to make ends meet. There are alternative me^ns of achiev

ing material goals, namely cultivation and participation in the cash economy.

In short, if a homestead head wants to keep cattle, he takes factors into con

sideration which go beyond the mere short-term concern of securing his home

stead's daily material living. He considers the possibility of accumulating 

property (which, of course, remains related to the homestead's material well

being), exactly as the popular phrase has it: "Cattle are our savings-account," 

This fact is not only deducible from ibove tab 1 : (lable 13, p. . . 0 7 ) ,  b u t  . t

is directly observable in Caguba's economic 1ife. I am referring to a pai ti 

lar exchange of animals which in Mpondo is traditionally known as ukiibusa (In
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Professor Wilson (Hunter 1936:135-9) describ' ; at length this type of cattle 

,

"

mals into his byre with the express purpose of using them, e.g. tor plough in;,: 

and breeding, but not selling them. Wilson (ibidem p. 139) mention; tne in

creasing significance of money as early as the time of her research in the 

1920's. Today, in Caguba, money - caah cropping - has become directly linked

to the system of exchange, because the man who takes the animals into his
(12)

care accepts also the financial burden of paying tax on them “ . The owner, 

in return, cannot recall the animals whenever it pleases him, but only when 

a term of payment has expired. However, he remains fully the ouner. Thus 

having animals (as owner) or keeping them (as borrower) means cash invest

ment and finally some kind of return, namely in the form ot increased stoc:--.

(the owner's return) or an animal or two for service rendered ^the borrower's 

return). At this stage it becomes obvious that to give animals into care 

Co take them arc two decisions which are made by the two respective hcmeetead 

heads, each of the two considering the interests of his own homestead and 

acting in accordance with the economic strategy of his own choice.

In contrast to the cattle-owners are those homestead heads who make their liv

ing entirely in Caguba: they tend to be self-employed men (see Table l->, p> 20/ 

They live only on their earnings as artisans (doing building and carpentry) or 

as owners of a hone-industry which produces typical Mpondo sticks or other 

commercial ware, like baskets, to be sold in town. There are three artisans 

in Caguba; the stick producers have customers as far as Umtata an Kokstad 

(100 and 200 km away, respectively). tstly, there is a diviner who earns hi? 

living from divination; but he also has a field. Among those villagers who 

have left for work, as commuters or migrants, we find in part cular those 

who have given their stock in care. In other words, there is ; co-telation
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between cattl. -holding and migrancy. Faploym at : a c - 'ting or a migrat-

'

'

The exchange systemof "requesting cattle" (in fact other domestic animals in- . 

eluding pigs are also exchanged for the same purpose) operates between inui- 

vidual homesteads, more specifically between individual homestead heads. The 

system allows one of the partners to build up his assets gradually within the 

framework of the agricultural-pastoral tradition. There is a certain price 

which this man has to pay: he must stay at home; his freedom of movement is re

stricted. The other partner who has given his stock into care has to pay a 

price as well, namely a reduced return from the natural increase o£ his stock. 

Yet at the same time, he has gained a great advantage: unrestricted by the 

care which the animals need, the second partner has the freedom of movement 

which the cash economy requires. The old traditional practice of "taking care" 

of a man's cattle now offers two alternative ways of improving the homestead 

economy. Although the partners profit from the transaction in different ways, 

each can rightfully say pibonk'patkw ("cactle are our savings-account",.

Obviously, this is not a nostalgic metaphor for an economic "tribal" past: it 

is the expression of an on-going economic present. Thus in the context 0 1  ra

tional planning in the interest of a given homestead, oscillating labour vu:ra

tion has, in today's Caguba, a significance of its own. This signmcance is 

to a large extent independent of the well-documented economic as well as poli

tical exploitation through the migratory system to which the people m  Caguba

are also subject.

In April 1981, eighty-three men and women from 59 households Vera employed in 

various centres of the Republic of South Africa. In order to get a fuller pic

ture of employment out: id, Caguba, wc need to include here those men and wo-
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men who are employed within a radius of about 50 km of the village  : ve

relatively easy transport t i enable them to return . ■ .:e ,u< ,. !/• he. '

commuters are employed in nearby Port St Johns, in tlv Holiday re-ort in 

Mngazi River valley, in two hospitals, on a tea estate and at certain other 

places. The total of 82 % of the households that obtain at least part of tin r 

living from outside wages comprises migrant labourers, commuters and self- - 

ployed mentioned above. Many others have at one stage or another migrated 

work, either for personal reasons or for the explicit purpose of contributing 

to the maintenance of the household (for this distinction see below, p. 23'.). 

Today no household can exist without at least some cash supply, if only to
z13x

pay tax or to pay for the children's primary schooling . (For a detailed 

report on labour migration in South Africa, see . ^ilson, 197.-).

Yet, in the restricted context of a rational planning in order to accumuia^ 

property, certain homestead heads regard oscillating labour migration between 

Caguba and one of the uroan centres as an advantageous possibility of partici

pating in the cash economy while maintaining a firm link with the rura^ home 

of Caguba. The economic sign of this link is the ownership oi cattle and the 

agreement between the owner of the animals and his partner who will take carv 

of them. Thus from the point of view of these homestead heads, their labour 

migration is the means by which the economic life of the big work centres is 

put at the disposal of homesteads. More generally speaking, the maero-pi r. 

mic situation of South Africa, in which Caguba’s economic life is embedded, 

far from minimizing the fundamental reality of Mthwa society, namely its par

ticularistic homestead economy, confirms it.

The existence and continuation of the homestead economy is supported by primv- 

,'enit.»ve (see p. 79) and the rules cf inheritance (see p. 2 37 f). These two 

patterns of Mthwa’s social (as opposed to economic) life generate processes



which necessitate rational planning, not least with r :;i- ' 1 lCt 11 '

main item of a man's inheritance. Here we have the economic basis ot the 

phrase iimkcmo babont* ("cattle are people") (see p. 203). Primogeniture and 

inheritance rules are clearly linked to the life-cycle of the Mthwa famUy 

(see p. 168f), but they set processes in motion by which a second-born will 

leave his father's homestead. Still more, it may set a process in motion by 

which a son may move to town (as a migrant labourer) . T h e s e  proces.-, 

rooted in a given individual homestead, show how clearly economic planning 

originates from and is in the exclusive interests of the individual homestead. 

He and he alone is responsible for economizing calculation in Caguha. It is 

probable that today more than ever before, economic rational planning is a 

feature of Mthwa's economic "system", i.e. of the homeaUad ec^norrd.

Yet, at least in one area of Caguba's economic life, any such planning must 

take into account the fact that human resources are available in a manner 

quite unlike other (material) resources. Although a man may refer to his fa

mily as vnpahla ("property"), the organisation of a labour force is subject 

Co rules which are outside strictly economic reasoning. This will be shown now

(b) The ■janisation of labour.

There are four different types of organised labour in laguba and each of them 

has a distinctive central principle. First, there is the type of labour which 

any household can produce for itself; it is characterised by a principle 

which I like to call "familial obligation." The vernacular word is u m s e b w .: , 

which literally means "work." Secondly, there is the very important organisa

tion of labour connected with workparties which combine people from different 

.

clearly dynamic meaning since any workparty requires an "organiser" who is 

invariably a particular homestead head. The central principle of workparties
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is that its participants give assistance alter an explicit, t. c 0 ’ t,u

■

is based on a special agreement between several homestead heads that t ■ will 

cooperate reciprocally as the need for labour arises. Fourthly, there are Cue 

very limited possibilities of wage-labour and self-employment in Caguba it

self. In the following discussion I shall deal with the two first type^ 

organised labour since they contribute significantly to an understanding of 

economic life in Caguba and an understanding of Mthwa society.

(i) Organised labour as "familial obligation" (unsebenzi).

The dictionary meaning of nmeebemi is any kind of "service" or "work." I: 

the vernacular noun is used in the locative (emsebenzini) it means "at the 

work place" and refers specifically to employment in the cash economy of one 

of the cities or industrial centres. The latter meaning is quite coiraon to

day, but it is a relatively recent semantic development of the original word 

unsebenzi, meaning "service." Common speech in Caguba uses the vernacular term 

particularly with reference to "services" which are to be performed within a 

household, and still more specifically it refers to the hierarchical structure 

of the homestead. Here, \u tt.e context of the homestead, the word 

stili refers to some work to be performed, but it has a strong overtone ot ob

ligation in the moral sense of something that ought to be done. It is taker, 

for granted that each member fulfils the work that has been entrusted to him. 

The result is that umoebenzi does not mean merely the physical execution of 

work, but the fulfilment of an obligation. This unquestioned fulfilment by 

each member is the basis of the homestead's well-being ( u k i v i U U  r and

life (impilo).

The distribution of work is based on sexual division ot labour. So, tor exam

ple, men will see to it that the ground for a new house is levelled, t...



necessary wood is cut, the wooden construction erected, and the wattle added. 

The women are then required to provide the thatching material and continue 

with the plastering of the wall. The men then thatch the house, alter which 

the women finish off the work and nnke the floor. Wherever the division of 

labour is based on sex, the dividing line is kept quite rigidly. However, oc

casional as well as systematic changes of the pattern of division occur.

Thus, for example, I once saw two men participating in a women's workparty 

doing plastering work - to the amusement of the onlookers, men and women 

alike. I referred earlier to the change in work divison in the fields: hoe

ing as a one-time female work has become a work for both sexes. With the in

troduction of the plough, the men, as handlers of the cattle, became respon

sible for the ploughing, but today it is permissible for women to help in 

ploughing, leading the oxen if necessary. On the whole, the division ot la

bour is maintainei and the resultant cooperation between the members of the 

household is taken a« a matter of course.

A second type of division of labour is based on age: the general rule i» 

that a junior person serves the senior, fhis is not actually a division of 

labour, but rather the handing down to a junior person (ukuya ■■’.U umtixirurJ 

the fulfilment oi a service to be rendered. So, i; there are two men and 

the senior of th< two has been requ ted to do a certain job, this man will 

hand down the request to the younger person. It is a matter ot respect to 

do as one has been told by the senior, but if one can avoid the trouble by 

handing it down once again, one may rightfully do so. Therefore this handing 

down of the work does not only occur between members of adjacent generation.-, 

but between near equals as well. This principle already operates among very 

young children. "Parents" and "elders" (abatlala) can remain idle while the 

"children" (abantWana) work: to work, in the homestead, is the fulfilment of 

an obligation (infanelo). It is an unquestionable ob nation to of ter one's
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fhe nandini, '-mior happens without questioning. It is

inderat ooe -ha, ,, unto.........step <«**a). Doing one's work becomes a

natte. „ obedient mt.c ■ .ne vernacular a homonym of "to listen" iuk-u-

.« » mplieo hi t «L»v« the junior who ought to "listen" and

,bey’s he .say i.e *. junior. In other words, the work which

aughl end pert ovmec hand, or « relationship within a system of auchon- 

obedient oosr.tor. the work to be done in the I oestead cannot be

O m.-ec.ierot V. an now . verson "works", without gain and return.

he nterna • m  sec , about in a homestead reflect the hierarchical

• ruecure which ryp ca- 1 che <thwa homestead. At least the present senior

generation t, Cagube „ " forces .he "obligation" of "work." Furthermore,

.,-er «• Cher, ,, aar,' ’ heads if homesteads in Caguba, it is sate to say

r*. weail we a k w ,  ,arson is in control of the household and the

rmmsteac ^  e..«- r m  "h,, to he traced to the traditional ancestor re-

rgiot see hao. v'O rhl naie) homestead head is entrusted with one type

,o, . whtc .one n.iegsr, , lamely ritual. Characteristically, ancestral

•making -mbroKei o i e c a t h y ,  roe thr homestead head down to the youngest

I.e-. rer. on: .nuum o. mthority and obedience which unites all

-aetnb'V »■ ' 'ugi* abom tore- which shares in a set of obligations

, -h» byrt , in the fields and in the house.

r>- w ur pose , the homestead head is the highest

v. rm„ ... i cion '.annot be challenged by anyone in

, ,n «n, . ' ,r k m .  But his control of the labour resour-

-,onw i ad boundary. Thus organised labour which
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is under the control of the homestead head specifies, in fact, 'he range 

Mthwa's economy as a homestead economy. Yet, there are many occasions when 

the work at hand is beyond the powers of the homestead-based labour orce.

The homestead head is thus forced to go out and look for assistance. Ooee 

this necessitate a change in the nature of homestead economy? Does the eco

nomic planning by the homestead head achieve, after all, an integration 

several "homestead economies" - against his will, as it were? The answer r< 

this question will be sought in the remaining part of this section vhicr

cusses other forms of labour organisation in Caguba.

(ii) Organised labour as "assistance" runcedo).

I have mentioned the disproportion between land-holding and cattle-owning 

(see p. 206) and shown that most of the households are unable to provide o 

themselves the necessary span of oxen at ploughing and harvesting time. S u r  

dependence on an outside labour force may be felt by the homestead head or 

many occasions, particularly when the benefits of an ongoing undertaking are 

at stake. For example, he may want to build a new house and would like 

have half a dozen men joining him in going to the forest to cut poles. 0a 

his wife m-y be about to go and cut.grass for thatching the new house; stu 

needs help as well, the work is time-consuming. Virtually any work reiatec 

to the homestead can involve more work than the household's own labour resour 

ces can cope with. The homestead head and his wife (especially if it ne worae 

work) have to make special efforts to mobilise a labour force from outside the 

homestead. People want to "speed up things" (ukukhatfuUziaa) , as the oopui < 

phrase puts it. For this purpose a request for assistance (jm- W1 ' ! 

made, that is to say, the homestead head will make efforts to organise a work

party which will "help" him (ukuncr<la) with the work at hand.

Workparties have often been mychecised as "typically African, UPP°S ’
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pressing the African's essentially "societal nature." It has been suggested 

tl
Sometimes this African societal myth is slightly modified. The author will 

argue that the alleged "societal nature" needs in addition an incentive to 

become operative. Thus a person will go and join a workparty to enjoy the 

beer that will be offered in the course of the work. It would require a leng

thy discussion to dispel adequately this myth and the view of beer as an in

centive to work. My argument here is that workparties are instances of orga

nised labour which requires clear planning by an organiser, i.e. the home

stead head. Only a few aspects of the argument can be put forward here.

To begin with, there are basically two types of workparty in Caguba: one is 

called in the vernacular ieitahongo or wmoyishoil ̂  \ the other tlira (a noun 

derived from the verb ukulina, "to dig, plough, cultivate"/1 0 . The two 

types of workparty differ in three respects: the method of invitation, the 

differing function of beer as an incentive; and the size of the workparty.

Since I am interested in the more common iZzm-type of workparty, I shall not 

treat the isitsnongo-type in any detail.

V, he Will an

nounce the forthcoming event at a suitable public meeting, such as a public 

celebration or any large gathering of people. Apart from the Met that the 

homestead head asks for help (uncedo) with respect to some woi * at hand, the 

very word Uitahongo (alternatively urmoyiaho) indicates to the listeners 

that there will be plenty o f  "food" provided during the work in the field and 

afterwards’in the organiser's homest^ I. Most commonly, the "food" consists 

of beer made of maize, and sometimes a bottle or two of brandy. Very seldom 

other t y p e s  of f o o d ,  l i k e  p o r r i d g e  o r  m e a t ,  a r e  served (I have not observed a 

single case of  the provision o f  meat) either in the fields or in the homestead.



Indeed, an iaitshongo may attract up to about two hundred people, I have been 

told. The biggest workparty of the kind which I observed had about 7 5 parti

cipants. When the announcement of an iaitahongo is made, the listerners take 

this to mean a lavish feast; for the homestead head it means that he wants to 

get as much work as possible done. However, such istts^o-workparties are 

relatively rare. The people told me that they "do not like them." My own 

estimate is that the iaitahongo requires great expenditure and in addition 

the work performance is of poor quality. Under the influence of too much alco

hol, the workers become careless. On one occasion, the whole workparty broke 

into two competing groups. A maize field about the size of a hectare had to be 

hoed (ukuhUtkuld). At one stage, in order to increase the speed of working 

and to "win" the "competition," the groups changed to "rhythmic hoeing" .w:c~ 

mcakidana) (-13). Within a short time, the field tvad been hoed - but many maize

plants had been chopped off.

It is far more common in Caguba to organise camlima (plural of i^na) type 

workparties. Unlike the above mentioned type of workparty, an i . -.-.7-workparty 

is very rarely (if ever) publicly announced. Instead, the homestead nead (or 

perhaps his wife) will go and invite certain individuals to come and help; 

they will "ask for assistance" (ukucela uncedo).When the homestead head in

vites workers, he does not need to explain that food (i.e. beer) will be pro

vided. It is cotmnon practice for beer to be served in the field, but generally 

speaking, less beer is served to an H i m  than to an ^-workparty. As

for the tZuna-workparties, beer functions hardly at all as an incentive for an 

individual to give the requested assistance. Finally, the more common i ina- 

workparty is smaller in number than t 10 tattak-mgo-workparty; it has seldom 

more than 20 to 25 participants. Since the H i m  is based on individual invi

tation, I shall use the term the "invited workparty;"and since the invited 

workparties far outnumber the "announced workparties" (iaitahongo) y it is the
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former that are discussed here under the heading "organised labour as as

sistance (uncedo).” This clearly restricted meaning of organised labour as 

assistance must be kept in mind when I speak about other forms of

ganised labour; an understanding of this particular form of organised labour 

is central to my argument regarding the homestead economy in Caguba.

The preceding sketch-map (Map No 7, p. 219) indicates the way in which a par

ticular invited workparty came about, i.e. how the various participants v,ere 

attracted to the party. The sketch-map show: that, to begin with, the rela

tive pr.oximity of neighbours had only marginal significance r or the homestead 

head of household No 13 (in the map) who was looking for assistance for a 

weeding-party. The map also indicates the variety of contacts on which the 

final membership in this particular workparty is based. First, there were 

those sought out by the nomestead head himself, who went personally to certain 

other homesteads, as did his wife. The basis on which the homestead head and 

his wife went to those homesteads was longstanding friendship between the re

spective families. Secondly, the homestead head also took the opportunity, in 

a less formal manner, to get the cooperation of other villagers, certain of 

them happened to pass by at his homestead, others he met at various places. 

What underlies both the formal invitations and the chance approaches is the 

selectiveness with which the homestead head goes about rinding participants.

He does not merely make a public announcement inviting all comers. Other mem

bers of the workparty were invited by some of those already approached by the 

homestead head. Beside these invited members of the workparty, there were a 

few others who had not been invited, but attended on their own initiative. One 

of them told me afterwards: "I saw t v  women carrying beer and asked whose 

party it was. Then I called my son and we went" (1>’. Thus the initiative of 

participating in the workparty comes largely from the homestead head who is 

interested in his homestead's material progress. On the basis of economic in-



terest, the homestead head organises his workpariy.

No doubti a single case does not establish representativeness. In fact, at 

least twenty-five other cases were studied in similar detail but space does 

not allow me to quote them here. Each of these cases reflected the tenden

cies evident in the single case I have cited.

At this stage the question arises: do clan- and mat-association-membership ac

count for participation in a workparty? The following table (Table U ,  p. 222) 

answers this question. Two things emerge from data given in this table: the 

relative insignificance of agnatic kinship and of mat-association membership, 

and the primary importance of invitation as the way of organising an t~ "c- 

type workparty.

The homestead head (of the example quoted in Table 14) belongs to the Ncamane 

local clan-section and is a member of the Cxovuza mat-association. Of those 

whom he and his wife invited only two were his agnatic kinsmen and four were 

fellow-members of his mat-association. Thus of those who had been invited,

20 % were from Ncamane and 40 7. from Gxovuza homesteads. These ligures are 

smaller than the figures by which the Ncamane royal clan and the Gxovuza mat- 

associations are represented in Caguba, namely 33 ' and 53 X respectively 

(see Table 2, p. 26 and Table 3, p. 33). In other words, the two types of so

cial group to whi:h the homestead head (of the example) belongs ai e only 

partially significant for the organisation of the workparty. On one occasion 

when an iZtma-workparty had been organised to erect the poles for a new house 

I spoke to,the homestead head. The workparty leader was his maternal uncle 

(umalume). I asked whether it was out of special respect that he had given 

his maternal uncle the leading role in the party. He replied, laughing: "If 

you go and invite someone to your ilima then you are not interested in whethe
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Hh
No Participants1^ Invited 

by head 
or wife

Indirect
ly in
vited

Own
initi
ative

Clan2)

.......... 1
Mat-Asso-
ciation

13 Phikatole1^
Mazangtva

NCAMANE
Ncamane

Gxovuza

2 MaNgcwabeni
MaGingqi

+
+

Wotshe 
Wotshe

Wotshe

10 Stamkok
Nosizile
Gobian

+
+

GCWANGULE
Gcwangule
GCWANGULE

Makete

11 Kweti + GCWANGULE Makete

12 MaVvndle + Gcwangule Makete

21 Kwinqiza + JOLA Diova

29 MaMrhabe
MaGcwangule

+
+

Ncamane
Ncamane

Gxovuza

32 Fafa + NCAMANE Makete

37 Dyakalashe + NCAMANE Gxovuza

40 Mabhodloza
Thembalakhe

+
+

GAD I 
GAD I

Gxovuza

48 Msiya + DUNA Gxovuza

51 Mtshini
MaKhwaza

+
+

GADINI 
Gadini

Makete

53 MaVundle + Gadi Gxovuza

54 MaGcwangule + Ncamane Gxovuza

55 Mzinani
MaDlamini

+
+

NCAMANE
Ncamane

Gxovuza

61 MaGingqi + Ncamane Gxovuza

62 Santsabe + NCAMANE Gxovuza

64 M a K h . alo + Ncamane Gxovuza

65 Mzoxolo
Nozolile

♦
+

TSHEZI
Tshezi

Gxovuza

Tot al 16 6 4

1) There wer three other participants from the neighbouring ward, whose 
form of invitation I did not discover.

2) CAPITAL letters indicate the clan name of the male homestead head;
small letters his wife r a femal< imestead head.

3) Owner (Organiser) of the workparty and his wife both participated.
Hh Household with number as indicated in the sketch-map, p. 219.

Table 14. Composition of an invited workpar ty (il'ima).
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he is your kinsman, but whether he is able to do the work." When a man intends 

to organise a workpatty, his consideration is primarily economic and not de

termined by existing social ties like clanship and mat-associacion membership. 

On what, then, does he base his choice when approaching certain individuals!

The second factor which emerges from the above table (Table 14, p. is the

primary importance of personal invitation in the forming of an work-

party. Out of 26 participants, 16 had been invited either by the homestead 

head himself or by his wife. A further six participants were invited indirect

ly, namely by certain people who had already been approached by the homestead 

head (or his wife). Only four participants came on their own initiative, .he 

evidence at my disposal shows that if a person of the homestead other than the 

homestead head (or his wife) want to go and invite people to the workp.rty, he 

would most likely not find the support of those approached. In other words, 

in order to organise an ilimd-workparty, not only is the fact of invitation 

important, but also the identity of the inviter. An invitation conveyed by a 

junior member of the homestead or of a child would not be acceptable. It must 

be conveyed by the homestead head himself. There must then be a special reason 

for a person's participation which (in a certain sense) must be independent 

of the mere fact of invitation. If therefore a homestead head goes out to cer

tain people in order to win them for his forthcoming ilima, he is fully aware 

that neither kinship, nor mat-association membership, nor physical proximity 

as neighbours are, by themselves, sufficient reasons for the approached per

son to respond and give the assistance. What is the basis of his invitation 

and what is the basis of the assistance which he gains. My answer is a tenta-

tive one. '

The successful invitation (and thus the organisation of an C  ’ma-vorkparty) 

depends on two quite different things. First, it depends on some kind of
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friendliness, in a general sense, between the homestead head and other villa

gers; secondly, it depends on a basic tenet of Mthwa social life, namely that 

a person who is in need and aska for assistance should be helped.

The vague expression of "friendliness" is necessary here. Negatively speaking 

it means that there is no ongoing quarrel between the homestead head and the 

person whom he wishes to invite to the workparty. Positively speaking, the 

"friendliness" may result from kinship or mat-association membership, from 

a longstanding acquaintance that results from a shared boyhood, from common 

initiation, from a previous assistance rendered. In short, the decision by the 

homestead head, to approach one person rather than another, depends on some 

kind of face-to-face relationship. The persons of his choice belong to the 

homestead head's network of relationships in the village.

Yet the relationships per s* are not a sufficient reason for gaining support; 

they do not of themselves trigger-off participation in a forthcoming workparty. 

Unless the homestead head, who has planned a workparty, goes (ukukamba ngeenya- 

wo) and asks for (ukucela) help (uncedc), he cannot expect other people to 

come to his assistance, neither kin nor friend. In other words, with tms se

cond condition for a successful invitation to a workparty, we enter the sphere 

of moral life in Caguba. Each of the three vernacular expressions has a parti

cular significance.

It was pointed out (see p. 176) th t a man reaches social maturity when he has 

become a homestead head; with his homestead, he has established his own inde

pendence of all other people in the village. The homestead is, as it were, 

the symbol of his status in the village; he is in authority in the homestead 

and is an equal among other homestead heads. If anyone has a request of what

ever kind to make of him, in a very literal sense he must "go" to the home-
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stead head which means iat times:quite literally) "going on foot" (ukuhamba 

ngeenyaxoo) . Thus whoever "goes on foot" to meet another homestead head, in a 

very definite (although symbolical) sense expresses the letter's independence. 

The visitor can arrive only as somebody who has a request. Indeed, the phrase 

"going on foot" is a colloquialism expressing a homestead head’s independence

particularly when it comes to drawing a line between brothers (sons of the 

s a m e  father) who are both homestead heads.

When the visitor has arrived at another's homestead, he will explain that he 

is left with a "problem" (uxakeUU) which he is unable to solve by himself. 

Unable to demand on the basis of any social relationship, the visitor can only 

"beg" or "ask for" (ukucela)* However, this word of ukucela ("ask for") nears 

a certain moral pressure, because whatever is rightfully "asked for" should

be granted ̂

After a person has been "asked for" something, in principle, ha remains free 

to grant or to refuse it; it is merely a moral principle. So also with respect 

to participation in an Mima-workparty. The participant does not render a 

"service" (performance of a duty, work done in obedience), he helps (ukwvseaz). 

Such help (urusedo) would normally not be given in Caguba, unless a request were 

made. There appears to be no psychological compulsion to assist a struggling 

neighbour merely because he is struggling, neither as unconditional coopera

tiveness (based on a socially defined relationship) nor as charity (based on 

the conception of an active obligation). The general assumption, rather, is 

termini 'mzi uyazi, thim adimasi ("the homestead head knows what to do; as for 

us, we do hot know his intention"). Unless there is an invitation, there is no 

social recognition of a need (economic or otherwise) in a given homestead. As

sistance would not be forthcoming.
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It appears then that in the case of an ilima  workparty the inviter receives 

help unilaterally; the workers provide help without any expectation of re 

ciprocity, particularly in the short-term. This is the basic economic assump

tion in mobilizing a labour force of the type described. It is understood 

that the result of the proceedings of the workparty is to the benefit of 

the inviter and that the invited households hax >. no subsequent claim on the

h»lp which they have given. H o e  veraa, the inviting household has not co—

nitted itself formally to reciprocate an obligation (which results tron the 

help). The concept of "claim" is quite foreign to economic interaction or 

this kind. The people in Caguba do not assist each other on formal expecta

tions of reciprocity 1}. On the evidence presented here itappears to be con

clusive that with respect to an invited workparty there is only one person 

who has an explicit economic interest, namely the inviting homestead head.

The workparty is "economizing" (ingqetohc) in the exclusive interest or his 

own homestead. And yet, even fo- him, an tZAmz-workparty is not an exclusive

ly economic affair since he must "go on foot and ask for help" iahambe ngee- 

nyauo acele uncedoii that is to say, he relies, in his calculations, on fac

tors which are not economic per ae, but social as well as moral. 1: iacour is

in Mthwa (as in any other society) an aspect of its economy, then the cvgiKi- 

eation of labour depends in Caguba on a man's relationships and, independent

ly of them, on certain moral values. Thus Caguba’s homestead economy is subject

to other than merely economic rules.

With regard to the special efforts which the homestead head must make in order 

to organise an Cima-workparty and with regard to the problem-related "assis

tance" whVch he receives, the finding i here are similar to those reported in a 

study of the Ndendeuli of Tanzania (Gulliver 1971). What is, economically 

speaking, a "workparty" in Caguba is, socially speaking, an activated network 

of relationships for a specific end. This is what Gulliver (ibidem p. 18)
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